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IS TR ODUCTI ON
Th is thesis describes a methodol ogy for optimizing the choice and design of oil
production systems in offshore regions where there is a significant iceberg hazard. The work
focuses in particular on the future of oil fields on the Grand Banks off Canada' s ea..t coast.
The problem of designing for possible iceberg impacts has many of the features associated
with offshore development such as significant uncertainty regarding environmental
parameters, and implementatio n of complex systems requiring a range of expertise. A
number of significant oil and gas fields have been discovered on the Grand Banks and further
discoveries are expected. At present. the large Hibernia and Terra Nova fields are being for
developed .
When considering the development of a particular offshore resource. one needs to
make a number of decisions including whether or not the project is viable. which production
systems should be used, what the best operating strategies are. what environmental loads can
be expected. and whether further data acquisition or research and development are required.
It is necessary in each case to identify the problem and the associated criteria for success. to
determine alternative courses of action and their possible outcomes, to assess the probability
of occurrence of each outcome, and finally choose the best alternatives. The amount of effort
which should be expended in evaluating each case depend s on the potential increase in
benefits.
Choosing a production system is usually an iterative process. In the prelim inary
stages , the advantages and disadvantages of different types of systems are identified and
requirements for further environmental data. research and development. and specific studies
are iden tified. Approximate analyses suffiCient to understand the main aspects of the
prob lem and to narrow down the number of alternatives is required. In the later des ign
stages . detailed optimizati on. mode l testing. and analysis may be performed for several of
the more promising options .
Themain cri teria when evaluating and comparing production systems are safely and
eco nomics. First. it must be shown tha t the systems proposed pose acceptab ly small risks
10 perso nnel and the environment In accessing risks o f suuctura.Ifailure . wave. iceberg
impact. and ship collis ion loads need to be considered. Sources of other risk include fire ,
explosions. blowouts. and capsize. The total risk due to all sources is often difficuh 10
estimate because of factors such as misconception in design. poor communication.
computatiooaJ error. poor fabrication. poormaintenance, and human erro r during operatio n.
These types of risks are generally reduced through proper training and checking procedures;
they can also be reduced through simpler design and thro ugh designs with red undant load
paths.
In the case of structuralloads, design criteri a specified in codesare imposed to ensure
that me structure is safe. These criteria may be derived based on experienc e or calibrate d
using probabi listic methods . The presence of icebergs on the Grand Banks has resulted in
special design requirements. Fixed systems. such as the Hiberni a gravity based production
platform . must be able to withstand impacts by large icebergs. For such large icebergs.
wave-induced velocities are small and dri ft velocities range up to about I mls in extreme
cases. Design for such large iceberg s results in more massiv e and there fore expensive
platforms than those used in the North Sea. which are made slender at the waterline to
minimize wave loads . If floatin g systems ace to be used . they must be designed to avoid
impacts by large r icebergs. This is done by towing the icebergs or by movi ng the vessel off
site. Some ice stre ngthening will be required as smal l iceberg s ace diffi cuh to dete ct in
moderate and high sea states. Wave-induced motions ace important in such cases and impact
veloci ties could be as high a.s four to five m/s for very smal l icebergs. Shuttle tankers shou ld
be able to detect larger icebe rgs and manoeuvre to avoid them . but may require strengtheni ng
for smaller icebergs which ace difficult to detect. Impact speeds may ran ge up to 10 mls
depe nding on the vessel speed . In the case of subsea equipment such as well head s.
manifolds. and flowlines. scouring of the seabed by large icebergs is a concern . Possibl e
solutions include burial of equ ipment deep eno ugh to avoid damage. placement of equipment
in subsea glory holes deep enough to avoid contact . or acceptance of occasional dam age with
repairs and replacement where the systems can be made fai l safe to avoid environmen tal
pollut ion .
To evaluate the economic viabilit y o f a development it is necessary to esti mate the
magnitudes and timing of cash flow s. A common mea.sure for evaluating and co mpari ng
systems is the net present value which indicates the present value when all future cas h flow s
are di scounted to the pre sent at a given threshold rate of return . Generally one want s to
reduce initial capital costs and reduce the time required before revenues ace achieved.
Revenue s are determi ned by the price of oil and the rate of prod uction . Capital and operating
cos ts are dictated by the capaci ty required and the part icular design . There is usuall y a
tradeoff betwee n initial capital costs and later costs for repair and maintenance. Capi tal cost s
associated with icebergs including ice strengthening of structures and vesse ls and burial of
subsea equipment. Increased operatin g COstS result from ice manageme nt and repair o f
damaged equipmen t. Theexpected amount of production downtime associated with a given
system is also very impo nant. Downtime will result when moving off location to avoid
icebergs and whe n repairing equip ment. 1be downtime will be affected by the amount of
time waiting for an appro priat e weather window to reconnect or enact repai rs.
1rlthis thes is, a methodology for optimizi ng design is presented, Firs t. available
prob abili stic methods applic able to situations where there is limi ted da ta and uncertainty
regarding processes are revie wed . In particular. the Bayesian framework is considered. The
poSSibility of extendi ng the range of Bayesian applications to empl oy mo re comp lex
likelihood functions is explored.. Emphasis is given to problems relevan t to offshore
deve lopment. Seco nd. crite ria and mode ls for comparing the economics of differe nt systems
are presented. These include model s to estima te the capital and operating costs of the
production systems . and to estimate los t revenues due to downti me. Third. methods for
de termining the number of incidences invol ving icebergs are developed . For determinin g
design impact loads . reliabili ty-based design methods are implemented. Factors that are
considered include the iceberg population. the environment, iceberg detection. iceberg
management, avoidance stra tegies. and the ice-structure interaction processes. To illustrate
the methodology. preliminary analyses are conducted for a number of example field
scen arios and systems .
BACK GROUfloT)
2. 1 Overview
In this chapter. an overview is given of the prob lem of designing production systems
for offshore regions where icebergs are presen t, the types of producti on systems being
proposed. avai lab le methods for anal ysing iceberg loads . risks. and dow ntime . and areas
where improvements are required. in Section 2.2.the importance of tbc petroleum resources
off Newfoundland is discussed. and a brief overview is given of disco vered and potential
fields. In Sectio n 2.3. an overv iew is giv en of the enviro nmental conditions 00 the Grand
Banks. with emphasis on !hose parameters neededin anal yses . An overview is given of the
available data. including methods o( collection. parameters recorded. and limhauens . In
Section 2.4. the require me nts for developin g a field and the types of production systems that
have been proposed will be discussed. In Section 25. the importanccof iceberg impaa risks
in the ove rall des ign is discussed and a review is given of published methods for determining
design iceberg impact loads . risk . and downti me. In Sectio n 2.6 , the ge neral factors
determining the economic viability ora field are discussed. In Sectio n 2.7. the requirements
for gocx1decisi on making ate discussed and aspects of formal decis ion theory . inclu ding the:
use of de cision trees. probability theory . and utili ty theory ate briefl y outlined .
2.2 Petroleum resou rces
Total energy demand in Canada is expected 10 rise from 9.600 Peta Joules in 1990
to 13.800 Peta Joules in 20 10. with oil and gas comprising approximately 60% of this
(CroasdaIe and McDougall. 1994). Conventioaal reserves are being depleted in Canadaand
if the y cann ot be replaced domes tically . they must be replaced through imports . Poss ible
so urces for increasing the domestic supply of oil include improved reco very methods. the
develop ment of lal"sands and heavy oil deposits,and the development of frontier oil and gas.
Total es timated recoverable reserves in the Canadian fronti er regions are about 3.4 billion
barre ls of oil and 44 trill ion cu bic feet of gas. Of this , approxi mately 1.6 billion barrel s of
oil . 4 trillion cubic feet of gas, and240 million barrels of natural gas liquids , have been found
OD the Grand Banks . Exp lorarion costs have been relativel y low . averaging less than S2 US
per barrel , and licences have been granted for further exploration work in the immedi ate
vicin ity of existing disc overies . It was not indicated bow these costs reflected the
government Petro leum Incentive Package (PIP) gran ts avail able at tha t time. Future
pote ntial discoveries on the Grand Banks are estimated at 3 billion barrels of oil and 5 trillion
cub ic fee t of gas.
For the objectives of this study, it is necessary to determine the likely field
charac teri stics o f future dev elopments so that example field scen arios can be set up for
analyses . The main parameters required are the amount of reserves , the reservoir depths (for
drilling COSts). theexten t and continuity of thc reservoirs (affecti ng the number and type s of
wells), the likely flow rates, and any requirem ents for water and gas injection. special
treatme nts for hydrat es . wax. COl ' and H;rS,or abno rmal temperatures or pressures.
A desc ription of oil and gas fields already discovered on the G rand S anies and off
Labrador may be found in Chipman (1992). The locations of the different finds on the Grand
Banks and off Labrado r are shown in Figure 2.1 and the magnitudes of the finds are sho wn
in Table I . All of the signi fican t oil discoveries to date are on the Grand Banks . Of these
the majority of oil is found in four fields (Hibernia, Tetra Nova, Hebro n. and 'Whiterose ).
Themnaining discovered fields all have proven reserves of less tbao 2S million barrels. All
of tbe oil fields are found in the Jeanne d'Arc basin, except So uth Tempest, Five gas fields
with greater than 20 billion cubic metres have been found..These are Whiterose and Hibernia
on the Grand Banks and North Bjami, Bjami and Gudri d off Labrador. In addition,
significant naIUra1 gasliquids associ ated with gas are found.in Hibernia, Whi tcrose, and Ben
Nevis On the Gran d Banks.. and North Bjami and Bjami o ff Labrador. The Hebron field
co mprises four n:servo irs. Tbese are Ben Nev is (129 million barrels), Hibernia (46 million
barrel s), Fo rtune Bay (14 mill ion barre ls), andJeann e d'Arc (6 millio n barre ls). TheBen
Nevis oil is relatively heavy so ani ficiallift will be required.
Figure 2.1 Locations of discovered oil and gas fields (Chipman , 1992 )
Table 1 Sizes of discovered fields (Chipman . 1992)
Fields on the Oil (millions) Gas (bill ions ) NGL's (millions)
Grand Banks
m' bb l m' ",. Ct. m' bbl
Hibernia 106.0 666 28.7 1017 17.7 I II
Terra Nova 64.6 406 7.6 269 2.2 14
Hebron 31.0 195
wbnercse 28.4 178 42 .7 1509 9.2 58
West BcoNevis 4.0 2S
MM» 3.6 23
Ben Nevis 3.0 19 65 229 4.7 30
North Ben Nevis 2.9 18 3.3 115 0 .7 4
Springdale 22 \4 6.7 236
Nautilus 2. 1 13
South Tempest U 8
Fortune 0.9 6
South Mara 0.6 4 4. \ 144 1.2 8
North Dana 13.3 <70 1.8 II
Tra ve 0.8 30 02 \
Subtotals 250 .6 1575 113.7 4'1I9 37.7 237
Fie lds off Oil (millions) Gas (billions) NGL's (mill ions)
Labrador
m' bbl m' cu. ft. m' bbl
No rth Bjami 63.3 2235 13.1 82
Gudrid 26 .0 920 1.0 6
Hopedale 24 .3 859 5.0 3 1
Snorri 3.0 105 0.4 2
Subto tals 119.6 4224 19.9 123
Most of the oil in the Whiterose field is found in the Ben Nevis reservoir (158 million
barrels) which cons ists of a number of different pools . One particular pool has 122 millio n
barre ls in a small area with good production potential .
Oearly. the development of the reserves off Newfoundland and Labrado r will play
a significant role in ensurin g Canada 's energy self sufficiency in the near future . While the
tou.! reserves are very significant. the enviromnent in which they are lecared is very severe
and for most of the smaller fields , the cost of deve lopmen t is prohibitive at pre sent, To
allocate pres ent researc h and deve lopmen t efforts efficiently to reduce these costs, it is
important to identi fy the mos t impo rtant factors and to detenni.ne those systems and
strat egies which have the best promi se of leading to reduced costs and risks.
2.3 Environment fadors
One of the main deterrents to the development of smaller fields on the Grand Banks
is the combination of relativel y high sea stales in the region and the seas onal occurrence of
icebergs . A number of other en vironmen tal factors on the Grand Banks which require
spec ial atten tion include cold air and water temperatures and icing in the winter . and the
presence of se a ice and extreme fog conditions in the spring.
Icebergs originate from glaciers in Greenland and arctic Canada. The main transpon
mechanis m brin ging icebergs south is the Latndor current. Thecurre nt flows north along
the west coast of Greenland, then south along the east coasts of Baffi n Island and Labrador.
Where the curre nt reaches Newfoundland, it swings to the east and then splits aro und the
Grand Banks (Figure 2.2). One branch follows the eas t Coast of Newfoundland while the
~\
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Figure 2.2 General motion of icebergs through region
other moves east along the nonbem edge of the banks to the Aemisb pass and south . Thetwo
branchesmeet thewarm DOI'lberly flowing Gulf Stream current near the southern edgeof the
Grand Banks . It tak es approximately two seasons for an iceberg to reach the Granj:! Banks.
the exact time depe nds on when and where the iceberg is cal ved. the variati ons in the
strength of the Lab rador CU1ttI11, the win ter sea ice conditions, and the local winds which
may trap the iceberg insbot!:or move it otf the main current. At the Grand Banks , persistent
wind patterns can cause the iceberg s to be blown well to east or west of the banks for a
significant portion of a season. When the winds are cns hcre. large nu mbers of icebergs can
be beld along the shores of Newfoundland.
The rate of dete rioration of icebergs determines how far south they travel. Icebergs
deteriorate mainl y throu gh melting , erosion, cal ving , and spli tting . The rate of me lting
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increases proportionately to the temperature gradient in the water at the surface or the
ice ber g. Thi s in tum is a functio n or the ambient water temperature. wave actio n. and the
motion of the iceberg relati ve to the SUlItIWldi.ngament. The most signifi can t eros ion occurs
around the waterline or the iceberg due to wave actioo and can result in unde rcuttin g and
even tuall y calving o r ice pieces from the resultin g overhangs . lbe~oce of sea icc reduces
the influence on the erosi on or icebergs by damping waves and reducing wat er temperature.
Thenumber or icebergsreachin g the Grand Banks is signifi can tly highe r in years whe n sea
iceoff Labrador extends out over the main pan or the Labrad or curren t (Marko. 1993). Most
icebergs arrive on the Grand Banks in the spring and early summe r; though they have
occurred in small num bers at othe r timesof the year . Icebergs generall y do not travel rat
south of the Grand Banks. as the relatively warm Gulf stre am cau ses quick eros ion and
mel ting .
The co llectio n o r data on the population or icebergs is both diffi cult and ex pensi ve.
Theannu al variation in the number of icebergs is such that a significant numbe r or years are
requ ired to gel a good estimate o r thc:distribution ofm.al density or iceberg:sat a given sue.
Theprob lem is made more difftCUlt because smaller tce:bergscan be difficu lt to dc:tc:ctexcc:pt
in very moderate environmental con ditions . To descri be the: ice berg shape and size:
parameters and their ccrrelaricns aceunuc:ly, three dimc:nsional con tours are requ ired . Above
water profiles can be determined from stereoscop ic photograp hs, however the:measurements
or underwater shapes using sophisticated sonar systems suspe nded from a ship are quite
expensive . More often. icebergs are classified according to s ize classes (gro wler. hergy bit,
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small. medi um. large . very large) or by estimates of their simplest visible abo ve-water"
dimensions (walerline leugth. waIerline width. and beigbt ).
Relatively good bistorical data is available on the number and locations of icebergs
0 0 the Grand Banks from the lntematiooallce Patro l ( lIP), the oil indusuy, and research
institutes . The UP was set up in 19 12. afte r the sinki ng of the Titanic. with the mandate to
notify marine rs of the presen ce of iceberg in the normal shipping lanes. To do this. the UP
composes maps of the pos itions of sited iceberg s based on ship reports and dedicated
overflights. The lIP now uses an iceberg trajectory model to predict where to searc h for
sighted icebe rgs on subseq uent trips; to reduce the number of doubl e co unts due to
resi ghtings . and to be able to accou nt for any icebergs in subsequen t mapsthat can not be
found due to either bad weather or insufficient time. TIle lIP has also perfonned numerous
scientific studies over the years (0 improve their prediction capabilities . Tbe reports produced
by the lIP provide a uniqu e and valuable source of infonn ation on the numbers and
movements of icebergs ove r the past 90 years.
The re are a number of limitatio ns in applying the lIP data fo r risk anal yses which
should be noeed, Flight pathswere chosen to follow the southern exten t of the iceberg
il'JCUl'Sion and to relocate icebergs which had been IRviously sighted. therefore the cove rage
at any given location may be biased . It is often diffICult to determine if areas on the maps
which show no icebergs result beca use there is no coverage. the con ditions are poo r for
detection. or there are no icebergs . Furthermore the data collectio n proced ures have chan ged
over time as technology and demands for informati on changed. For exampl e. dedi cated
overfl ights were introduced after ee seco nd world war. the use of the iceberg trajectory
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forecasting model was introduced in 1979, and the use of SLAR (Side -Looking Airborne
Radar) wasintroduced in 1982. Oear documenlation of the procedures used each year is 00
lODgeravailable. making it difficul t 10 estimatethe effectS oflbesechanges. Foreumple, the
weather conditions along the routes and !be reasons for choosing partic ular routes are nOI
alw ays provided. Neither are the methods used for de termining whether or not a given
iceberg was a recount when using the forec ast model. While"the UP map s provide good
information on the p:lSitions of the icebergs, only a simple size classifica tion was used; this
specifiesonly the classes iceberg and growl er. It is Ia10wnthai:the numberof small icebergs
is somewhat underestimaledand that the nwnbc:r of growlers is significantl y underestimated.
Data on the numbers and types of icebergs at different drilling sites on the:Grand
Banks have been collected by oil companies over the las t 15 years . Avai lab le data includes
iceberg trajec tory positions determined by radar , records of ice berg positio ns from
overfl igh ts, and measurem ents of the physical dimens ions of icebergs from suppo rt ships.
A reaso nably large data base of waterli ne len gth, height , width. and shape class observed
from support vessels has been collected, As well . a smaller high quality data -base of detailed
measure ments of above and below water profiles is available. When conside ring estimati ng
the average arul densities of icebergs from this data. it should be noted that the rigs are only
located at a given site long enough to drill the well. Also, the oil companies have the same
problems with de termi ning resighti ngs of ice bergs and detectin g small icebe rgs as the UP.
Th e wind is the maj or driv ing force during storm co ndi tions . It acts direc tly on the
icebergs and indirectly throu gh the generation of surface wave s and CUl1"eDt. The wind also
plays a majoc role in limiting the radardetection capab ility throu gh the generation of sm all
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capillarywaves which cause backscatter (sea clutter); lhis can mask ou t the signal returned
from.the iceberg. Distri butions giving the wind velocity as functions ofdirecti on and month
may be found in the AES W ind and Wave Atlas (M acL,an,n Plansearcb Lzd., 199 1). OIl the
Gran d Banks . winds are mos t common from the sou thwest and are stroegest in Jan uuy.
Tbe sea state is often mode lled as a (Xunbination of local wind generated waves and
low freq uency swe ll. 'The inteesiry of the locally generated waves is a function o f the
strength, durati on. and felCh of the wind. On the Grand BanIes, the wind is usually associated
with cycl onic weather patterns. At a give n loc ation, the wind usually slowl y turns in
direction. Thi s affects the generation of waves (and surface current) by limiting the effec tive
fetch . Theresulting sea Stales can be qui te complex. containin g wave energy at a number of
frequenc ies and directions. Distributions for parameters sucb as the signi ficant wave height
Hs can be found in the AES Wind and Wav e Climat e Atlas for the East Coast (Macl...aren
Plansean: h. (991). Tbi s da ta is based on wave-rider and NOAA wa ve-buoy data for the
nocthem Grand Banks during the period1970 10 1989 . Where a seaspectrumis required. the
Jonswap spectrum recommended by leBlond et. al. (1982) can be used,
The ocean curre nts an: the resultant of a num ber of forcing functions which include
the stresses associated with large -scale wind patterns (resulting in geosuophic currents). tidal
forces , differences in water dens ities at different locati ons. and local winds. Tbese forces can
resul t in complex current patte rns. An approximate estima te of the loc ally generated curre nt
can be found using Ekman's mod el (see Pond and Pickard . 1983. pg . 109).
Othe r param eters whi ch influence detection include lighting, vis ibility , fog , and
prec ipitation. The lighting and visibili ty determine the visual detection capab ilities ; the
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visib ility ce iling affects wben flying is permitted; and fog and ~piution affect radar
detectio n.
2..4 Sy ste ms, strategies, a nd cri teria for en lua tio n
Th e number. types . spaci ng. and timing of wells and the prod uction rates achieved
will be determined largely based on rese rvoir engineering requirements . Th e amount of oil
thou: can be produced is roughly proportioaal to the size of the reserv oir . but also depends on
the continu ity of the reservoir. me shapesand orientations of the indivi dual pay zones, the
permeab ili ty of the rock. the characteristics of the fluid,. and the amou nt of natural drive
available . Tbe prod uced fluids may come from different rese rvoirs situa ted at differe nt
vertic al and horizo ntal offse ts and thesereservo irs may be bro ken into numerou s indivi dual
poo ls throu gh faulting and other processes. Tbe numbe r. sizes . shapes and relative locations
of these indi vidual pools affects the number and type of deve lopm ent wells required. where
they are located . and how deep the y must be drilled . Horizo ntal drillin g techniqu es are used
[ 0 contro l the pam wttich the drill pipe takes throu gh the rese rvo ir and thus increase contact
with the pay zone . Extended reach drilling techni ques are used to reac h pools at large
horizontal dis placements from the drill site. Drilling reaches typicall y reach 9 km (Le, 2 km
down and 7 kIn horizontal ). though reaches of about 4 kIn are mo re common and there may
be difficu lty in dri llin g long er sec tions (Le ver . 1995). Th e drill reac h mat can be achieved
is largely determined by the s ize of the drill rig . The rigs are rated for particular well depth s
and have limi tations in term s of pump capacity and boo k capacity (the abili ty to bring the
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drill pipe out of the well ), 'Ibere is not a significant differeece in the distances achievable
from floatin g and fixed prod uction systems.
The amount of nauuaJ drive in a reserv oir bas a significant effect on the fraaion of
oil which can be economically produced. Soun:es of natural drive incl ude gra vity. natura)
gas caps. natural gas in sol ution . and water dri ve through aquifers . The visc os ity of the oil
and the amo unt of gas in solutio n determine how easily the fluids flow. Also. as the reservoir
is developed. the relativ e proportions of oil. gas . and water can chan ge, affecting the flow
properties . When:: narunl drive is insufficient,.recovery can be enhanced using gas or wat er
injection. This requ ires addi tional wells. tubing. and flowlines. as well as addi tiona.l
eq uipment on the p1.aIfonnfor co mpress ing gas and cleaning water. Where wate r injection
is used. large amo unts of produced water ma y need to be separated OUI and cleaned.
The nature of Ibe prod uced fluids also can affect the design . Large amounts of gas
can cause muluflcw prob lems if the oil and gas separate out. Sand and corros ion due to
sulphur can cause high rates of deterioration to the well and subsea equi pme nt. requirin g
freq uent work ove rs. When::wax and hydra tes are present, these can plug eq uipm ent if not
handled correctly. Proble ms such as corrosion. wax . and hydrates can be reduced thro ugh
chemical injecti on . though these require additional flowlincs and controls. Special subsea
equipment may be required (0 han dle high fluid pressures and temperatures. In addition.
pressures and temperatures may need 10 be maintained to reduce wax and hydrate build up .
The basic processing require ments on the platform include remov al o f sand and
water. separatio n of oil and gas . and preparati on of oil and gas for storage or transportation.
Different separat ors may be required if tbe products from the different wells hav e separate
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lines or flows from individual wells need to be periodi caUy tested. The optimal type of
sepanuor in eacb case will depend on the vo lume of flow and on the composition. pressure.
and temperature of the produced fluids . Before the produced oil can be storm Ol'"transported.
it may need to be stabilized so that it does not separate ou t into components. Excess water
in the produced gasesneed to be removed be fore the gasis eitber transported, used as a fuel.
or reinjected. Where the gas is remjected, compressors will be required . Equ ipme nt is also
requiredto d ean produced water before it is disposed of or reinjected. If water injection is
increased as natural drive is dep leted. signific ant amo unts of water may need to be handled
late in the life of the field developm ent.
Either a grav ity base d platform , a ship or semi-s ubmersib le floatin g syste m. or a
subsea tic-in can be used to develop a field on the Grand Banks . The main advantage o f using
a fixed platform is tha t many . if not all of the wells can be driUed and completed at the
surface of the plarform. Where floating platforms are used . all of the wells are completed
subsea. resulting in signi fican tly higher capital ecmpieucc and work ov er cos ts. An othe r
advantag e of using a fixed platform is that down time due to waves and icebergs is
s igni fw:antly reduced . lbe main dis adv antage of usi ng gravity based platf orms are
s ignificantly higher ca pital costs . Whereas in the No rth Sea gravity based srrucr ures are
slender to reduce the amou nt of conc rete require d and to red uce wa ve loads . struc tures on
the Grand Banks must be much larger to be able to withs tand iceberg impacts loads . An
additi onal disadvantage is the inability to move the structure during or after the field
development.
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Aoating production syscems consist of the subsea development, a riser basemanifold
and riser with flow Iioesand control lines betweenthe seabed and the vesse l. and the vessel
itself which houses the proccs.sing eq uipmen t and possibly storage. Both ship or semi -
submersible sysrems have been used, The semi-su bmersible has som ewhat better motion
characteristics but lessdeck weight and storage capacity. Where ship production systems are
considered. turret-moored systems will likel y to be used to reduce environ men tal loads and
allow quick disconnc:cL The maindesign parameters for a floating production system are the
wate r depth, the produ ction rate. the Dumber of flow lines and control lines required. the
environme ntal conditi ons , and the storage requirements. 1be water depth determi nes the COSt
of the moorin g and riser systems . The production rate and Ute requirements for wate r and
gas injection determi ne the capac ity of equ ipment requ ired and thu s the deck space and
weight requ irements. The number of flow-lines and umb ilicals required affect the design of
the rise r syste m req uired. Th.i.s will also sign ifican tly affect the des ign and cost o f turre t-
moo ring systems. Tbe environment de termines how stro ng the vesse l and moo ring syst em
must be and influences down-time . The required storage capacity is determined based on [he
production rate and the expected down -time of the shuaJe tanke r syste m. Som e stora ge
capacity may also be desirable for wet prod uction (before the water is separated out ) in case
the processing equip men t breaks dow n. A dedicated storage tanke r may be used to red uce
downti me when shuttle tankers are not availab le or cann ot moor .
If a well is nOI completed at the surface. it mu st becompl eted at the seabed and a
subsea flowlines used to transport the prod uced fluids to the prod uction si te. The subsea
system will also include con trol line s to adjust the press ure at the well head . and injection
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lines to bring chemicals . wate r. and gas to the well bore and reservoir. 1bc: we ll bead itse lf
consists of a productioo tree with whic h flows to and from the well bore can be controlled
and access can be: gained for wort. overs . We lls may be drill ed separately or in close
proximity from a temp late. Where templates are not used, subsea wells are generally spaced
at leas t 2S m apart to protect the well headsfrom falli ng drilling and work over equipment .
Origi nally. many we lls woul d bedrilled from a single subsea temp late, this has been largely
replaced by the use of we~ which are comp leted individually. Indi vidual well co mpletions
arc:less compl ex than integra ted templates. and are more flexible as dril lin g can lake place
before instal1ing the manifold, or even designing it, Because: oftbe risk of ice be rg scour on
the Grand Banks, well beads will be encased in a coocrcte glory bole just below the seabed.
Flowlines may eithe r be buried in ee ecbes or left on the surface, depe nding on the expected
numbe r of inci dences and wh ethe r or not they can be made failsafe. At presen t, produced
flui ds from subse a well s arc trans ported as a mul tiph ase fluid to the host platfonn. The
max imum distan ce over whic h mul ti-phase fluid can be transported is abo ut IS km, the
abi lity to achieve thi s distance depe nds on the particular circumstances. such as the exten t
of natural dri ve available. [f the distances over which produced fluids can be transported
subse a can be increased, then the number of productinn sites required can be reduced, and
additional marginal wells may become profitable. A number of areas of research are being
follo wed to increase subsea transport distance . these include better pumping systems for
multi phase fluids ; better methods to suppress separation of multiphase fluids and problems
rela ted to wax . hydrate s. and corro sion ; and the de velopme nt of equipme nt for subsea
separa tio n so that liquid and gas can be trans ported in separa te lines . When considering
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development of smaller oil fields , it is of note thaJ: if subsea transport distancesco uld be
increased to 2S Ian.many of the smalle r fields would be within the r.lnge ofboth Hibernia
and Tern. Nova. Hibernia could potentially receive tie -ins 10 years after production starts,
this may be longer if the reserve base is increased.
The ability to avoid ice berg s successfully when choos ing a floaling prod uction
system. and the amount of downtime that will be incurred, ace influenced by the iceberg
detection. management, and avoidance system. The operators will most likely use ice berg
de tecti on and management systems similar to that used for drilling cpera ec ns . 1bc
procedures taken when an iceberg is detected will depend on the range from the platform at
which the iceberg is initially detected, its approach speed, the weather co Dditions. and the
operatio ns underway on the platform. lbe actions likely will be specified in terms of alert
zone s similar to those tha i have been used for dri lling operations. For drilling opera tions.
three alen zones are defined based on the required time 10 cease operations and disconnect
the vesse l moori ng system. and the estimated time in which the ice berg could reach the
platform . If an icebe rg is detected in the outer lone 3. it is monitored . If it appeared 10 be
ap proac hing the platform an attempt to deflect it away by lOwing will be made . Once the
iceberg reaches zone 2, ex if it is detected in zone 2, the operators attempt to deflect the
iceberg by rowing, shut down operations . and disconnect the moorin g system. Once the
iceberg reaches the inner lone I or if it is detected in zone 1. the operators move off site as
quickly as poss ible.
The success of these operations ultimately depends on the effectiveness of the
de tectio n system, the towing systems, and the mooring releas e systems. Aircraftpro vide
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good adv ance detectio n capabilities for the general region, but arc restricted .....ben
environmen tal conditio ns are poor. SUPPOI1 vesse ls can ope rate in most environmental
conditions, howe ver the detecti on range for their radar systems is generall y less than those
on produ ctio n vessels or a.ircnft. Support vessels exte nd the overall de tec tion range by
conducti ng searcb patterns beyond the radar delection range o f the production vessel, and
they can concentrate their efforts on areas from which icebergs arc expected [0 approac h.
Though the redundan cy provided by the diff erent systems sbould result in imp roved overal l
detectio n, all the sys tems arc limited w hen it co mes to detectin g smaller ice be rgs in storm
conditions.
To model the detection of icebergs using radar , it is necessary10 consider the
charac teris tics of the parti cular radar sys tem. the propo rtio n of received elecuomagnetic
radiation the iceber g returns . the strength of competing signals such as sea cl utter. and the
proportion of signal lost due to absorption by fogand rain. Detectio n depends on whether the
returned so urce signal can be distinguished from the competing signals and noise generated
within the radar system . Linle work. has been done to dete rmine the risk. o f an iceberg
reaching the platfonn . Part of the reason may be that there are large uncertain ties regarding
the magnitude of sea clutte r in high sea states and the effects of sea spray and ove r wash on
the returns from the iceberg . One of the objecti ves of this researcb is to do sens itivi ty analysis
to detennine bow much variatio ns in the radar system ca pab ilities affect the overall risk.
The success of rowing operations depe nds on the environmental cond itions, the size
and shape of the iceberg , and how soon it is detected. Generally , towing capabili ty decreases
with the severity of the sea state. Towing is not efficient wben signifJCat\t wave heights
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exceed 4 m. The ability of the operators to disconnecr: the mooring system is cri tical in
avoidi ng approac h icebergs which cacaoe be towed. A rough esumere of the ~liability
would range from 0 if less than 21 minutes are available to 0.98 if me re than 12 haws are
availab le (Berry, 1992)
2.5 Risk and re lia bUlty- based. design
[t is importanl to distingui sh between the Iotai.risk to personnel and the enviro nment
on the one hand, and the target levels of safety used in struetural des ign. Risk to personnel
is often defined in terms ofme annual probabilities of injury and fatality for an indiv idual.
Published leve ls of risk, based on Statistics . can be found for different activities and
occupati ons. In the case of an offshore system. the Iotai.risk may include cau ses such as fire,
ship colli sio n. capsize. and wave loads in addition to ice loads . Oth er facto n de termini ng
total risk include human errors in co nceptualizatio n, calculation. and fabrication, and
improper installati on and mainte nance. The total level o f safety is generally vel)' difficult
to predict. though it may be possi ble to qual itatively differentiate between systems.
Suuctura1 desi gn requirements, on the other band, are often based on "targ et " safety levels
speci fied in codes. In limi l Slate design. a number of safety level s may be specified
co rrespo nding to the consequences of failure . For example. it may be spec ified that the
probability of a majo r structural (ultimate) failure possibly resulti ng in 1055of life must be
less than 10" per year and the probab ility of minor structural (servicea bility) failure requirin g
repair is less than lo-J per year. Total failure rates are approxim ately an order of magni tude
higher than fail ure rates resulting from extre me loads.
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Probabilistic methods are applied to design problems because of the need to give
explicit coos ideration to the uncertainties invo lved. Madsen et .1 . (1986). give a brief
description of the developmen t of sttuCtllla1 reliability. and point ou t some of the stre ngths
an d limitations of us ing pro ba bilistic methods for desi gn. 1be mai n purpose of
probabilistic des ign methods is to provide a rational fnmewori:: for those parts of the design
processthat can be controlled.
Structures are general ly des ign ed to meet specified standards as set out in nati onal
codes. Tbesecodes are developed to insure adequate levels of safety [0 personnel and to the
environment, and arc developed in conse nsus by industry , government, and other inte rested
parties. The code for the design of offshore struc ture s in Canada (CS A-S47 1. 1992 ) is
speci fied by the Canadian Stan dards Association (eSA); this is a non-profit ind ependent
organi zation. The des ign criteri a are specified as a number of load co mbinati o ns and
corres ponding load factors whic h the structure m ust be able to withstand. The rationale used
for obtaining these criteri a is doc umented in Jordaan and M a.es (1 991); the val ue s we re
determi ned using a cali bration proceduresuch tha t the minimalsafety levet to personnel and
the environment is simil ar to that accepted in other indu stries. In the case of ice be rg loads .
which are rare eve nts on the Grand Banks, it is recommended that the design loads be
chose n based 00 a probability of ex ceedance between to·) and 10"'".
To determi ne design loads , analytical models are developed to predict the load
corresponding to any set of input parameters. The mode ls must dete rmi ne appropriate
probability distribu tion s. both for these input parameters and for the numbe r of co llisio n
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eve nts. Then a probabilistic method can be used to dctennioc me resulting disttibution o f
loads and from dlis . medesign value.
A good review of the use of the diff"crcntprobabilistic mcthcxts. such as Monte Carlo
sim ulation.. important sampling. and first and second order reliabili ty methods , mac can be
used ro dctennioc me re:su1ting load distributions or des ign values is given in Melchcrs
(1987). The choice of a design load. given an estimated distri bution of loads and the
estimated number of collis ions. is an extreme value prob lem. Jordaan and Maes (19 84)
consider different sol ution techni ques for rare and frequeo l loading even ts.
The meth ods of subjective probability have been applied 10 the desi gn proces s by
Jordaan and Maes (1984). They assume that the load dis tribution can bedescribed in terms
ofadistribution F:n/o (.d1.J which is a function of a SCi of parameters defined by the array 1.
Ir 1. is described by the distribution FJ,A>. men by applying dc Fineni's theorem. thc joint
probability distribution, Fr for any sequence of loads . X l " • . • X. which are exchangeable.
i.e. the oniec of the loads has no effect on their probab ility o f occurrence. can be expressed
(I)
and the distri buti on for the maximum of the n loads can be expressed as
(2)
To find the distrib ution on the maxi mum of 11 future loads if m loads have already been
observed. given an initial prior distributio n. Bayes ' theore m can be used .
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Macs (1985) considers the application of subjecti ve probability and ex changeab ility
to des.ignproblems in more detail. He briefl y touches on the roles of formal dccis ioo.analysis
and design codes as app lied to design prob lems. and gives an excetlene review of the
diff en:nt types of extremal prob lems and the methods which hav e been used to solve them .
Maes then shows how the ideas of subjecti ve probability and exchan geabil ity can be used to
develop improved extremal models to handl e problems suc b as short data records . random
numbers of events, and uncertainti es in data and load scenarios. One particularly useful result
is the extension of equation (2) to cases where the load varies as a function of the sta te of
nature 0: which is itself assumed to he exchangeable. Appli cations consid ered include loads
due to earth quakes. waves , and ice fearures.
To determine distributi ons for icebe rg collision loads , mode ls are required 10
de termine the number and types of ice bergs encountered in different enviro nment al
co nditions. the efficiency of the management system, the infl uen ce of hydro dynamic effects
on the co llisio n locations and veloc ities. and the coll ision loads .
One of the earliest studies to determin e iceberg risks to offshore platforms on the
Grand Banks was carried ou t by Blenkarn and Knapp( 1969 ). They estima ted the number of
icebergs pas sing through a 1/2 degree rectangle based 00 Inremazicn al Ice PaU'OIsighti ogs
fro m 1948 !O 1956. The ir mode l for the annual impact probability for an ice berg with a
platfonn was based on the assu mption that the icebergs trave led in a straight line through the
rectangle . Redd y er aI. (1980) and Reddy and Cbecma (1987) show how to use Monte Carlo
simulation to determine co nfidence limits on the impac t probabilities estimated using
Blenkarn and Knapps method and show how to usc:Empirical Bayesian techniques to reduce
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the uncertainty as more data 00 the s izes and directions of motioo of the icebergs bec omes
available .
The re areseveral weakDe:sses with the basic Blenkarn and Knapp model. First. actual
traject ori es of icebergs through a degree square can be mucb longer than straight line
approximation. Second, flux depends 00 both the number and velocities of icebergs passing
through a region and can be difficul t to measure. In the model described, iceberg trajectories
are s imulated usiog a Marlc.ov techni que in whi cb the statis tical variations in iceberg
velociti es and direcuces are captured.lbe oumber of icebergs in the model is dete rmined by
cal ibrati ng the model again st the number of iceber gs obse rved passing near drill sites.
During the exten sive oil explorati on in the Arcti c during the earl y 1980's . geome tric
solutions were developed by the oil industry for determining the probabilities of impacts by
ice floes into fixed platforms ; theseha ve bee n published in a numbe r of sources such as
Jonlaan (1983). Dunwoody (1983 ). and Sanderson (1988). Thesemethods can be applied to
the prob lem of impacts with icebergs. Because they are simpler and less pro ne to
measurement errors than methods requiring estimates of iceberg Ilux, they arc used here .
Geomcuical solutions for determining the expected numbers o f encocmers with ice
features given their sizes and velocities have been presented by Maes and Jordaan (1984 ) and
Sanderson ( 1988). To determine the numbe r of encounters in diffe rent condi tions. it is
necessary to obtain appropriate data on icebergs and environment and 10 acCOUnI for their
seasonal variations as discussed earlier. When considering impacts with floating production
systems and shuttle tankers. which rely 0 0 detecting and avoiding icebergs. it is impo rtant
to account for the effect of the environment on the probabilities of encounter as well as on
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detection. In severe con ditions , icebergs may trave l several times faster than in ordinary
condi tions. thus increas ing the probab ility of impact with systems at fixed location . Thi s
factor has not been adeq uately dealt with in published studies.
Mode ls are available to predict the radar probabilities of detection for different sized
icebergs and environmental conditions (Ryan and Johnso n, 199 2). Furthe r verification of
the detection probabili ties in high sea states are required . The results are in terms c r 'racer"
which rela te to the pro bability of a signal from the icebe rg being observed during a single
radar scan . rather than lbe probabilities of detectio n as required within probabilistic analyses .
A number of analyses of iceberg towing records are available (Hetzel and Mil ler. 1985 and
Bishop, 1989) whic h give an indication of the conditions and nu mber of icebergs for which
towing is possib le. When applying these results to risk analyses. attention should be giv en
to the definition used for towing success. Fcrregut er al. (1987 ) outline a probabilistic
method for dererminlng colli sion probabilities for ships hitting ice features such as multi-year
ice floes . The probabil ity of collis ion in each case is detennined from the pro bab ility of
detect ing the ice feature as a function of range and the probability that the vesse l can
manoe uvre quic kly enough to avoid it.
Aspects of the hydrodynamic interaction problem have been addressed by McTaggan
(1989), Isaacson ( 1988), and Wishahy ( 1988). These sources desc ribe the bas ic princi ples
involved and provide analytic solutio ns for idealized situations. Lever et ai. ( 1988) present
a method for determinin g the distribution of surge veloc ities of icebergs in random seas .
Wishahy. in Cammacn er al. ( 1993), has extended this analysis to consider the motions of
an iceberg in the vicinity of a vessel.
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Almos t all analytic models used to dale to determine glo bal iceberg loads model the
ice crushing strength eitbcr as a coostant or asa functio n of me nominal co ntact area. lbe
tarter ~Iationsh.ips are typical ly determined by bes t fits to data based on interactions
invo lving the cNShing ofboth glacial.and sea ice i.r:l differe nt load scenarios (see for examp le
Sanderson, 1988 and Jotdaan and Zou, 1993) . Basic rese arch is being don e on the fail ure
mec hani cs of glacial ice (see for example Jordaan et al., 199 3), but accurate predicti ons of
global loads from flrsrprinciples are not yet poss ible.
The overall collision dynamics in iceberg stnICtW'e interactions have been considered
in a number of smdies (Dutbinb and Marsden. 1986. Nevel 1986, and Bruneau, in Cammaert
et al., 199 3). A benerunderstanding of ice failure mechanics is required 10 be able to mode l
the effects of friction during eccentric co llis ions and the variations in loads because of
diffe rences in the shape of the icebergs at the point of contact.
The number of published papers dealin g with comprehe nsive probab ilistic studies on
des ign iceberg collis ion loads is fairly sm all. Two examp les . whic h take significan tly
d ifferen t approaches. are briefly outlined here.
Undberg and Anderson ( 1987) conducted a preliminary study to de termine the rerum
periods associated with various levels of damage due to ice berg col lis ions for a number of
different steel semi-submcrsible designs.Il was proposed thai: different lev el s of risk:shou ld
be allowed for differe nr degrees of damage to the structure. For example: small deformations
sho uld be allowed with minimu m return periods of 1 to 50 years depending on the mem be r
affected; collis ions resulting in leakage or bracing failure should be allowed with minimum
return periods of 1000 years ; and collisions resu lting in heavy dama ge of more than 1..5m
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inden tation shoul d be allowed wilh minimum. return periods of 10,000 years. Collis.ion rerum
periods weregiven for 4 sizes of icebergs. These nmged from 5 )UrS for a SOOtoone iceberg
to 2S years fo r a 15 ,000 tonne ice berg. 1bc collision velociti es were determined from the
drift velociti es of the ice bergs (ass umed at I mfs) plus the wa ve- ind uced re lati ve ve loc iti es
of tile two bodies. assuming sea states of 6. 7. and 10 m signifi can t wave height . The probl em
of de tennining whether the iceberg could co llide more than once was modelled by assuming
tha t at most 1 co llis ion occurs with each co lumn and two collisions with each pontoon deck
can occur. The num ber in each case was determined based on the initial ecce ntrici ty aftbc
collisioo. which was chosen randomly. 1bc coUisioo loads weredete rmin ed using a 3 hinge
anal ys is for the plates and stiffeners and a finite clement analysis for the stringe rs and heavier
members . The maximum collision area and force wen: determined based on the initial kinetic
energy of the iceberg and a cons tant ice crushing press ure. Ice stren gths ranging from 4 to
10 MP a were ass umed and all of the initial colli sion energy was assumed to be absorbe d in
the crushing of the ice . The study prov ided curv es showing the force vers us penetra tion for
im pacts on column bulkheads and be twee n bulkhe ads . The analys is showed tha t for the
design co nditions spec ified. it should be possible to cccstrec t an app ropri ate vessel. The
icebergs are small; this will affect the conclusions significantly.
Oneof the most c:oaqmhensive probabilistic anal ysis for determining des ign iceberg
co llision loads for a fixed structure is the seco nd orde r reliabili ty method (SORM)
implemented by Isaacson and McTaggart ( 1989) and McTagg art (1989 ). Though the speci fic
examples presented were not meant 10 be used for design purposes (for example. an arbitrary
colli sion frequency of 20 events per year was used ) the methodology is so und and the cases
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run instructive. In the probabilistic model. truncal:ed cylindrically shaped iceber gs co lliding
with a cylindrical structure were considered. The icebergs were assumed to app roach the
plalform with val ues for the ice berg initial mass. aspect ratio. drift veloc ity . eccentnciry of
ap proach. signi fican t wave height, reference ice aushin g press ure. and [he ice friction
coe fficient randoml y cbosen from given distnbutiocs . A major portion of McTa ggart' s thesis
deaJs with hydrodynamic interaction effects . For me prob abilisti c anal ysis he used a
s implified model to reduce ron times , The collis ion veloc ity was dete rmined as the sum of
the final drift velocity. when Iineardiffraction effects were accounted for. and the open water
wave-induced vel ocity of the iceberg . The wav e-ind uced. velocity was determined as the
value of the calculated response amplitude operator (R.A.a.) for the iceberg at the peakwave
pe riod of the random sea.tim es the significant wave height . The force due to the cru shin g
of ice at each instan t was determined as the product of the contac t area of the crus hed. zone
no rmal to the platform times the crushing strength of the ice determined as a function of
co ntact area A tan gential frictional force proportiooaJto the nonnal crushing force was
applied. in the model whenever the tange ntial velocity of the ice berg relative to the struct ure
was greater than ze ro. The input parameters were modelled using uniform and lognormal
distri butions based on means and standard deviations from measured. data. The iceberg size
and ve loci ty dis tributions were upda ted to account for the probab ility of coll iding with the
platform. A seco nd ord er reliabili ty method (SaRM) was used to integrate the probabili ties
to get collision loads and kinetic energies. The design force assoc iated with a probability of
exceedance of 10% over the life of the structure was determined to be0.43 ON . The most
probable values of tbe input parameters associated with the design load were as follow s: an
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iceberg mass of 1.73 million tonnes, an aspect ratio of 0.4 1. a drift ve loc ity of 0.50 ml s. a
significan t wave height of 2.2 1 m.an ec cen tricity of 0.4 1. a reference ice pressure of 14.6
MPa, a coefficient of friction of 0.072 . and a duration of 3.8 seconds. The SORM anal ysis
showed that for the give n application. the iceberg mass and drift velocity were the most
crit ical parameters and the effect of the wave- induced velocity was re lativ ely smal l. In
another run. made for a population of smal ler icebe rgs. it was found that the wave- ind uced
motion s were more important than the initial drift ve locity .
Ships and floating production systems operating in regions with iceberg s must be able
to withstan d collisions by small icebergs which can not be detected and at the same time. be
able to avoid collisions with large icebergs for which the amount of ice strengthening
required would be too high . In considering these systems. it is especi ally important 10
co nsider the correlati ons between the diff erent factors affecting the loads duri ng storm
co nditio ns; these will include increased probabili ties of co llis ion because of highe r dri ft
veloc ities of the icebergs . inc reased difficulties in detecti ng and managing icebergs. and
higher co llis ion velocities. One of the main objecti ves of the thesi s is 10 co nsider the loads
on these types of systems in more detail.
2.6 Economics
Wh ether or not a field is developed. and the sys tem used to de velop it is primarily
determined by the oil companies involved. As they have limited resources they need to need
to rank development projec ts. The economic criteria used to evalua te alterna tives should
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take into account the rate of rerum on investment, the amount of investment. and the amount
of risk involved.
Thefirst step in measuring the investment wonb of a project is to estimate its cash
flows as a function of time . This requires an estimate of revenues, capital and operating
expenses . overhead., taxes and royalties. inflation. deprec iation. and insu rance md
replacement costs . These quantities are in general uncenain and so each option may be
associated with a distribu tion of possible cash flows .
The oil company must be able to compare preferences for different cash flows and
disttibutions of cash. flows. The best projects are generaJJythose which provide high returns
on investment in the shortest possible time. The calculated net present value of a project at
a specified minimal acceptable discount rate is a conunon measure of economic worth. The
discount rate used may be a function of me cost of capital and the rates of rerum associated
with alternative opportunities. The net present value of the project is then the sum of all
cash flows discounted to the present year. i.e .
• C
NPV' L - '-
,-o O +;Y
(3)
where t is the period. C, is the cash flow in period l. i is the discoun t rate . and n is the number
of years. TOenet present value gives an indicati on of the value of a project over and above
the minimal accepted rate of return . Other measures may be used in addition to net present
value such as internal rate of return and payback period .
Develop ment strateg ies and costs can vary tremendously depending on the field
location, the charac teristics of the reservoir and produced fluids. the particular water depth
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and en vironmen tal cooditions. the amount of~ in place. lbe market forces at the
time (1a.bour. material . suppl y, demand). and the sta te o f teehno logy . These ractcrs shou ld
be ccesidered wbeD using historic data. Natiooal and intemaJional regulations will also
affect the types of systems used , such as the use of double-bulled tank ers to reduce the risk
of oil spills. Because of the comp lexity and uniqueness of each oil development, and because
detail ed CoStSarc rarely publi shed. developing accurate preliminary cos ts is difficult Where
there is no previous experience in a region . as in the case of floating producucn and subsea
systems 00 !he Grand Banks . accurate estimation is even more difficult While there is some
informali.on on costs from the drilling period in the early 1980's . it is pro prietary (Barnes.
1996) . The uncenainty in cost estim ates for the Tern. Nova development in the:recen t
project de velopment plan are given as 30% (Petro-Canada. 1996) .
The first step in ev aluating an oil field devel opm ent is to determine the likely
prod uction rates and resulting reven ues . Oil compan ies tend 10be so mewh at conse rvative
in their initial assess ments of ultimate recove rable reserves. Often ne w fields can be tied in
whe n me initial reserves decline and processing capac ity beco mes available. Tie-ins can be
considered in !be initial developmenl plan or can be considercd on their own meri t later. Oil
companies usually install ex tra processi ng capaci ty 10 allow for ups ide (more reserves than
origi nal ly forecast ). The pri ce of oil over the deve lopmen t of the field must be estim ated :
in rece nt years. the price has bee n relativel y s table . The main conce rn regarding near term
oil prices is Ihc:possib ility of politically rela ted changes . In rbe longer term , prices may rise
sig nifican tly if world demand outstrips supply. In estimating revenue s. it is also nec essary
to estimate the amount of prod uction downtime which will occ ur due to weath er,
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maintenance, mechanical problems. and icebe rgs . Rough estimates can be madebased on
perfo rmaoces in the Nonh Sea. In the caseof down time due to icebergs . estimates must be
based on model resul ts and on recorded downtime durin g drilling operati ons.
1bc revenues from a projectwill dependon the amount of oil produc:ed and the price
of o il. Tbe nominal amoun t of oil produced is predicted as a produ ction curve . Typ icall y
there is a stab le peri od at a maximum production rate (determi ned by the eq uipmen t
capacity) for a period on the order of 6 years . followed by an exponential decline in
production as the reserv es are depleted. The rates are determined largely by the reservoir
engineers to optimize revenue s. The actual production rates may besomewhat lower than
me nomin al rates due to downtime. Downtime can result if shuttle tankers are not available
to off-load crude or if production must be stopped due to mechanical failures . maint enanc e
requirements. high sea states . iceberg encroachment. or damaged subsea eq uipment.
TIle price of oil is very significan t in determi.ning which fields are economic. Much
o f the concentrated effo rt on discovering frontier oil and gas in the seventies and earl y
eighties was il result of the high pricesof oil at the time and the projecled forecasts of prices .
At the time., conventional sources of oil and gasin the U.S. and Can ada were in decl ine and
wi th the OPEC oil embargo. prices rose dramaticall y. In 1m. the:u.s.Ce nrral Jmelllgence
Agency published rwcreports projecting that the wo rld demand for oil would exceed supply
by the mid ei ghties (Lynch . 1996). As il result . anal ysts projected oil prices based on the
assumption of long term oil sbonages, even after the fall of oil prices after in 1986. In fact .
given inflation there has been a decrease in oil prices in real term s of 3.3% per year since
1986. Since that time , estimates of world oil suppli es have been increased and third world
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production of oil and gas bas increased. According to current estimates. no long term
shortages of global oil supplies are expected for at least the next half century . Oil prices are
difficult to predict. but current estimate s tend to assume relatively stable prices.
When costing a proposed system, the oil company must estimate both the capital and
operating COSlS. Other factors include manageme nt and engi neering costs . land support,
insurance. and taxes and royalties. The capital costs include building or acquiring items .
transportation. installation, commissioning. and certification. Installation cos ts can be quite
high. for example to install a large subsea template . a special vessel might be required. As
well as the lease time while on site. it might take several days to bring the vessel from the
North Sea or elsewhere .
Operating COStS include personnel. fuel and other ccnsumables , supplies. inspection.
maintenance. replacement. and repair costs. Costs for operating personnel include labour
rates, transportation, and food. etc . These consumables are general ly delivered by supply
boat. There is some tradeoff betwee n capital and operating costs ; operating costs can often
be reduced by installing more reliable (and in general expensive) equipment. For example.
on the Grand Banks, where access to subsea wells is quite expensive. there is considerable
incentive to install reliable equipment.
There is in fact very little published literature with costs for offsbore production
systems and even less giving parametric cost equations . This may be a result of the
competitive nature of the industry and the rapid changes in techno logy and market forces.
It is therefore necessary to develop these parametric equations. The fonn of the equations can
be determined either based on theoretical grounds such as the amount of steel and labour
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required, or on regressions equations for published cost data.. Where published cost data is
used. it is importan t to account for the historical and geographic variations in material costs.
labour costs and efficiencies. and both man ufacturing technology and the technology of the
sys tems being produced. There may be additional variation dependin g on particular
circumstances such as reduced costs where a shipyard need work or abnormal ly high costs
due to unforeseen consequences .
When looking at historical costs. it is important to consider the conditio ns at the time
and location of me development. Until recentl y, because the fields being developed in the
North Sea were large and because the price of oil was higher. less concern was given to costs
than at present. With the lower oil price at presen t and the necessity to start developing
smaller fields, econom y is of great importance. The location of the development is important
becau se labour cos ts vary significantly.
The magni tudes of change in a selection of prices, wages , and borrow ing rates are
shown in Figure 2.3. The price of oil in the US is seen to have remained between $13 US
and $20 US for over 10 years now. The trend in price of fuel oil (not shown) follows that
of crude oil quit e closely. The Canadian prime rate is seen 10 have gone up as fuel prices
increased through the early 1980's. There may Dot be such a significant correlation in
general . Theprice of oil production equipment and casing also increased in the early 1980's.
The price of casing , which is stro ngly corre lated with the price of steel, has dropped
somewhat . while the price of oil and gas production equipment , which is more labo ur
intensiv e, has continued to rise. Thereis a limited amount of data on shipbuilding and repair
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Figure 2.3 Economic indicators
Sou rces :
Historical Can adian prime rate :
Public service pro vided by David Bryso n
http://vanbc .wimsey.co ml-dbryson
tmp:JI_.geocities.com/WallS~ood4829/disclaim.hun
us price of crude oil :
New Mexico Petrole um Recovery Research Center . New Mexico Tech
http://b acrvan.nm Lc:dulso ftlusgas.html
Oil prod uctio n eq uipme nt. casi ng, co nstructi on labo ur, and manufa cturin g labo ur:
US Bureau of Statistics (hup:lIstalS.bls.gov)
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(not shown), these costs have in gene ral risen with labour costs . The US shipbuildi ng
industry has Dot remained competitive and may not be representative of the world market.
The employment cos ts indices shown for cons trucdon and man ufacturing indicate a fair ly
steady increase in labour costs .
Some select ed historic al exchange rates are shown in (Figure 2.4). It is seen that over
the past 10 years. the variation in exchange rates with Britain and the US has remained
rela tively stabl e whil e ee Japanese yen has risen substantially.
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Figu re 2.4 Historical exchange rate s
Source:
Historical exchange rates from
FRED - Federal Reserve Economi c Data, Federal Reserve Bank ofSI. Lou is
http ://www.stls.frb.orglfredlabotfred.html
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The price s of shuttle tankers and production vessels. which take a large cap ital
investment, time . and availability o f an adequale ship yard. are very subj ect to supp ly and
demand. After the drop in oil prices in the eighties.lhen:: was a relati ve ly low dem and for
new developments and pricescooseq uently wen: low. Shipyards wen: also quite competitive
for new buil t ships . More recently. with regul ations requiring double- hull ed tankers. there
have bee n fewer tankers avail able for co nvers ion to floati ng produc tion vesse ls. Also . the
demaodfor drillin g and prod lJCtion vesse ls bas been increasing. An illus tratio n of how mucb
prices can chan ge is given belo w (Anonymous. 1995). Dril l-rig rates dro pped around 1983
as demand droppedcompared. to supply . They have remained low until 1995. whe n rig day
rates increased dramaticall y in a short time period. in some cases doubling. Deep water and
harsh enviro nme nt rigs commandedaround $80 .000-90.000 US per da y in June. 1995. TIlls
has resulted in part because of recent explora tion successes in harsh environments and deep
water . Tbe rates are DOtexpected to change dramatically as it COSts up to 5250 millio n US
to build deep water and harsh environmeD.t rigs ; the:author states that it would require rates
in tbc: order of $200 .000 per day before contractors woul d start building high specifica tion
ngs.
Tbere are a number of additi onal econ omic factors more specific to the:GrandBanks.
Beca use of the lack of infrastructure. there is less competi tion at present , fewer construction
facilities. and more of a learning curve requiredthan in the No rth Sea. In add ition. because
spec ializ ed work vessels may need to be bro ugh t in fro m the Gulf of Me xico and the North
Sea, mo bilization and repair cos ts may be relativ ely hig h.
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Other costs incurred with a devel opmen t will include preliminary engineerin g.
generalove:rhead costs. land based support. and import duties. Tbc:sc: will be:inc luded aJ a
tater dale:as percentages of capital and opc:n1lingcosts.
A generic reyalry regime: applicab le to all fulUte offshore pc:uoleum development
except the Hibernia and Terra Nova fields has been esta blished by the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrad or (Canada New swire, 1996 June). The regime is comprised of
two components : a basic royalty and a IwOtier net royally. The:payment of a basic royally
commences upon the start of productio n increasing in steps as a function of cumulative
productioo level as follow s. An eartic:rincrease in the bas ic royally nne:to S and 7.5% will
be:implemenlc:dif cumulative grossrevenues exceed project costs prior 10the:producti on
level indicarc:dabove. As the:cumulative gross revenue from a field exceeds the cumu lative
project Costs the:two tier net royalty is activated. Under Tier 1 when cumulative gross
revenue equals cumulative:project costs (including a return on projec t COSIS of S% plus the
long term gove rnment bond rate) a royalty of 20% of net revenue is payable:by the field
developer. Any basic royalty paid is
Table 2 Generic royalty regime
Basic Royalty Cumulative Production Level
('lr of Gross Revenue ) (Million Barttls)
1.0 0 - 50 ( or 20% of initi al reserves)
2.5 50 - 100
5.0 100 -200
7.5 200 onward
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cred ited again st this Tier I royalty . When the cumulative gross revenue equal s the project
costs (includ ing a return on project cost s of 15% plus the long term government bond rate )
Tier 2 is activated. This requires payment of an additional royalty of 10% of net revenu e. In
this case any Tier I royalty paid is included as an allowed project cost in calculatin g the Tier
2 royalty payab le.
The amount of basic royal ty payab le is dete rmined solely by the product ion rate . In
system optimization and selection it can be considered a common cost largel y unaffe cted by
any higher capital or operati ng costs characteristic of offshore petroleum production in the
ice environment of Canada 's East coas t. The activa tion of the two tier net royalty compo nent
is dependent on the timing of capital and operat ing expenditures versus revenue flow. This
may be a facto r in the NPV analysis of pote ntial production systems with different capital
versu s operat ing costs over time. At present taxe s and royalties are not mode lled .
The detail to which one must estimate capital and operati ng cost s depends on the
stage of analy sis. In preliminary design . parametric cost equations are often used . These
relate costs of the components to the design variab les. for exam ple the cos t of a floati ng
production vessel may be modelled as a function of vessel displaceme nt. wh ich in tum is a
function of the required production capacity . In the final optimization of systems. it may be
necessary to obtain costs of ind ividual components avai lable either from manufacturers or
through resale .
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2.7 Consideration or human Uteand the environment
While loss of life and environmental damage are not included in the overall analysis.
their effects on decision-making are discussed briefly in this section. The evaluation of
offshore systems requires consideration oftbe probability and consequences of accidents in
addition to economic evaluations based on straight revenues and costs . Types of risks include
excessive enviro nmental loading due to icebergs and waves. ship collision. fire. capsize.
blowout. design failure . and improper maintenance. These accid ents can result in damage
to equipment and environment and loss of life. Damage to equipment is mainly the concern
of the companies involved and can beevaluated in monetary terms. In the case of loss of life
and environmental damage. more than just the companies invo lved are affected . In this
section. the monetary and intangible costs of fatalities. injuries. and environmental damage
to the companies involved and to soc iety and individuals is discussed. Then the effect of
these factors on the choice of designs and the viability of developm ents is briefly considered.
Workplace safety has in general been improving over the recent past (U.S. trends. for
example. are shown in Figure 2.5) with higher concern for safety issues and the development
of better practices. Increased liabili ties for accidents have undoub tably contributed to this.
The offshore oil industry has historical had a relati vely high rate of incidents but its
record has improved in recent years . For examp le, followi ng the Piper Alpha incident off
Britain and the subsequent inquiry (Lord Cullen ' s inquiry), a number of change s in offshore
safety legislation were implemented . and more effort was expended to include the offshore
workforce in decisions (UKOOA , 1997). Almost 5 billion UK pounds have been invested
on improved safety since the Lord Cullen 's inquiry. Information on the recent rate ofinjuries
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Figure 2.5 Change in fatal ity rate in US wo rkpl ace.
Source : CA TO Handbook for Congress - IOS""Cong:ress,
Secti on 36 - Oa:upational Safety and Health Administrati on
Inte rnet locati on: http ://www .calo .orgfpubslhandboolclhb10S-36 .btml
and deathsin the offshore oil industry canbe found in an Internet pub licati on by the UK
Offshore Operators Association (UKOOA. 19(1). The data are based on reports by the
Unit ed Kingdom' s Department of Eoergy and Hcallh and Safety Execu tive . Figure 2.6
sho ws the number of minor inj uries and me nu mber of serio us injuri es and fatal ities in the
of fshore oil indus try of the United Kingdom for each year fro m 1988/ 1989 through
1994/1995. Figure 2.7 compares the number of injuries and fatalitie s in the offshore oil
industry to othe r industri es . Both figures indicate injuries of alI types includin g fatal ities and
are given as number per 100 .000 emp loyees.
A num ber of points re gard ing lhesc figures should be made. FlISl, the time period
show n is quite short and the 'Rnd in safety isexaggeraIed. Secoad, the numbcr of faraliti cs
is usual ly quite low compared to the number o f severe acci dents. For example. a UK
Government Press Release ( 199 7a) indicates that in the period 1994195. there was one
fatali ty and 41 serious injuries . In the following pe riod of 1995/96 , there were five fatalities;
and 42 serious injuries . Based on an estima ted worker population of 29 .003. for the seco nd
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period.this gives fatality and serious injury rates of 17.2 and 144.8 per 100.000 respectively.
Third. the injury and fatality rates can change significantly depending on the occurrence of
major incidents. For example. the above data are for periods fol1owing the 1988 Piper Alpha
disaster. The number of fatalities should higher be in 1990 and 1992 when the Brent Spar
and Cormorant Alpha helicopter crashes occurred (UK Government Press Release. 1997b).
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Figure 2.6 Number of injuries and fatalities in UK offshore industry by year.
Source : UK Offshore Operators Associat ion
Internet location: http://www .ukooa.co.uklsafe ty/offshore.html
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of number of injuries and fatalities in selected UK industries
Source : UK Offshore Operators Association
Internet location: http://www.ukooa.co.uklsafety/offshore.html
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Thesefigures show the importance of the to tal ri sk to indivi duals due to smaller accidents.
AI the same time.a single major accident cou ld affect on the otdcr of 100 peop le.
Injuries and the lossof human life affect foremost the indiv iduals involved and their
famili es . Whe n consi dering safety standards , pe rmits for projccts, and compensation, it is
necessary to considcrthe worker' s point of view in addition to others. II can beargue d that ,
beca use mo ney becomes worthle ss to a work er on dea th, no amount o f mone y can
compensate forccrtain death (the disutility on death in terms of mon ey is negativ e infinity ).
With this reasoning and using standard decisio n-making techniques, it would be irrational
for anyone to accept any possible increasein risk. no matter what the poss ible gains are, In
real life, peop le are subject to a background degree of risk: (which depends on age and
circumstances) and often choose to increase this exposed risk:for reasons such as recreational
fun and work which is more interes ting and pro fitable. In most of these case s, the increase
in risk is acce ptable as long as the totallevel of risk remains small.
An alternative conceptual framework, which co uld ex plain the accep tance for
Increases in risk. would be to assign a utiliry c f zerc to dcalh and assign a positive util ity for
each mo ment of life with mag:tiNdc depending on life experiences . The utility would
depend on the be liefs and circumstanee:sof the indi vidual cons idered. Suppose thaI one could
assign a utility function representing quality of life for a particular ins tance of life
experiences as shown for curve I below (in reality there would be an infinity of possible
instances of life experiences with likelihoods which could not beestimated or enume rated).
One has an option to exchange Curve 1 with rand om node havin g one outco me (Curve 2)
with the same life span and an improved quality of life, and the other outcome (Curve 3) with
a shan life span. The: total utility for eacb instant of life experiences would be the integral
of quality times time .
Quality
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Figure 2.8 Alternative cooceptual framework.for the val ue of life
Withi n this type:of framework. ODC might rationally chooseto increase risk.
It is sometimes argued that a worker voluntaril y accepts a certain amount of risk.in
the workplace and in rerum receives a better salary than would be available otherwise . This
may be ttue if an adequate range of jo b options are simultaneously avai lable. but it is often
the case that the worker is compelled by circumstances to accept a higher than normal degree
of ris k. In addition. a worker usual ly does not have the required infonna tion to properly
assess risks. For these reasons. it is important that rust. that the:worker be protected through
safety regulations: second, adequate compensation packages be in place in case of injury or
death; and third., punitive meas ures be:taken out against companies in cases of negligence,
It is also impo nant to clearly publish historical and perceived levels of risk.
lbere are a number of reasons for a com pany to implement adequ ate:safety measures .
Employers are respons ibility to workers and families and should attempt to reduce risks.
Good safety practices help to keep morale up amongst employ ees and maintain the
company 's corporate image . In the case of a majo r acciden t. even if insurance covers pan
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of the accident. rates can go up. In the ease of the PiperAlpha.the accident resulted in stiffer
regulations , requiring a larger investmen t in safety . A production system might be shut do wn
until safety regulations are met. In addi tion. the company surfers the loss of qualified
personnel and possible difficuhy in hiring new personne l. Com pensation and penalty costS
can become: quire large if gross negligence is shown : furthermore these rypeof costs are very
unpredictab le, Given the costs and bene fits of increasing safety, there is a trade-off to
industry . This trade-off can be altered so mewhat by government through legisl ation and
legal asse ssme nts.
A major accident w hich occurred in the oil industry off the east coas t of Canada was
the capsize of the Ocean Ranger in 1982 in which 84 men were killed (Schl ager. 1994.
Maclean 's . 1984 , Woodworth , 1984). One month after the disaste r. families bro ught a 1.7
billio n doll ar lawsuit against the rig 's o wner Ocean Drilling and Explora tion Co. As of
Jan uary 1984, of the claims for the 67 Canad ian workers killed, 13 settlements remained
unreso lved . For single men . the average scnlement with their parents was $40 ,000 . For men
with families , the average set tJemcnl was S444.0CXItax free. lbc article noted that the
settlements were considered generous by Canadian standards at time. but that si milar types
of claims in the US were usuall y more generous and had produced settlements up to $64
million.
The main type of en vironmental dama ge that co uld occur is spill age o f oil. The
pub lic has becom e increasingly intolerant of oil pollu tion as the awareness of the effects of
pollution has increased and both total volume of oil tran sported and the sizes of indiv idual
vessels have increased. Dama ge 10 the environme nt can result directly in loss of income for
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fishersif stocks are damaged. For shuttle tankers at the ttanshipmcnt tenni nal there is also
lbe possab Wty thai damage to shocelines will affect the livelihoods of people there . There
are also more intangible factors including de3Ih of animals. the loss of hab iw., and pressurr
on endangered species .
From the vie w poin t of companies. environme ntal issues are becoming increasingly
impo rtan t, Buckley (1991) gives the foOowing possible costs for poor environ mental
management.
statutory~rwlties fo r breaching regulatiOlU;
fo ife iture ofassets;
cleanup, repair and rehabilitation costs;
compensation claims, citizens ' lawsuits and cla ss actions;
closure by regulatory agencies o r court injunctions;
upgrading, retrofitting or replacing equipment to more stringent standards ;
delays in approvals fo r future projects;
lost ma rket share f rom poor publi c image of product boycotts;
falls in share prices;
higher cost of fin ances ;
reduced credit from suppliu s; and
highe r insurance premiums.
The magnitude of possible costs can be seen in the Exxon Valdez case which
occurred in 1989. This accldem was severe both because of the amount of oil and the
proximity to shorelines . TI1eaccident involved the spillage of258.ooo barrels; this was 20%
oftbe oil on board at the time (Roben and White. 1995). The spill contamin ated 1000 miles
of shoreline (EVO SRP , L994). The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (O PA 90) enacted in the US
was in pana response to the Exxo n Valdez to prevent future incidents (Rebert and White.
1995). The main effect of the act is to increase the liability for oil leakage in US waters.
Liability is increased to 1200 SUS/gross ton or $10 million for vesse ls larger than 3000 gross
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tons. More importantly, the operators could be exposed to unlimited liability under a number
of conditions including gross negligence. In addition, the operators must show evidence of
financial responsibility . The act also imposes the phase out of single hulled tankers.
The direct costs to Exxon have been very high. Costs unrelated to pollution consisted
of vessel damage of 25 million US dollars and cargo loss of 3.4 million US dollars. These
were very small compared to losses related to pollution. As of August 1991, Exxon had
spent 2.1 billion US dollars in clean up costs. To the State of Alaska and the U.S.
Government, Exxon must pay a civil damages claim of ten annual payments totaling 900
million US dollars for restoration and replacement of natural resources, plus a criminal plea
agreement of 250 million US dollars. Of the later claim, 125 million US dollars was later
remitted because of Exxon's cooperation in the cleanup, payment of claims, and subsequent
environmental actions. In addition to the above. Exxon must pay 5 billion US dollars in
punitive damages which is to be payed to 14.000 commercial fishers, natives, business
owners, landowners and native corporations. Exxon is still appealing this latter settlement
(Clarke, 1997). The amount of the above costs that Exxon will recover from insurance
companies is still uncertain and is being contested in the courts (Drago, 1996).
Hopkins (1992), based on NRC (1991), gives a range for clean up costs of 12,000 to
68,000 US dollars per ton and an approximate claims cost of 30.00 US dollars per ton.
Claims in the Exxon Valdez case may reach 90,000 US dollars per ton. In applying these
numbers to Grand Banks, consideration should be given to the distance from shore and the
different legal system in Canada.
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Given the diffJCU1ties in assess ing the total risk (in terms of probabili ties and
consequences) to personnel and the environment. the main question is bow shou ld one
account for this risk:in co mparing and assess ing proposed production systems. 1be targ et
probabilities of failure used for choosing design iceberg impac t loads are very low ( 10" ).
Using a base case cost assoc:iatedwith an acciden t of billion dollars.the expected cost is then
S 10.000 . The 10tal probab ility of an accident may be 10 to 100 times larger than this. in
which case the expected cost ranges from 100.000 to one million do llars . Socicty must
choose appropriare penalties to eompensare injwcd parties and ar the same time. ensure that
comp anies put a reason able amount of effort into mee ting ap propriate safety standards. T o
incorpo rate the influences of safety when comparing two systems. for exam ple an FPSO and
a GDS , the designers shouJd consider the past accide nt records for the two systems. bow
much experience is available. and bow well the influence of new problems and approac hes
on acciden t rates can be assessed. On the Grand Banks, the main new feature is the presence
o f icebergs. For floating systems . the key issues are the ability to detect icebergs and . if
necessary. move the system off site. There is presently a degree of uncertai nty regarding the
capability of the different delCction systems. discon nect systems, and the failure strength of
the icc. The sens itivity of the design loads to theseparameters are addressed in Chapter 7.
For GDS based systems . uncertainty regarding detection is less importan t. but the uncertain ty
regarding ice loads is increased because of the larger contact areas involved. In bothcases.
a major design issue is the safety Iecror tc use for ice stre ngthening given these uncertainties .
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2.8 Decision and probability theory
The objectives o f decision -making an: to recognize and choose between alternative
courses o f actioo. Where decisions influence more than one person , it is also important to
develop a framework in which ideas can be co mmunicated and rati onally appraised and
modified (Smith. 1988). Good deci sioo- maki ag entails the following steps :
development of clear objectives.
recognition of alternatives.
identifica tion of the poss ible outcome s assoc iated with eac h choice.
evaluation of their probab ilities of occurrence . and
evaluation of ones preferences over the distribu tion of outcomes assoc iated
with eac h choice.
Recognition of alternatives requires knowledge of the problem at hand and creati vity in
geoerating ideas. Typical decisions include choos ing whether or not to undertak e a proposed
project. choos ing between alternatives . and deciding if furtber analysis. data.. or research and
development is required . The decision mak ers may be required to generate ideas for new
systems and find ways to define uncertainty better and reduce it .
It is importan t that an appropriate leve l of effort and detail be chose n thai relates to
the timeandresoun:es available and to the exte nt 10 which outcomes can be influenced . This
can range from quick intuitive analysi s for minor decis io ns 10 the use of a comp lete formal
analysis for important dec isions po ten tially with large conseq uence s. Even where formal
decis ion methods are required . it is still essential 10 break the problem down into a
m.anageable set of alternativ es and random outcomes that incorporate the essen tial ele ments
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of the problem. In many applications. including design. the decision process is iterative. In
preliminary design. one considers a broad range of possible alternative s. using approximation
analysis to determine if any are viable. which is the best. and if more information is needed .
As the number of alternative s is reduced . optimization of each alternative may be required
before the final comparison.
Formal decision theory provides a rational method for numerically evaluatin g and
ranking preferences between complex.choices. It is applicable when the decision makers can
meet a number of general restrictions regarding the assignment of probabiliti es and
preferences . The problem is broken up into a tree incorporating the possible sequences of
decisions and chance events . For illustration. consider the tree in Figure 2.9. At the initial
point of decision. the decision maker has identified a finite number of options a,. i=I ..n , A
Figure 2.9 Examp le decision tree
continuous range of options might equally apply. for instance when choo sing a cont inuous
quantity such as vessel displacement. For each alternative. the decision maker identifie s the
subsequent chance outcomes 811'i= l ..n, which can occur. Some of these chance events may
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then be followed by furtherdecisions, etc. For each path. the decision mak er assigns values
for the relevant annbutes such as profi t and risk. or else an appropriate utility value Jl
associated based on the attribute values (to be discussed).
Once the soucture of the decisi on tree bas been laid out. it is necessary to assign
probabilities to the diffen:1lt outcomes for each alternative. The decision maker shou ld use
all information at band in assessi ng probabilities. "Theoperational definition of probability
advocated by de Ficerti (1972) was de veloped to reflect the decis ion make r's best personal
ju dgement. It can be meas ured in several ways includin g aslc.ing onese lf how they would
behave given a fair bet . Methods for choosing initi al distributions and updatin g them to
inclu de new or addition al infonn ation may found in de Fineni ( 1972) , Raiffa and Schlai fer
(196 1), and Maes (1985). Hong and Nessim . ( I994 ) give exam ples of the use of Bayesian
regressio n analysis . Tbe influence of uncertainty on safety aDdeconomics and the assessment
of probabilities will be addressed further in Sectio n 3.2. Io addition, different probabilistic
methods and the use of sensitivity analysis wbere probability distributions caanoe reasonably
be assigned are described.
The final step in the deci sion-making process is to evaluate and rank one 's
preferences for the differe nt choices given the assessed probabilities for the outcomes.
Consider first the choice between two systems A and B whose outcomes are represented in
terms of a single attribute X representing profit with assig ned prob ability density functions
shown in Figure 2. 10. Option A has a higbee ex pecte d profit. but also a higher probability
that the profits coul d be low. t.e. a higher level of financial risk . To comp are opti ons with
differen t distrib utions of outputs, the decis ion mak er must deve lo p a scheme for eval uating
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the ir preferences given risk. Utility theory provides a solution in cases where the deci sion
maker can specify preferences so tha1 they meet the four ruJesdefined be low (Smith. 1988).
[bJ,, ', ',; : :' .. . .. .
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Figure2.10 POFs for attri bute X conesponding 00options A and B
Fus l. ....rite P," Pl if the distribution of outco mes Pl is preferred to the distri bution of
outcomes P, and write P, • PJ if the di stribution of outcomes P, is equally preferred to the
distribution of outcomes Pl '
Rule I
if decision rule s d l and dl give rise 00 identical distributions of rewards PI and P~.
then d, and d~ shou ld be equal ly preferred Le'P I • P~.
Rule 2
(comparab iliry). for all P" P~ either P, .. P:- P, . Pl' or P, ~ p !
ii) (transirivity) . for any distributions P" Pl ' PJ
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Rule 3 (consisrertl ordering ofJorun'es)
for all disaibutions P,. P,. P and all probabili ties 0 < a < I.
Rule 4 (compa rab ility of ,~rds)
for all distributionsP,. P:oPsuch that PI " p -e PI' tbere exisrs values 0 < a. P< I
such that
P .. a Pz+(I-a) PI
Given that these four rules apply, then the decision maker can define a utili ty function u(x )
map ping vectors of anri butes x to the rea1li ne R such that the distri bution P , of outcome s
resu lting from any decision d , is equally preferred. to any certain even t c with utility
"c ,.U<d,J=fc 14(x }j( x ld,)dr (4)
where /{M,> is the probab ility density function fO('x give n dr Thus . all distribu tions of
preferences can be mappedto a single point on the rea11ine such that they can be compared.
i.e. the best decision is the one with maximu m expected utility, To evaluat e ones utility
function. a number of methods are available which involve co mparing preferences for
speci fic outcomes again st preferences for mixture s of two reference c utcc mes with prese t
utilit y (for examp le the best and worst outcomes. if they ex ist. set with utilities 0 and I
respecti vely),
The above meth od must be expanded to the case where chance outcomes are followed
by further decisions. To accomplis h this. one starts wi th the tenninal nodes at the right o f
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the decision tree and works back to the start. This is kDown as foldin g back the tree . Where
tbere is a chance node. it is replaced with the expected utility over all of the associated paths .
Where there is a decis ion node. it is replaced with the highest utili ty amongst all of the
associated paths.
'Thedisutilities of Jossof life and environmental dama ge are sometimes included in
fonnal decis ion-making. lbis requires determ.in.i.og the probab ilities and magnitudes of
different events (i.e. number oftives, volume of oil spilled. etC.). h is necessary , in the final
stages. to map one 's preferences for different parame ters (money. 1055 of life. and
environmental damage) on to a single scale 50 that they can be ordered and the best so lution
chose n. It is generally easier [0 determine utilities for a given parameter in isolation. In the
case of money. one dete rmines a utility function which accounts for one's aversion or
preference for risk. In the case oflosscs of lives, one might have a disutillty foc large e vents
{i.e . the loss of 100 peop le in one even t as opposed 100 small events ). though the main
reason for this may be to avoid publicity. In the case of pollution. one large spill may put
more stress on the environment than several small ones .
An example method ology for making decisions based on damage. injuries. and
number of lives lost. in oppos ition to COSts. may be found in the doctoral thesis by Nessim
(198 3). The application considered is the amount of effort to expend in contro l during
structural design and fabrication . The proble m addressed is whether reliability analysis can
be extended to account for the difference between target reliability and total risk when failure
due to errors is included. The probability of fmding errors increases with effort (though at
a decreas ing rate) and therefore cost. With less errors. the probability of failure and the
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resulti ng number of injuries and deaths , and require ments for maintenance and repair are
reduced. Nessim. develops a multidimensional utility fw1ction "expressed in terms of
unidimensional functions and tradeoff constants under certai n assumptions of util ity and
preferential independeoce " in Section 4 .4 oftbe thesis . InSection 4.4.2.b). Nessim considers
a number of disutility functions for me number of lives lost. ForUtestudy, he chooses a risk
neutral utili ty function ( in terms of number of lives lost per accident) largely because
choosing a risk averse or prone utili ty function would result in a greate r total numbe r of
deaths . In the example application. Nessim uses subjecti vely chosen constants for the
lnIdeoffbetween cost and the number of lives .
In society, there exist effective tradeoff coefficients between cost on the one hand.
and safety and the environmen l on the other. Thesetradeoff coefficients change over time
and region depending on,the economics and the degree of respect for life and enviro nme nt.
Society influences the deci sions individual compan ies make by fostering better awareness
of issues and by imposing regulations and fines.
An imponant question relates to the viability of answers given by probabi lity theory
when a system is compl ex and it is difficult to adequately quantify one ' s knowledge
regarding uncenain parameters and processes in terms of probabi lity distributi ons . In such
cases. it is imponant that the designer identify such soun::es of uncertainty and use sensitivity
analysis to determine how important they are. It may also be appropriate to run sensitivity
analyses within an overall probabilistic framew ork 10 determine the effect that different
assumptions have on the output distributions and related statistics. The base case analysis
should be based on the best available informatio n as safety factors Incorporate d at each
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model step will multip ly to give an overly conservativedesign. The resu lt will be a numbe r
of answers. each of which sbould be co nsidered as conditional on me particular input
assu mpti ons. At the end. the des igner should cons ide r all of theseres ults, along with the
likelihood of the assumptions used. in order to choose a design with a reasonable degree of
conservativi sm, given the current stale of infonnation. If a responsible deci sio n cannot be
made, the n funher informa tion may be required.
It should be noted that it is not always possible to meet the conditions for developing
a utility functi on ; in particular. the case of trans itivity can break down where there is more
than one perso n involved. Furthermore, it can be quite difficult to assess ones own
pre ferences whe n then: are man y outcomes and attributes . For the economic analysis
considered here, loss of life and environmental damage are not considered and the oil
companies are assume d to use risk neutral utility functions (i.e. dollars can be used as the
utility functio n). Because oil companies tend to share lar ge projects in orde r to reduce risk,
any errors resulting because of the assu mption of risk neutrali ty are smaller than might
otherwise be the case.
As a conclusi on to this secti on.,it is wonh briefly considering the cho ice of a decis ion
fr.uneworkbased on probability and utility theory. One alternative framework which mig ht
be considered to probability theory is the fuzzy set approach. The fun}' se t app roach has
bee n used qu ite success fully in con tro l theory in smoo thin g the respon se of systems to
chang es in input parameters. 1be fuzzy set approach has also bee n used for encod ing vague
human language. A brief review of the app lication of fuzzy set theory to struct ural safety is
given in Nessim (1983). in which a num ber of approaches based on fuzz y set theory are
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discussed. The main conc lus ion was lhaJ:analyses basedon futty set theo ry an: not precise
enough to "be of operational value in decis ion-making ". Nessim also refers to a paper by
lindley (1982) in which UndIey puts forth the generaliza.tioo that Bayesian probability is the
only reasooab le measure of unce rtainry. Thou gh this has been questioned in general , Nessim
supports the results in the case of structural decision-making . With probability theory on the
other hand, there exists a well deve loped decision framework.for making rationale decision s.
In referring to probabil ity theory , consideration is given to the 's ubjec tive' schoo l of
probabili ty in which probability is Ultimately a measure of ones beliefs regard ing values of
uncertain paramete rs. It is still necessary,especially in engineerin g appl ications, to be able
to so undly defe nd these beliefs based 00 observatioos, SUlistics . appro priate logical and
physical arguments, and infereoce . As d.i.scusscdin the oext chapter , there exist methods for
measuring one s beliefs. It is also espec ially importan t io reli ability analysis that there exist
well developed probabilistic models for extremal analysis. It should be noted that fuzz y set
advocates ofte n critici ze prob ability theory as being objective (i.e. based o nly on obse rved
data], Thisignores the important area of SUbjective probability which iso f special impo rtant
in dec ision theory. Furtherm ore, whereas subjecti ve probab ility has a rigorous operati onal
defi nition of probability based on an indi vidual belief as measured in a bet. no rigorous
opera tional de finition of fuzzy membership is available.
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PR OBABn.JS'TIC APP ROACH
3.1 Ov er-d ew
In this chapter , the use of tlJeprobab ilistic approach in reliability-based design and
economics is discussed, Er st" in Section3.2. different sources of uncertainty and their effect
on decis ion maki ag Me discussed. 1be roles of sensitivi ty analysis and pro babili ty theory
are then introduced. In Section 3.3" de Plnem' s operati ve definition of probability and
methods for measuring one"s probability are described . The issue of defining probability
when more than one person is involved is briefl y conside red . In addition, the requirement
for coherence in belief when using differen t methods for incorporating new information is
discussed. In Section 3.4, the concept of "exchangeability" is defined and its role in
mathematical inference is discussed. Existin g techniques for refining one ' s probabilities
given new data are examined and possible extens ions of the general technique are suggested.
In Section 3.5, the concept of "partial exchangeability" and possible app lications are
discu ssed . In Section 3.6. the use of extremal analysis in determining design loads is
discussed InSection 3.7. methods for integrating probabilities are reviewed and the method
use d is outlined.
3..2 Intreducucn
A major aspect of dec ision making concerns the methods used in deal ing with
uncertainty. Uncertai nty arises in a number of ways. When using quantitativ e methods to
analyse problems. one defines the problem in terms of param eters and models representing
the system of interest. Uncenainty results because the mode ls and parameters are only an
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appro ximation of reali ty. 1bis rypeof unce nainty caD be di.ffieult to quantify and may be
quite large if the processes invol ved are not properl y understood. When parameters are
meas ured dircctly , the re may be variance and bias resultin g from the methodsused, When
direct measurements of a parameter ale Dot feasib le, it may be possib le to detennine its value
indirectly from othe r measured panmeletS through functional relarioeships, The uncertain ty
on the output parameter is then a result of both the uncertainty on the inpu t parameters and
the unce rtainty in the fuDCtiooal relationshi ps.
Inference may be used to assi gn a probab ility distribu tion to a parameter for an entity
that can not be measu red directly, wh en that parameter has been determined for a set of
entities or events which ale simil ar. As pointed out by de Flnerti ( 1972 ) eve ry entity or event
is in fact in some way unique . and it is a decision on the part of the modelle r regardin g which
sets to treat as a sta tistical popu lation. Whe n descri h ing variatio n in a population using
parametric distributions . and the number of sam ples points on which the:parameters for the
distri bution are based is limited. there is additional unce rtainty . The decision maker must
then choose: a ratio nale for assigning the parame ter val ues . In the Bayes ian approach the
parametersare treated as random quantities. Inference is considered further in Sections 3.4
and Section 3.5 .
1bc: decis ion makers must try to make the best possi ble decisio n with the information.
reso urces, and tim e availab le. T wo important tool s used when there is uncert ain ty are
probabili ty theory and sensi tiv ity anal ysis . Sensitivity analysis entails determining the
amount of chan ge in the outputs from a give n model when inputs parameters or model
assumptions are vari ed . If the choice of mode l assumptions affects the dec isions
6 1
slgnificantf y, then the:model may need to be cnbanced or replaced. If the values of uncertaiD
parameter can affect decis ions, then the decis ion makersmay tty to acquire better values.
Wh ere [his is difficult ex expe nsive. the deci sion makers may be able to use proba bilistic
meth ods. Probabili ry theory gives the decis ion make r quantitative tools 10 meas ure the ir
beli ef regard ing the likelihood of diffe rent paramet er values and to Incorpo rate new
infonn ation in a coherent manner . These beliefs are described in terms of probabili ties or
probability disoibu tions . If the dec ision maker can coherently describe his or her belie fs in
terms of probabilities, then rational decisions incexporatin g these belie fs can be made.
When it is not possible 10 describe oce's be liefs regarding decision parameters in terms of
probab ilities, it is difficu lt 10 make rational dec isions.
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Probab .rry
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Figure3.1 Effect of reduc ing uncertainty on design laad
The effect of uncertai nty in des ign problems is illustrated in Figure 3. J. The so lid
curve shows an exceedaoce distribu tion for ice loads on a structure. This dis tribution mu st
be assigne d by the design er given availab le inform ation at the time. The second curve
represe nts r.heexceedance curve after obtaining additional information. As the level of
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uncertainty is m:Iucr.d. the design load concs:pooding to a specified acceptable level of risk
is reccced, ft should be DOled thai:wbere the designer choosesto use stochasticmodels. for
exampl e in dcftning the number of iceberg impacts per year. the stochastic uncertainty
associ ated with annu al variati ons is part of the model. The types of uncertainty whic h are
reduced through additional information are those associated with models, biases , and lack
of data. Even when there is consi de rabl c uncertainty. it may be poss iblc to cboo se a design
which is conse rvative enough to ensure safety . and still be economic. The deci sion make r
must also assess whether further work: to reduce uncertainty is cos t effic ient,
Inecono mic prob lcms , one generally is Clyingto optimize profits. A simple example
is presented below to illustrate the problcm when there are unkn own input parameters.
Assume that there is a function defining profi t in terms of a con tinuous parame ter x, chose n
by thc decision maker, and in terms of a discrete random parameter8 which can take on one
of three val ues. The resulting profit from differe m values of x and 8 is shown in Figure 3.2.
if the decision mater ass igns probabil ities Pl' p! . and p, to the corresponding values of e. the
max im um expected pro fit is determi ned using the weighted curve
(3. 1)
Depending on the probabilities ass igned. the opti mum dec is ion coul d be the value of x
mark ed wi th a vertical line and profit marked by an x. As the deci sion maker gains
information regard ing the value of 8. the optimization process will be improved. For
exam ple, when enough information if available regarding which value of e is true , the
decision make r can choose x 50 as to maximize theprofit curve corresponding to 8. this will
be one of the three v' s indicated in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Effect of uncertainty on optirni2.ation
3.3 Prob ab ility and its evaluation
In decisi on making, o nce the alternative courses of actio n are dete rmined . and the
possible outcomes identified. it is necessary to evaluate probab ilities of occurrence
associated with eac h outcome . de Ftnetti ( 1974) gives an operational defini tion of probability
thai quantitative ly reflects a person 's beliefs regardin g the outco me of a given event. and can
be measured. There are a number of ways to measure a person' s belief regarding the
likelihood of different outcomes, including rephrasin g the prob lem in te rms of a fair bet or
in terms of a loss function. The user specifies their probabilities regarding the outcomes so
as to minimize expected loss. The rules of probabili ty theory are derived based on the
stipulatio n that one will nOl choose probabilities in a way lhat a comb ination of bets could
be posed resuJting in a sure loss or that a different set of probab ilities wou ld result in a
smal ler loss no matte r what outco me occurs.
de Fineni stres sed tha t pro babi liti es do not exi st on their own . but should be evaluated
by eac h individual based on their particular knowledge and infonnation. Thi s is not at odds
with engineering design and economics, wbere many people with different kno wledge and
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beliefs may be involved.. The person sugg esting particu lar actions should be required to
make good logical arguments as to why the assigned probab ilities are reaso nable in orde r to
convince others that £he decisions are souod.. If this is DOt possible then in eco nomi c
decisions it will be difficul t to convince Investors to put money into a project. In design
problems. it will be difficul t to convince respons ible bodies to approveprojects .
As one gains knowledge reganiin g a problem. one can define parameters more
precisely. Knowledge is gained by making measurements. comparing the problem with
similar situa tions . using argume nts of logic. using statis tical inference . and conducting
analytic and physical modelling . When using these meth ods to describe and chan ge ones
probabilities. it importantto ensure that they are changed coherently. FOf" example. one may
define a joint probability density function fx(x) for the continuous random parame ter X. and
may cons ider the random quanti ty Y as a function y = g(x) of X. If the modeller fee ls that
g is precise and bas DO prior opinion regardi ng the value of Y. then the probab ility for Y
based solely on fx<x) is
(3.2 )
After calculating fy{y), the mode ler should be able to test the new probabiliti es ass igned to
Y in terms of appropriate bets or loss functions. If heor she Ilnds that they do not agree with
the new probabil ities , then there is a contradicti on. In this case one would reexamin e the
probabilities assigned to X. the assumption that g is precise . and the assumption of no prior
opinion regarding Y. When modelling complex systems. it is not practical to examine every
parameter and step. Many parameters may be treated as fixed, even though there is a smal l
degree of uncertainry associated with their values . Evcn more impo nan tly. there may be a
signifi can t dcg:rcc of uncenainty regarding functi onal models ; this is usuall y difficu.lt to
de fine in probabili stic terms .
Where complex models arc involves. a more pIaCtical approach is as follows. The
input parameters for which there is the greatest uncenainty. and to which the results arc most
sensitive. should be treated probabilistically . When:: there is siinmcant mode l uncertai nty.
a broad range of model assumptions shouldbe tes ted. The resulting distrib utions on the
output parameters should then be treated as conditional on the particular model assumptions .
nus method helps the decision make r develop a bette r understanding of the overal l system
and of the degre e to which different assump tions affect the outcome. At thi s point. the
moodier should examin e the overall results to determine if they can ass ign coherent
probabiliti es to the poss ible values. If not. it may be desirable to revisit the different
assumptions and data used.
3.4 Exchangeabilit y and malh ematkaJ Inference
[n this section. the co ncepts of exchangeability and mathematical inference arc
introduced and so me thoughts on ways in which infere nce techniques could be imp roved arc
outl ined.
A straightforward definiti on of exchangeab ility. similar to that given in Smith (1988)
is as follows.
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Rando m quantities 8 1, az._...e. are exchangeable if the pemwtation of any
two indices in tbe compooents of 8 . leaves the distribution of e l • 8:1'....•8.
unchanged
Exchae geab iliry is less co nstrainin g than the requirement that events be indepen de nt and
identically dis tributed (lID). 1be importance of the concept of exchangeabili ty resuhs
because often one does not bave enough sample infonnation to adeq uately describe I:he
limi ting distrib ution of a popu lation . Where a parame tric distribution can be applied. il is
mon::appropriate to describe the parameters for the distribution as rand om than as fixed bUI
unknown. 1bis bas been demonszrated in Iordaan and Maes (( 984) (see discussion in
Chapter 2) wbere it is shown that the assu mpti on of ru ed but unknown parameter values
results in desi gn loads which an: too small. When the number of samp les is Iirnired, one
changes one's probabilities regarding the likel y cetcomes of furthe r sam ples . In thi s sense.
the d iffere nt events an: not independ ent .
O ften one bas a good rational e for choosing a partic ular form of parametric
di stri bution . but does nOIhave enough data to determine its parame ters precisel y. Bayes'
theo rem. can be used 10 combine assess ments of prior probab ilities based on Indirect
info rmation with the likelihood associated with observations, Cons ider the parametri c
distributionf.. J.:d8.lof z with parame ter 8wbere the decision make r has ass igned a prior
d istri bution!. f OJ 10 9. In Ibis case. Bayes theorem gives the posterior distribution for (}
fe1xll(e lz) .. ~elX<8Iz~X fe /(e)
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(3 .3)
where 5fet'c.:<e lx) is a like lihood function (proponion aJ to/X1J :d 8) and K normalizes the
distribution to one. te .
K · f': / Xjs(.l"l e) x/g 'ee) d e (3.4)
As one acquiresenough data.theuncertainty on 8 miuces to zero. Once this limi ting case
is reachedthe furtherevenlS are essentially treated as DD. Examples of methods for choosing
distributions and combining them may found in sourcessuch as de FltIetti (197 2). Raiffaand
Schlaifer (l961). and Maes ( 1985).
An example of the use of inductive methods forcombining subjective and measured
data is as follow s. The problem is to estimate the expected number of events /11 in a time
interval of duration ilt . given a Poisson process
(3.5)
with constant mean. k observations r,• r~• . . rt- and prior subjective infonn ation as to the
mean value. Based on the observed data, the likelihood function for the mean. /11. is
C3.6)
There are some cases where the distributions l'and f" have the same form/ for OJ.
given likelihood function 1..in which case/is known as the conjugate prior to L When one
has such a pair of distributions. it is possible to choose a conjugate prior which encompasses
ones initial uncertainty regarding a quantity . then [ 0 update this distribu tion based on
consecutive observations without its form changing. In the case of the Poisson distribution .
the Gamma dis tribution is a conjugate prior. The Gamma distri bution is also a very good
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distribution to use to describe ones uncertainty because it can take a range of diff erent
....,...
To illustrate. random samples from a Poisson process with a mean of 4 .5 were
generated and equatio n 3.3 was used with diffen:nt initial prio r Gamma distributions to
determine bow quickly tbe distribution on the mean converged. TIle resulting dismbutions
with a non-informative prior (F» 0.1). followed by 10 sam ple observations are shown in
Figure3.3. The effect o f using an informed prior. namely a Gamma distribcuon with a mean
of 4.2 and an upper 95% limit of 6. is shown in Figure 3.4 . lbe resul ting uncertainty on the
mean value is less. es pecially initially. It should be possib le to work out the value o f
addit ional sampl ing in a real application based on the influence of add itional data on the
outcome and on the resultin g increase in expec ted utility.
Figure 3.3 Uncen ainty on estim ate of the mean of a Poisson proce ss given a non-
informative prior and different numbe rs of samples
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Figure 3.4 Uncertainty on estimate of the mean of a Poisson process given an
infonnative pri or and different numbers of samp les <P indicares prior
distribution)
Bayesian techniques are generally applied for cases where the likelihood dislribution
is precisely known and where the paramete rs being determined have well defined values.
In many applications of interest. for exam ple the estimatio n of areal de nsit ies of icebergs.
there ma y be meas urement uncertainty. measurement techniques that chang e over lime. or
varia tion in the quanti ty being measured.
35 Partial exchangeability
This technique. which was developed by de rrnetti (1972), has not been widely
recognized and applied. With partial exchangeability, one characterize s mathematically
one"5 belief regarding the similarity of two pop ulations . The method provides an mechanism
for refinin g onc 's beli ef regarding this simil ari ty as new data is acquired.
10
An example application is the evaluating of initial environmental design criteria
when starting to work in an area where directly measured data is available . When the
designe r has data for neighbouring regions. they may choose to initially use it. possibly
interpolating or modifying it. At this point the designer must determine the similarity
between the conditions in the two regions. The problem is illustrated in Figure 3.5 where the
designer is considering the expected annual number of iceberg encounters with a shuttle
tanker fleet.
Designsite
with Iimli ed
Information
o
Neighbouring slie
with good
information
Figure 3.5 Example application of partial exchangeability
The neighbouring site might lie to the north where there are more icebergs in which case they
would expec t the value at the new site to be lower. The contour lines indicate the initial
probability that the designer might assign to different combinations of expected annual
number of encounters. This distribution would be based on a study of the relationship
between the two sites. Without further information. the marginal distribution for the design
site would have a large spread as shown by the dotted lines. When the designers have very
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good data at the neighbouring site. they may be justified in assigning a single fixed value for
the expected number of encounters. The posterior marginal distributio n for the new site
would then have a much smaller spread as indicated by the dashed Jines. This example
demonstrates that a decision maker can include knowledge regarding the similarity of two
populations by quantifying his or her beliefs in terms of a prior joint probability distribution.
It is then possible to rationally make inferences about one of the populations using data for
the other.
3.6 Extre mal ana lysis and design loads
When choosing design iceberg loads one is usually considering a fairly rare event.
In the first part of this section a method applied by Jordaan, (1987) for determining extreme
loads for rare events is reviewed. In the latter part. the effect of using the expected annual
number of icebergs rather than the distribution for the annual number of icebergs is
considered.
Assume that there is a set of exchangeable events E,. ;=1. 2•... n , with associated
random quantities. X,. taken from the cumulative distribution
F x(x ) ~ Pr(X s x)
then [he maximum Z of the X,has a cumulat ive distribution
(3.7)
(3.8)
where Pr(N=11 is the distribution for the number of events. If the number of events per year
is random. then Z has a distribution
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(3 .9 )
It is de monstrated in Chapter.s that the expected Dumber of collisi ons in a give n year is
proporti onal to the average area.Idensity o f ice bergs in that year . lbe actual number of
collisions can be sho wn to have a Poisso n distnlJ ution
(3 . 10)
with a mean II equal to the expected. annual number of co llisions. The num ber of these
collis ions resulti ng in loads greater than z is a Poisson distribution with an expected value
of v(l-Fx(z»). The probab ility tha t the maxim um load is less than e is the probability oCO
events , t.e.
Ft Cz) • PN(O) = e ' . (1' '' .«1 1
lf the evems are rare (the e umber of events v per year « I) ,then
The corresponding dens ity function for rare eve nts is
( 3. 11 )
(3 .12 )
(3 .13)
plus a d irac de lta spike of area (I-v) at zero . Note that equ ation 3.13 is the same as the
de ns ity funct ion for the co llisio n load /x (z) given a colli sion . scaled down by the factor v.
Jf the number of icebergs each year is random and the meanof the Poisson process
has the distributionf~( v ), then the max imum ann ual load will have a dis tribution wi th the
integral form
13
Fz(z} • J.e •...U- F.tW I f.( v} dv
If lhe value of vis always small. this can be replaced with
where" is the expected value of v.
(3. 14)
(3. 13)
The Gamma distrib ution is often chosen to fit distribu tions because of the range of
shapes it can take, and cou ld be co nsidered for representing the variation in the annual
expected number of collisions. Because tbere an: some years when icebergs do norreach the
Gran d Banks it would be necessary 10represent the dis tribution as a mixture of years wilh
zero expect ed coUisions and years wilb the expected number of coUisioos defmed by a
Gamma distribution..When: the Gamma distribution alone:is used. the extremal distribution
•~ 10" (v (a.I - Fx(z» )"-' t'( - ...(8 "'F.I~JJ d (v(a . I - Fx{z» l
r (Q.) (a . I - Fr (z»&-1 re- i - Fx(z))
a" ['(o: - l)
• r (a: ) (a.I - Fx(z»&
' 3.16)
[f the distrib utions of sizes and shapes of iceber gs and environmental conditio ns
chan ge signi ficantly between years. it may be necessary to also consider annual variations
in the collision load distrib ution, F/...x). For example. if the annual load distribution varies
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according to a single parameter ..l., i.e. Fu<x.-lJ. thea the distri bution for me maximum
annual load beco mes
Fz(z.) · 1..1 F.u (z).) · I (v). ) dv d l (3.17)
where the jo int distribution forif.v. 1) includ es any corre lations between II and L
It will now be demonstrated that the distribution for the annual max imum load
determi ned using long term averages for both the expected annual numbe r of collisions and
the distribution of loads given a collisio n will give the same design loads for smal l enough
probabil ities of exceedaece. tbe ex tremal distribution is
I z(z) ,. -!;Fz(z)
. If v F I1A(z lJ..)W-1 I XlA(zl J..) / (v). ) dv o :
For large enough values of z. the term
(3. 18)
(3. l9)
can be approximated as 1. the exact limit cf z requiredwill depend on the variations of vand
..l.Fer example, if F. is 0.99 and vis 10. the term is approximatcly O.9 whe reas if Fit is 0.90
and v is 0.1. the term is approlt imalely 0.99 . In this case. eq uatio n 3.18 becomes
(32 0)
If long term averages are used. the avera ge number of coll isions is calcu lated as
v • If v lev .l) dv dl (3.2 1)
and the long term average distribution for the load given a collision is calcu lated as
7S
_ II v f X1 A(x[A.)f CV,A.) d v dJ.
I. (x) .. V
The extremal distri bution is then
(3.22)
(3.23)
Ifthc: conditions for approximating F as ooc in equation 3.18 are met then F in equation 3.23
can also be approximated as one. Equation 3.23 then becomes equivalent to 3. 13.
A simple example is now used to illustrate the above points. Consider the case where
in 50% of the years the mean collision rate is 2, and in 50% of the years. the mean collision
rare is 10.Thedistribution for the maximum annual load based on two collision rates is then
(3.24)
The distributi on based on an averaged collision rate is
(3. 25)
Given the distribution FI.x) shown in Figure 3.6, the resulting averaged and combined
distributions are shown in Figlm: 3.7. In this case. the effect of averaging the collision fates
is to reduce the numbe r of years with a smalle r than or larger than average numbers of
collisions. Because the probabili ty that the maxim um annual load is small decreases rapidly
with the number of collisions, the averaging procedure reduces the probability of small
maximum loads. On the other hand. the averaging procedure spreads the large loads over
more years. reducin g the amount of masking. For example. if there was a year with a high
numberof collisioos, thcrecoul d be two large loads of which only one is the maximum . The
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averaging proce dure assumes these are spre ad out across more years. Fo r the very high
co llision loads, the probability of two large loads being in the same:year is small so it makes
little difference whethe r an averaged mean is used or the yearl y distri butions are combined.
Note that if the expected numbers of collis ions per year are always much less than I, then the
averaged and combined distributions for the maximum annual load will be:nearly the same.
I"lIrenldlllr\buflon
[Ie . Condlllllnalon lin
ImplIcfl
Figure 3.6 Parent load distribution
Ma ximum annual load . J:
Figure 3.7 Comparison of using average annu al number of iceber gs versus
distrib ution
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3.7 In tegra tion tecl1niques for determining probabilities or rail ure
The problem o f determining probabilities of failure is a case of the general integral.
I '"' Iv q(z) d.r (3.2 6)
of q(xl over the range V. If one replaces q(x) with g(x) f(xl. where g(x) is a function of
I1U1dom parameters defined by the vecto r x, and f(x) is the joint probability density functio n
assi gned eo X, thenthe integral gives the expected value of g. t.e.
£(g ) · Ivg(X)j{X)dx (3.2 7)
In reliability analysis , one wan ts to detennine the probability of fail ure given a limit state
function g(x) such that gex) < 0 implies fai lure and f(x) is a probab ili ty density function for
x. Th e probability of fail ure is then the expected value of the function g' , where g. = I if
g(x ) < 0 and g' = 0 if g(x) > 0 .
The best integrati on methodto use depends OQ the dimensio n d of the domain V, the
complexity of V, the characte ristics of lhe functio n q, and the speci fic know ledge about q.
Gen erally if d is small. V is simple to define, and q is smooth . then numeri cal quadrature
meth od s are preferred. If n is large , V is co mplex . or q is not smoo th, Monte Car lo and
al terna tive techniques are often preferred. Two techniq ues are considered further , simple
Monte Carlo and lrnportane:e Samp ling. Other important techniques tharc.tist for reliab ility-
based design include first and seco nd orde r reliabil ity methods . lmportance sam pling has
been used here large ly because it is eas y to im pleme nt and is robcst.
In s imple Mo nte Carlo. one sam ples points uniforml y ove r the vo lume, i.e.
I • Jf dV • V (J ) • ~ (['); (f)'
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(3.28)
where V is the volu me. <1>is the expected value of the function.and N is the number of
samples. With Monte Carl o integration. all sampled points an:independeot and identically
distributed so statisti cal methods can be used, The mean of the sam ple points is an unbiased
es tima tor of VV with an error that dropsoff as n"" independe nt of the comp lexi ty of the
function or the numberof dime nsio ns. Monte Car lo simuJatioo has the advantage that if the
shape of V is complex. one can generate points x for some simpler spac e W that encloses V
and set q to zero wbenever x is not in V. A disadvantage with Monte Carlosimulation is that
the erro r given is stati.sticaJ wbereas for nume rical integratio n schemes. absol ute bounds on
the error can be determined. An advantage of Monte Carlo is that accuracy can be improved
by increas ing the number of simulations. Wi th nu merical schemes. it may be necessary to
restart with a denser set of points .
Techni qu es for impro ving the efficiency of the Monte Carl o integra tion sche me
generally require knowl edge of the integrand and effecti vely reduce the variance on the
estimated mean. No single unifo rm approach can be applied . Available techn iques incl ude
importance sam pling. contro l variates . antithetic variates. and stra tified sampling.
An integral can be determined by [l()[HlQiform sampling if the integrand at each point
x is divided by the value of a sampling probability density functio n p( x). i.e.
{}
~ (3.29)t -!QdV -! ; pdV.V ; .~~
Th e idea in importance sam pling is 10choose the sam pling distrib ution so as 10 reduce the
vari ance. Note that if one sets
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(3.30)
then the variance goes to zero . By adding a large enough cons tan t, q can be made positive;
this is equival ent to knowing the value of I alread y. As the integral [is nOI kno wn. the best
one can do is find a distribution whic h follow s q as closely as possi ble. Whe n q(x} =S'Cx)
((X), then q(x) is zero where ver g(x»O. The maximum point of q is gene rally on the line:
g(x)=O where reX}is a maximum. A reasonable tint appro ximation to q is to centre the
sam pling distrib ution p ove r thi s po int (Figure 3.8).
In adaptive importance sampling. one keeps track of the sampled values and the
variance and adjusts p(x) based on this sam pled info rm ation. In the analyses for this thesis .
the imponancc sampling distributions were chosen based on judgement and improved
iterati vely by running the mode l and observing how well they app lied .
An importan t adv antage of importaDCe sampling is that o ne can set up a sam pling
distribu tion for which it is easy to generate the random parame ters . In particular. even if the
input parameters are depend ent . the sam pled prob ability distribution can be set up [0 be
indepe nde nt.
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Figure3.8 Dlustration or importance: sampling technique
8.
BAStc Ml:THODOLOGY
4.1 Onniew
Inthis cha pter. the overall meth odo logy forcboosing design ice berg impac t loads and
assess ing differen t systems for regions with iceberg s is outlined . In Section 4.1. the overall
model fram ework is presented and the types of syst ems to be co nsidere d arc outli ned. In
Section 42, the bas ic economic model is seI. up. In Secti on 4.3, the criteria and models for
determining design icc loads usin g reli ability-based methods are outlined.
The geneB1procedure used in desi gning and evaluating systems is illustrated in
Figure4.1 .
Field and economic IC4H'IOI1O
I
Producftonsystem8;
--
!
DE'tCWaIo etrec:t [J01_ economleo- '-""""' ''-' =Domoge --- "* ~~
Figure 4.1 Ov erall methodology for evaluatin g prod uction systems
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The constraints for-tbc prob lem are deten:niDed by the particular field scenario includin g
locatio n. water depth. environmenlal conditi ons. amount of oil production rates, special
requirements, and general economic conditi ons. Given these:consua.ints and the particular
system and operatin g strate gy to be consi dered. the influence of icebergs on strue:tura.I design,
number of damage events. and downti me can be determined, Thesefactors are then input
into the economi c mode l where their effect on the overall cos ts and reven ue determined . In
addition to evaluating the effect of icebergs on economics. the final decision may involve an
assessment of the overall risk:to personnel and the environment over and above risks of
structural failure . If the system compares favourabl y with other systems . and the field
developmen t looks viabl e. then refinements and further evaluations of the system ma y be
nude .
The em phasis of the analyses is On marginal fields and therefore in the exam ple
applications in Chapter 7, fields of relatively small size (50 , 100. and 200 million barrels )
will be co nsidered. Whil e design impact loads for gravity based struct ures will be
considered. economic analysis will be prese nted only for floa ting systems which might be
used for these smaller fields . Production systems that will be considered include floating
production storage and off loading (FPSO) systems and single well oil prod uction systems
(SWOPS). For the FPSO systems. a shuttl e tanker system (or transporting the crude is
assumed . For both the FPS O and SWO PS systems, the alternative of movi ng off locat ion
durin g the iceberg seas on to reduce costs assoc iated with iceberg s is consi dered.
In analysing costs and risks to the subsea systems associated with fleetin g systems ,
fairly simple subsea configurations are co nsidered. In the model it is assumed that the wells
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are drilled individually and that the produced fluids routed from the well beads through
relatively short (l km ) subsea flow lines to a manifold (figure 4.2 ). The manifolded fluids
are then routed to riser basesneac the productiot::l vessel . Each oftbese flowlines is assumed
to have aD associated riser, i.e. there is DO manifoldiDg. Small manifolds ( in the order of 6
well s per manifo ld) are assumed ; as these can be installed from a conventional semi-
submersib le used for drilling . The user specifies the number of wells per manifo ld. the depth
of the reservoir , the distance: of the well beadsfrom the manifold. and the total area drai ned
per mani fold. From this info rmation. the programestimates the distri bution o f along hole
depths required and from this . the avenge cost per well.
.........
Fl0wU~· ·~ . ::-ManifOId
Well- ! Wellhea d
......
Figure 4 .2 Configuratio o of su bsea system
1bc lengths of flowlines are de termined so as to cover the field give n the specified width and
length of the field. The field is modell ed as ellipsoidal in sha pe and its area can be defined
larger than the number of manifolds times the area per manifold; this might occur for
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example if the reservoi r was not continuous. The program spaces the manifolds equally
within this elliptical region and determines the length of the flowlines from each manifold
to the riser baseaccordingly. Notional values are used for the costs of well heads . manifolds.
and flowlines; it should be noted that these items can vary signi ficantly both in complexity
and cost dependin g on the flow rates and part icular circumstances.
4.2 Eva lua tion of sys tem eco nomics
4.2. I Introduction
To determine the economics of a given developme nt. the decision analyst first needs
to establish the possible cash flow time lines for capital costs. operating costs . and revenues.
Based on these time lines the analyst can then determineappropriate economic cri teria such
as net present values and ass ign probabilit y distributi ons to these. Based on the calculated
expected net present values and associated variances. different field developments and
production strategies can be co mpared .
In this sect ion. the factors required to estimate the cost and revenue time lines are
presented and notional models are developed to illustrate how a preliminary parametric
analysis might be conducted. The basic costs models are treated as deterministic rather than
probabilistic as the main empha sis is on iceberg related aspects. In Cha pter 7. sensitivity
analysis regarding the price of oil and discount rates used are condu cted .
In Section 4.2.2. the factors determining the revenue time line are described. These
include the nominal production rates over the life of the development. the amount of
dow ntime. and the price of oi l. In Section 4.2.3. model s are suggested for the base cap ital
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and operating costs . These are meant lOrepresent the costs that result if 00 icebergs where
present. In Section 4.2.4. models for costs n::lated specifically to design for icebergs are
suggested.
'Thecomponents coosiderM and modifications that might be required beca use of the
prese nce of icebergs are summarized in Table 4 .1 .
Table 4.1 Components coosiden::d in cost mode l.
Component Possi ble sources of increased costs due to iceberg s.
We lls Better fail safe valves .
T=. G lory bole , flow line break points
Manifolds Glory hole. flow line break points .
R ow lines and co ntro l lines Trenching. flow line break points.
Rise r base Glory hole. flow line break points
Riser Quic k disco nnect, emergency disconnec t systems .
FPSO- Vessel Icc strengthening. enhanced detectio n.
FPSO - Process sys tem
FPSO - Turret-moo ring system Quick disconnect, emergency disco nnect sys tems
FPSO - Off loading system
Shunle tankers Ice strengthening. enhanced detection capability
Support vesse ls Ice management and detection capab ility
Surve illance Icc surveillance bv aircraft
4.2.2 Estima tion o f revenues
The revenues generated by a given develo pment will be determi ned by the achieved
prod uction rates and by the price of oil at its destination. lbc price of oil will vary depending
on whether it is received at a refmery near markets or at a transh ipment terminal , from which
it must be reloaded and shipped again. The achieve d produc tion rate will depen d on the
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achiev able flow rates from the reserv oir OYertime . lhe maximum. processing capaci ty. and
the amo unt of down time .
The "'nominar"prod uction rate is defined here as the achievab le production rate given
zero downtime and is cakuJ atod as fellows, In the model. the peak production rate per well
an d the peak processing rate must be specifi ed. As the wells may be drilled OYer several
years . me user must also specify the number of wells drilled per year . Th us over the fllSt few
years the producti on rate will build up to a poss ible maximum equal to the total processi ng
rate. In the model used. as the reservoir is deple ted. the production rate pe r well dec lines
accor ding to the proponion of reserves left. This acco unts in part for the red uced natural
drive and in pan for increased amou nts of water produced with the oil . The total production
at any time is then the minimum of tile sum of tbe produc tion fro m indi vidual wells and the
processi ng capaci ty.
Do wntime can result in a number of ways. R ow fro m wel ls can be disrupted
requiring workovers or subsea equipment may malfunction req uiri ng subsea work . These
typesof pro blems will often reduce the total production rather than stop it, Probl ems with
the turret system or process equipment can result in red uced or stopped produc tion . In
extreme sea stales. it may be nocessaJY to shut dowDprod ucti on. Also the re will be limiting
cond itions for moori ng shuttle tanke rs. The amount of do wntime bec ause shut tle tankers
can not moor or are late ge tti ng to the production sile will depend in pan on the amoun t of
storage available at the prod uction site. As a general rule. an FPSO is s ized for about 6 days
of storage at the peak prod uction rate . Whe n the production vesse l lea ves s ite beca use of an
iceberg incurs ion. or repairs to subsea equipment is required, addi tional downtime may result
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whe n waiting ree an appropriate weather window (or the operations requited. The overall
downtime estimated (oc the Tern. Nova de velopme nt is 76 days per year (Perro Canada
Develop ment Plan. 19%). This estimate should iDcludeall o(the above factors . The same
amount of toW downtime will be used in the examp les in Chapter 1. The proportion of this
downtime related to the prese nce of icebe rgs is es tim ated in Chap ter 6.
Down time results in delays in revenue. and also incre ases in the projec t life an d
therefore in the total operating costs required to prod uce a given amo unt of oil. While the
downtime can be analysed for a num ber of ideal revenue profiles using analyti c soluti ons
based on Laplace transforms(see Buck..1989 (orexample}. to be able to anal yse quickly any
given productioncurvea simp le numerical computer model was developed. llJe example of
a co nstant nominal production rate cf 50.000 bopd over 15 yean is used for illustrative
purpo ses. At an oil price of 18S US per barrel. this wou ld generate total revenues of 6.8
billion do llars with a net presen t val ue ofS3.4 billion doll ars at 12% .
T he dec rease in the proj cct net pre sent value at 12%, resul ting from 10 days of
downtime in differe nt years is shown in Figure 4 .3a) . It is seen tha t bec ause cf the tim e
effect. downtime in the initial )'ealS has a larger effect on NPV than downtime in la ter yean.
Theeffect of differentamounts cf annual downtime has also been consi dered, The total loss
o( NP V is shown in Figure 4.3b ) and the incremental Jess (per additional day of downtime )
is shown in Figure4.3c). It is see n that the relationship in Figure4.3b) is almos t linear . there
is a slight increase beca use as the project life is extended with the increase d do wntime per
year . addi tional downtime in the final years occ urs . The jumps in Figure 4.3c) resul ts
because in the model, the downtime in each year is treated as though it occ urs at the end of
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Figure 4.3 Effect of downti me on economic s
a) Effect of 10 day downtimc:on NPV as a function of year occu r ( · 1)
b) Effect of various amounts of annual downtime 0 0 NPV (- I)
c) Incremental effect of various amounts of annual downtime on NPV ( *1)
d) Effect of various amounts of annual downtime on NPV with ( ·2)
i) no operating cost during downtime
ii) SQ%. of worlting operating cost durin g downtime
iii) 100% of working operating cost during downtim e
(. ' ) Only the effect of delayed revenues is considered . not changes in operating costs
(*2) Only the effec t of changes io operatin g costs is considered.
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the year. lt is seen thatthe loss in NPV is initiall y about 6 milli ou do llars per addi tional da y
of annual downtime over the life of the:project. If the downtime is high. for example if the
productioo system were mo ved off site during the iceberg period. then the loss o f NPV cou ld
be very signi ficant. The loss in the examp le for 60 days annu al do wntime wou ld be S383
million .
Downtime will also have an effect on operatin g costs. If the do wntime is related to
iceberg incursions, weather, or repairs , it is likel y that the operating costs will be nearly the
same as during production : there may besome decrease because chemicals are not injected
into the well and the demand on the shuttle tankers is reduced, necessitating less fuel. If the
decision is madeto shut the system down for an ex tended period. for example because of the
presence of icebergs, it may be possible to reduce opera ting costs furth er . 1be effect of
different proporti ons M of nominal operating costs duri ng do wntime is shown in Figu re
4.3d). The Y axis is the cbange in NPV solely due toc banges in operati ng costs c ver ue life
of the field. ff tbe operan ng eosts remain the same (M= I) when do wntime occurs , the effect
is to decrease the NPV (this results because the du rauoe oCtile project is increased ). lf the
operat ing cos ts could be reduced to zero durio g downtime, then the operating costs are
delayed (because it takes longer to get the same amount of o il out of the gro und). Theloss
in NPY because of operating costs is reduced but the net NPV still reduces because of delays
in revenues).
In considering moving off location for an average 60 day period each year during the
iceberg season , the loss in NPV due to delayed revenues would be $383 million . The change
in NPV due to chan ges in operating costs would range from ·50 to +100 millio n dollars .
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Assuming that a savings of S50 million in NPV cou ld be achie ved. lhen the change to the
NPV due to both reducedproduction and changes in openIing cos t would be a decrease of
5333 million. Clloosin g a stntegy based 00 moving off location during the icebe rg season
would have to result in a significant savings in initial capi tal expenditure to compe nsale for
this .
4.2.3 Base capital and operating cos ts
4.2.3./ Grnu al cost!tu:tors
In choos ing representative costs for the model inputs . values rep resentative of the
Grand Banks are used if availab le. lbese may be based on records from previous drillin g
operati ons . actual orestimatedexpenses for the Hibernia development, or estimated expenses
forthe planned Terra Nova development. When using Grand Banksdata. it may be difficu lt
10 asce rtain what portion of costs are related to icebergs as opposed to other facto rs such as
the parti cular location and en vironment and the lack of infras tructure. A secon d co urse of
actio n is to use data fromsimilar fields in the NorthSea and modi fy it to apply for the Gran d
Banics. A third courseof action is to try to build up costs from material . labour . vesse l hire,
and transportation COSts. Final ly if approp ria te COStdata can Dot be fou nd. the n judgement
is used to come up with reaso nab le notatio nal values.
It is not always clear whether a given expense is better treated as capual or operating
cost. Where onl y capital cost informatio n is av aila ble and the ex pense is to betreated as an
operating cost, the conversio n is made usin g an appropriate cap ital recovery factor (CRF) .
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Some costs may penain to a numberof items and are diffi cult to allocate exactl y. A
specific examp le is the cost of mobilizin g aod trao:sportio:g a semi-submersibl e to a site. This
COSt pertains to al l the tas ks that are carried out w hich may include drilliog several weus.
working over wells . and inslal ling subsea manifolds and trees .
It shoul d be ooted that a large part of cap ital and operating costs resu lts from
mobilizing vessels and bringing the m to the Grand Banks . The'mo bilizati on costs cou ld be
brok en into the cos ts to prepare the vessel and the transportation costs for the vessel and
personnel. In additi on . the day rates required for th e vessels used usuall y often mak es up a
significan t proporti on of the associated costs.
4.2.3.2 Drilling, comple tion. aM work over costs.
W here mo noh ulls are used . drilling will be co nducted fro m a separa te semi-
submersible drilli ng vesse l. If the ves sel is leased. then the cost to drill a well is relate d [0
the time and effort to prepare the semi and move it to the general Iccati c n, the time and effort
to set up at the site. the tola! along hole depth. the time to drill and case to this depth, and the
amount of drilli ng mu d and casiog. Othe r costs incl ude the cost of the drilling temporary
guide base and wel lhead (assumi ng indi vidually dri lled wells). the cos t of tubing. and the
cost of co mpletion . If several wells are dril led sequentially. then the cost of bringing the
vesse l ro the site per we ll is reduced . Th e max imum along hole depth tha t can be reac hed
presently is around 10 km. Thedistance one can reac h horizontall y from a drill site is limi ted
by the reservo ir. with a rati o of 3 horizontal to I verti cal being the limi t (Henry and Ingles.
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1995). As one approaches this limit, one would expect problems and cos ts to Increase
significan tly.
An idea of bow drilling COSlS varywith depthdrilled can be ascertained from annually
published data hom the Joint Association Survey on Drilling Costs (AP O. A table of costs
published in Offshore (Feb.• 1990) is plotted in Figure 4.4 . It is seen that the cos ts tend to
increase in an expo nential manner. It is of note lba1 these costs an::signi ficantly less lhan
those required for dri llin g on the Grand Banks. Also . !he costs are averaged over many
scenarios. ego different water depth. reserv oir depth . etc .
ItI I
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Figure 4.4 Average cos t of US offs hore wells by de pth drill ed .
Somedrill ing COSt information which may be more applicabl e to the Grand Banks is
a summary of initial drilling costs for the Hadrian field in the North Sea (O ffshore Aug '95
pg 134). In this case. 16 wells wen::redrilled by the semi -submersible Transocean 8. Eight
production wells and two gas injection well s weredril led from a templ ate. plus ano ther six
water injec tion wells were drilled subsea. Based on the information given. the average well
depth was calcu lated to be4.5 km, the average CDS[$2 1 million US , and the average drill
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time 57 days . lbe drilling downtime due to weerber was calculated as 2.J'l> and the rig
repair downtime 3.2%. In addition. an average of 42 dives per wen was required.
In a study by Croasdale and McDougall (1994 ) for the Canadian Panel of Energy
Research Deve lopment. the cos t of development wells for a 350 million barrel field is given
as SllSO million in Table 19 o f that reference . Assuming that 34 wells are required to
produce the field. this is an average of S34 million per well. Thecost of deve lopme nt wells
for the Terra Nova field is given as 23% oftbe total cost in Table 18 ofwt reference . his
also stated that the cost of the Terra Nova project is approxinwely 6()tl, that of the Hibe rnia
project which is given as S5139 million. This gives a cost per well for Tern Nova of S21
million.
In the recent Terra Nova Devel opment Plan (pan I - Table 11.1-1). the cos t of
dri lling 9 wells at Terra Nova is gi ven as S357 .8 million . The wells included "the K.()8
discovery well, two additional exploration well s, and 6 subsequent delineat ion wells".
Assuming that these drilling costs are representative, the cost per well is about $40 mi llion .
A sing le relationshi p betw een cost and along dep th is used , this might ap ply for
examp le for a set of similar wells drilled wi th di fferent horizo ntal offsets to the same
reserv oir depths . The capital costs of the wells are mode lled using a single curve gi ving
notional cost versus total depth (al ong well bore) de fined as
C(x ) ~ 10.9 e OOOh (4 .1)
where It is the along hole depth and C is the cos t in millions of do llars . The relatio nshi p is
show n below in Figure 4 .5 .
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Figure 4 .5 Cost of completed well s as a functi on o f depth dril led .
Theuxal capital cost for aUwells is detcnnined by swning the cajculared cost for each well .
Thecost [0 work over subsea wells makes up a major portion of the total operating
expe nses of a floating prod uctio n development. Beca use of this every attempt is made to
reduce the requirednumber of work overs, this often requires increasedcapital expenses for
better subsea eq uipme nt. According to Henery and Ingles (1995). in lite Nonh Sea, subsea
wells are entered every 4-S yean. whereas surface comple ted wells in Gulf of Mexico are
typ ically entered more than twice peryear. Othe r fectoeswhich inc lude the num ber of wort.
overs include the flow rates. temperature.prc5SW1:S. mechanical failures. and tbe amoum of
sand and co rros ives.
4.2.3.3 Subs~(J equipment costs
As menti oned in the introdu ction, the ove rall subsea system is configured of trees.
manifolds, intra-field flowlines. and risers. lbe costs deve loped should include des ign costs .
costs of hardware, and costs fo r installation and commissioning. It should be noted that
subsea system costs can varysignificantlydepending on the amount of manifoldi ng. the use
of TFL systems. gas li ft, chemical injection. electro- hydraulic or direct hydraulic control, e tc.
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Leve r (1994) indicated that costs of subsea systems per well (excludin g drilling) for the
Grand Banks would be in the orde r of $ 15 - 20 million per well. Because the amoun t of
deuiled cost data availab le in the Ineramre is limited, notional val ues have bee n used in the
casesin the cost model.
The model costs fo r the subsea syste m ate shown in Table 4.1. Th ese are taken as
the costs ot baseline systems without protection from icebergs. Protection from icebergs may
inc lude pipeline burial by tre nching. and protecti on of the well heads . manifolds. flowlines .
and the riser base using glory boles or caissed glory holes. These are discussed in Section
43.8.
Table 4.1 Notional capi tal costs for subsea system
Component Co>,
Subsea tree cos t S4 million
Man ifold - cost per well (6 well) $2 million
Riser base (per flow line.) S2 mi llio n
Intra-field flow lines (per km per 1 ססoo barrel per day ) S l mi ll ion
Risen (per km per 10000 barrel per day ) S2 million
Cost of ce ntro! system for production wells as a percentage of base 20%
cos t for production well system.
Cost of system for water and gas injecti on well s as a percentage of
"'"system for prod uction well s
4.2.3.4 Shunle tanhr costs
A review of cost data on crude oil tanke rs is prese nted before di scu ssi ng shutt le
tankers as more cost infonnation is available. Some of this data will be used in developin g
a shuttle tanker Cost model . First inform ation on dou ble hulled tankers dev leope d as pan of
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anNRCeu.5.} stud y (NRC . 199 1) will be revi ewed and and tbe resuns o fasimple model
based on this presented. Next. a bR:akdown ofcosts (or a do uble hul led lanker given in Hunt
and Butman ( 1995) will be presented, Finall y. pub lished data OQthe Hibernia shuttle WLkers
will be presented and a simp le model for analysis deve loped No attempl is made to optimize
lhc size of the production vessel and shuttle tankers.
Estimat es of cap ital and operatin g costs for uuee sizes o( single and doub le hulled
tankers are given in NRC (199 1), pp 305-307 . lbecapital COSls (or the two types of vessels
are ploned in Fi~ 4.6 in tonnes and Canadian dollars .
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Figure 4.6 Cos l of single and dou ble hulled tank ers. (NRC. 199 1)
The co st of a double hulled tanke r is approximately 17% mo re than thal of s ingle hulled
tanker. wi th the difference increas ing slightly with vcsseIdisplacement. An eq uation of the
form c = a + b d ", namel y
C =O. 1833 d°-S1l (4 .2 )
was fir throu gh the points fo r the dou ble hulled vesse l where a. b. and e are constan ts , d is
the deadweight ( 1000 Ions). and c is capital co st in US dollars. The fit is approximate and
was fo rce d to go throu gh the origin . Thi s equ ation will be used (or costing the shuttle
tanke rs, with factors applied for ice strengthe nin g and other fact o rs desc ribed later.
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If the tankers are sized based on required cargo deadweight . it is necessary to
determine the ratio between cargo and vessel deadweight. Estimates of the proportio n cargo
deadweight (NRC. 199 1) are plotted in Figure 4.7 for single and double hulled vessels.
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Figure 4.7 Cargo deadweight I vessel deadweigh t
In the model . the shuttle tanker deadweights will be estimated as 1.064 times the required
cargo deadweight.
Some information on operating costs was also supplied in NRC (1991) . Annual
manning and daily fuel costs. as a function of vessel deadweight , are shown in Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.8 Annual manning cost Figure 4.9 Daily fuel consumption
For the annual manning costs. an equat ion of the form
C 0: 0.699 + .00002831d O.7Sl
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(4 .3)
was fit to the data wbere c is the cost in milli on USS and d is the deadwe ight in 1000 tons
was fit through thesepoints. Fuel cons umption rates in tons per day were given in NRC
(199 1) and are shown in Figure 4.9 . For fuel cons umption , an equation of the form
(4.4)
where f is the fuel consumption in tons I day and d is the deadwe ight in 1000 tons was fit.
Forthis fit. the curve was forced through the origin and the points foe the 4O,COO and 240,cro
Ion vessels. The curve was then scaled up slightl y 10 give a better overall fit.
The annual insurance costs from NRC (199 1) are 1.2% of tbe initial cap ital cost of
the vessel . Costs were given for the classes ' administra tion and other cos ts' . ' stores and
lubes ', and 'maintenance and repairs ' . For these , following equations
c • 0.202 .. 2.406 x 10 4 d IU
(4.5 )
(4.6)
(4.1)
were determined such thai the points fit the data points, where c is the COSl in mill ion USS
and d is the deadweight in 1000 tons.
An example scenario was Nn to show Ihc:overall costs assuming eese crude tankers
could be used unmodified as shuttle tankers. In the exam ple, it is assumed that the shuttle
tankers is operating yearround and that there is no excess capacity in shuttle tankers, i.e. the
shuttle rankers can unload ar the nominal unloading rate and do not have [0 wait for oil to be
processed at the nominal prod uction rate plus prod uction downtime . In fact . it appears that
there is significan t overcapac ity to avoid production dow ntime waiting on shuttle tankers
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becauseof weatherand mechanical failures . Tbe shuttle tankers were modelled to travel at
15 knotS and must cover a sao km distance to port. A one hour time penalty is app lied each
way foc the vessel to reduce speed as it approaches port or the prod uction site. An average
penalty of 2 bows is applied waiting on other vesse ls at port. and an avera ge penalty of 2
bours is applied at the production site for waiting on weather . Assumin g an off loading rate
of 40000 bbl/hour. total [rip times would be in the on1crof 2.5 to 3.5 days dependin g on the
size of tbe vessel. Annual fuel costs were therefore calculated ass uming averag e trip time s
of 3 days and assuming mat the average fuel cos t is 115of the voyage fuel cos t when the
vessel is not on route. The total ann ual shuttle tanker cost given the above assumptions and
the breakdown of costs is shown in Figure 4.10 . It is seen that the highest annu al cost is the
capital cost repayment followed by fuel, manning . insurance. and finally maintenance and
repairs . Costs for "stores and tubes" and for "admi nistration and Other", are significantly
lower.
--~~ - - - - -- - - - --
Figure 4 .10 Exam ple case - breakdown of costs
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In considering additional vessel costs for ice strength ening and other modifications
it is useful to have a breakdown of the costs for different parts of a vessel. A cost breakdown
of the capital cost of a 119.054 ton deadweight double hulled tanker is given in Hunt and
Butman {I 995) on page 9-9 of thai reference ; the breakdo wn is shown in Table -1..2 .
The total cost of the vessel is not given. The hull cost consists predominantly of the
cost for the steel structure. The mechanical costs include the main engine. heavy lift systems.
bow thrusters. etc . More detailed breakdow ns may be found in Appe ndix C-I of that text
(note that the portions in Appendix C-I do not sum to I). In applying the data from Hunt and
BUlman. it should be noted that the cost breakdown may not be the same for other sizes of
vessel. Also. the acc uracy of the breakdown can not be verified.
Table 4.2 Breakdown of cos ts by propo rtion for a doub le-hulled tanker.
Component Material Labour
Hull .2426 .4412
Mechanical .4O-t7 .2107
Electrical . 1136 .0476
Outfi t . 1225 .0689
Engineeri ng .0041 .()..J32
Yard .0544 .\8 \3
Othe r .058\ .007 \
A limited amou nt of information has been publ ished regard ing the Hibernia shutt le
tankers. this information indicates that modifica tions of the tan kers over and above ice
strengthening would be carried out. In Canada NewsWire (Sept. 1996) information is given
regarding the Hibernia shuttle tanker Motor Tanker Kometik which will be owned by Mobil.
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Chevron. and Murphy Oil and will be operated by Canship Ugland Ltd. The vessel will carry
850.000 barrels of oil and will be doubled hulled and ice strengt hened . To provide good
manoeu vrabilit y. the vesse l will have "two propell ers eac h driven by a separa te diesel
engines . two high performance rudders. and two bow thrusters". The operating costs for the
vessel are estimated to be about $8 M per year. The St. John' s Evening Telegram ( 1995. Mar.
25. Provincial News) gives additional information. Two vesse ls of 120 .000 d.w.t . will be
built initially for the project ; one will be owned by the operat ors and one w ill be chartered.
The vessels will be Canadian manned and subject to Canadian Coast Guard regulations.
With direct shipme nt of oil to the U.S.• three or more tankers would be used. Refineries
whic h might receive the oil are as follows where the approximate distances from Hibern ia
(in Ian ) are indicated in parenthesis: Come-by-Chance (250). Halifax (650) . St. John (850).
Montreal (1400), U.S. Gulf Coast (Delaware Bay - 1250), Gulf Coast (2500),
England(l750). and S1.Croi~(l 800). The NOlA news (Oct/Nov.• 1995) gives the size of
the operators vessel as 127,000 d.w.t. The publi cation "Offs hore Canad a" gives the tanker
sizes as 275 m long and 48 m in beam. Two contro llable pitch prope llers eac h with 13.000
HP diesel engines will be used for propulsion.
In mode lling the costs of equivalent shuttle tankers with no costs related to icebergs .
equ ation 4 .2 will be used with an add itional notional cost factor of .35 to account for
modifications to meet current regulations and to operate in harsh wave environme nts.
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4.2.3.5 produ.ctiorJ vf!Ssd. turrtl, and process equ.ipment • general information
Thedesign of a floating productionstonge and off loadin g vessel.(fPSO) is dicwed
largel y by storage requirements, processing requirements. environmcnl3.1conditions. and
water depth . The storage requirements is dictated by the overall optimization of the shuttle
tanke r transpo rtation sys tem and is chosen so thaI overall trans porta tlon COSts can be
minimi zed while ensuring thai assoc iated production downtim e is close to zero. A large
amoun t of on site storage allows more flexibili ty and cost effic iency in the shuttle tanker
system as It may be possi b le 10 use a small number of large shuttle tankers . As a rule of
rhumb , the fPSO is sized for approximately 6 days of storage. The floating production
system will be more expensive than an equivalent sized tankers because of requirements for
smaller Ianks to reduce motions . an off loading system, and additional acco mmodatio n.
While the FPSO will have Ihrusten (or positioning and avoiding icebergs. it may not require
the efficie nt propulsion sys tem that a shuttle lanker requires.
The process equipment on the vessel is determined largely by the volumes of oil .
wa ter . and gas received, requireme nts for gas and water injection. and the visco sity of the
fluid. Generall y. exce pt for very small FPSO·s. there is adequate area and weight capacity
for processing equipment so this is not a design factor . Special process ing sys tems which
can allow production in rough seas may be installed.
The en vironme ntal co nditions and water deplh affec t the type o f turre r-mcoring
system required. For harsh environm en ts such as the Grand Banks , Internal turrets are
required to limil motions and wave forc es. The size of the turret system depe nds on the
number and sizes of risers required for producedfluids , cen tra l, and injection of gas. water .
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and chemicals, While drilli ng and wort ove r operati ons bav e bee n performed from large
cen tral open turrets. these have DOt been considered ap propriatc for harsher environments.
There is a uade-o ffbetween using large numbers of risen. and an expensive turret -moori ng
system, or using subsea manifolds to reduce the number of risers . With subsea manifolds .
ope rati ng expenses can go up SigniflCaDtly if repairsare required.
where the off loadin g l'1IC to the shuttle tankers is required, a value of 6000 mJIhr
based on thc Gryphon ficld will be used . The avcmgc time spent by shuttlc tankers at the
Gryp hon mooring site is 24 hours (Do ble er aI.• 1994)
A good general source of information on the costs of FPSO ' s is a paper by Henery
and Inglis (1995 ). Costs for FPSO 's can ran ge from $50 mil lion US to $700 millio n
depending on environmental conditions, the peak prod uction rate . number of risers. and
comp lexity of the processing. The smal ler cos t corresponds to a smal l field with mild
en vironment and simple processing requ irements . The higher cos t conesponds to a largc
field. deepwater. harsh environmen t. large number ofrisers. and co mplex processing system.
lbe authors break down the FPSO costs into vesse l. process, moo ring and fluid
trans fer, and installationcosts. A typical breakdown for the North Sea would be 39. 42. 14.
and 4 percen t respectiv el y of the total co st. In another example. based on a fic:1din thefar
east, the processcost made:up only 24% of the totalcos t in that case water injecti on was not
required and a mOR:economical process system was developed.
Examp le costs are given for vesse ls in terms of USSlbb l storage. for proce ss COSts in
te rms of USSibbUday . an d for turrets . The costs appe ar to be based on a limit ed data se t.
The costs includ e project manage me nt, engineering, certification, and over head which
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typically add 15% to cost of the hardware items . The authors note that of the FPS systems
which had completed operations on site by that date. most were on site for less than 6 years.
the longest was on site for 11.5 years. These were roughly even ly split betwee n FPSO and
semi- submersible systems . It is of note that these duration are considerably shorter than that
plan ned for the Terra Nova field.
Costs for new built vessels range from $ 100 USlbbl for a ship-like vessel to S275lbbl
for a fully custom designed vessel. For an FPS O with a 700 .000 bbl storage capacity. the
above costs indicate a range from $75 M US to $206 M US. One feature of the custom
designed vesse l mentioned is a ballast system which allows the ope rators to keep the FPSO
at nearly co nstant draught. The authors recommend that FPSO' s be kept ship like . because
the design methods are bene r established and cheaper. the cons truction is highly redundan t
and crack tolerant . and is also easily inspected and repaired . It would ap pear that the paper
refers mainly to single hulled vessels: they mention that the IMO MAR PO L 13G regulation
for double hulled tankers is resulti ng in increasi ng cost co nversions and that ship yards cost
may increa...e as " they become busy rebuilding the worl d fleet" , In the case of co nvers ions.
the authors indicate that for a long field life. the cost of a co nversion and ship-lik e new build
will be abo ut the same . For shorter field lives . the conversion may have an advantage.
The process costs show n range from $500 US I bbl l day for a system of far eas t
construction wi th no wate r inject ion to 52500 • 3000 US I bbl I day for European
construction. with water injection . For a 100.000 hopei rate. this gives a large range from 550
- 300 M US. The authors claim that the proce ss units of European construct ion did not use
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the larger space of FPSO's effecti vely and cou ld be bui lt chea per using a fit for purpose
approach.
The costs of inlemai FPSO turret mooring and fluid transfer systems ran ge from S40
M foe a small wrm in shallow Water and moderate conditions 10 $120 M for a large syst em
in deep wate r and hostileenvironmeD L The particular design will depend00 the vessel s ize.
environmental condi tions , water depth.. number of risen, whether or no t the syste m is
disco nnectable, and whether the direction the vessel takes is eceuoued or pass ive.
The authors provide a plot Ihatshows the average FPSO cost would be abo ut $6 ,500 ·
0.01667 x US where x is the peak production rat e in bbVday. The prod uction rate ran ged
from 0 to 180,000 bopd. Th e points in the figure show a very large varia tion with respect
to this line. In an example application for a 50 ,000 bopd system with 70ססoo bbl storage . the
aut hors use an installation COStis SIS M. The y indicate that the cost per sub sea well ,
includin g drilling, subsea equipmen t. and risers. can ran ge from S20-S0M US "dependi ng
primarily on the time taken to drill the well and the length of tbe flow lines and risers". They
indicate tha1 rou ghly haIf of thi s cost would be for hardware and half for dri lling . Tbe data
they present sho ws costs ranges from SIO · 50 M US in the UK and from 525 - 6S M US in
Norway.
4.2.3.6 Shurtle umkers : cost model
The capital cost of shuttle tankers, will be taken from Equation 4 .2. A notional
correction factorofO.3S will be applied to include any modifications 10meet regu lations and
parti cular requirements for a shuttle tanker . The vessel will be sized to mat ch the storag e
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capac ity at the FPSO (namely 6 days of storage at peak prod uction). It will be assumed that
three shuttle tankers are required. The operating cost per shuttle tanke r is determined from
the quote cost of $8 million per year for a 127,000 tonne vessel for Hibernia by scaling
linearly by deadw eight.
4.2.3.7 Cost models for produc tion vessels, turrets, and topsides
The capi tal costs are modelled separately for the vessel, process system. turre t-
mooring system, and are chosen to include installation costs . The base cost of the FPSO
vesse l and the prec ess eq uipme nt are detennined as a function of the peak productio n rate.
The cost of the FPSO is determined as
c = 38000 P 0.15
and the cost of the topside eq uipme nt as
c = 60639 p om
(4 .8 )
(4.9 )
where c is cost in in do llars and p is the peak production rate. The expo nents are notional
values and the co nstan t coefficients were chosen to matc h the cost of the FPSO vessel and
tops ides for Terra Nova as consi dered in Croasdaie and McDougall (199 4) . The product ion
tate was used rather than deadw e ight in the case of the FPSO because of difficul ty in
breaki ng do wn published weights and cos ts betwee n the vessel, turret . and topsides
equipment.
The turre t-moorin g COSt is mod elled according to equation
c "' 40 +,<X)()3 p
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(4.10)
where c is the cost in million s of dollars and P is the production rate in bopd . Thi s equ ation
is based in parton Croasdale and McDougall (1994) and in part on Henery and Inglis (1995).
It is assumed that this is the cost for a turret on a vessel designed for cond itions similar to the
Grand Banks but without the need for a quick release system for icebergs.
4.2.3 .8 Additional Cosls
Additional expenditures may be required for other items such as suppl y and standby
vessels, aircraft. on shore support. engineering. etc. The se costs have been modelled using
the equation
(4. 11)
where Rl is the magnitude of the initial field reserv es in milli ons of barrels . The expon ent
is notional and the constant coefficient was chosen to match half of the additional costs
quoted in Croasdale and McDou gall ( 1994).
4.2.3.9 Operating ~X~"S~S
The annual operating expenses for all items except the shuttle tankers and ice
management are taken as .085 times the total capital cost for all items other than the shutt le
lanker. This value was based on the approx imate ratio for operational costs to capital costs
from the Terra Nova Development Plan (1996) .
4.2.4 Cost s related to the presence of icebergs
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4.2.4. / teesurveillance and mmuJgment
The ice surveillance system will consist o f the use of marine radar from the
production vessel and support vessels . aitcraft: for overflights. off shore and lan d based
personnel, computer systems and communication and eo-cpeeanoe with government and
international agencies such IS the CanadianAtmospheric and Environmental Servi ces (AES)
and the Intem ationallce Patrol (UP). The total ann ual COSt will therefore be much greater
lhanjust ueccss of overflighls. At presen t, a notional value ofS3 million dollars per year
is used for ice surve illance . One may be able to improve the system somewhat wi th funhe r
researc h and better equipment. For exam ple. analyti c methods for scan to scan integrat ion
are improvi ng detec tion capabilities considerably.
The ice man ageme nt syste m cons is ts of suppo rt vesse ls whi ch can deflec t icebergs
by rowing. prop washi ng. or water-canno n. This wou ld requireupgrading suppl y vessel s and
possi bly using addi tional vesse ls. AI present, a notional value of S3 mil lion dollars pe r year
to hire upgraded towing vesse ls is used.
4.2.4.2 RiJer and moo ring release sys rems
The quick release S)'Slem for the Grand Banks will be different than previous quick
release systems in that it is stiIJdesired to keep the system on site during high sea states. Tbe
advantages of quick release sys tems in the So uth China Sea were that typhoon s could be
avoided and therefor the overall mooring system co uld be designed more cheaply. Th e cost
of the riser moorin g system will depen d on how quic kly and reliably the system nee ds 10 be
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disconnec ted. Though there is a trade-off between cost and reliability, a fixed extra cos t of
$20 million will be modelled to acquire an upgraded turret sys tem.
4.2.4.3 Ice strengthening and modification a/ vessels
As pan of the study Canadian Offshore Design for Ice Environments (CO DIE, 1996)
project a stud y was co nducted by N. Roudasoya to estimate cos ts for vessel ice
strengthening.The approach used was roughly as follow s. FIrSt, basic structural design plans
without ice strengthening were developed for three sizes of doubl e hulled bulbous bowed
tankersand from thesethe amount of steel required was estimated. Thesizes of vessels were
44.367, 78,228, and 127,000 toan es deadweight respecti vely. Then , the changes in design
to meet both the Finnish-Swedish l AS class rules for the Baltic , and the Canadian A$PRR
CAC 4 rules for the arctic were determin ed . From this the resulting change s to the light ship
weight was calculated. These sets of rules give an idea of the range of ice strengthe ning that
might be required for Canada's east coast since Baltic conditions are relatively mild whereas
in the Canadi an Arctic the vessels may occ assionall y need to ram their way through multi-
year ridges. Because the Balti c rules apply only for first year sea ice, ice streng thened is
on ly required in a belt around the waterline .
A parametric costing model was developed by Roudasoya to esuare the increases in
costs for ice strenghtening. The cos ting model is based in part on a method by Caraye tte
(Naval Architect, 1978) and was further modifi ed by Pro fesso r Dag Friis (MUN Engineering
and Applied Science) and Mr . Raudasoja In the model , parametric equations were used to
determine COSlS for the categories steel, machin ery, outfitting, steel work labou r, machinery
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instaI.lation labour. and oulfitti ng labour. These equati ons an: based largel y 00 the amoun t
o f steel requited for the:vessel . A shipyard overhead of 100% was applied to the sum of
these costs . and a shipyard profit of 15% is applied to that.
lbc: results of lbr.:study an: summarized in Tab le 4 .3 . It is seen thai: the price:of l AS
vessels increased betw een 1.3 and 1.4 percent and the:disp lacement was redu ced by 0.5 to
0.7 perce nt, For the CAC 4 vessel the:price: increased between 3.3 and 4.0 percent and the
d isplacement was red uced by 1.5 to 1.9 perce nt. In costing a vesse l whic h will have ice
streaghtening, it should be:noted that a sligh tly larger icc strengthe ned vesse l is required to
ac hieve the same deadwei ght. thus inc reasing costs more:.
T able 4.3 Results from study on costs associated with ice strengthe ni ng of vessels
vessel C'auI OWT Change Pri'" Chang e
Source (tonne) (% ) (mi llion S) (\Ol
Model l Ope n 129990 64 .15
( 127000 dwt ) A 'S 129200 -5 65.09 I. '
CAC 4 127900 .1.5 66.n 4.0
(NRq 7.
Polydipper Open 83L20 5U8
(78228 dwt) A IS 82630 -.6 52 .05 13
CAC4 8187 0 · 1.5 53.08 3.3
(NRq 62
Torm Asi a Ope n 44500 35.37
(443 67 dwt) A IS 44190 -.7 35 .82 1.3
CAC 4 43660 -1.9 36 .59 3.4
(NRC) 46
III
As discussedin the previous sections . the tankers being used for Hibernia will have
better manoeuvrability than normalshuttle tankers. further work in understanding the:design
requirements and costs is required 'Iberefore fOf" the shu ttle tankers . a factor of .OS will be
appli ed to the cost for ice strengthe ning and an additional faetOl"of .10 will be app lied for
improving the vessel s manouc vability .
For the FPSO . a a factor of .OSwill be appl ied to thc:cost for ice strengthening.
4.2.4.4 Protection vs replacement ofsubsea equipment
The designer must consider whether or not to protect subsea equip ment and
flowlines . If consideri ng an option 10 leave tbe equipm ent unprotected then the expect ed rate
and cos t of scour dam ages. including downtime while waiting on weath er conditions. needs
10 be acco unted for. In addition. the ris k:of damage by trawlers may be a factor. Th e use of
weak links to limit damage if flowlines are dragged along by an iceberg keel or trawle r may
be one option to co nsider . Tberisk.of environmental damage due to leaked oil or blowouts
must also be considered. 1be use of fail safe valves below iceberg scour depths reduces this
risk .
In modelling costs related to iceberg scour events . the COSts were modelled using the
following notional value s: SJ millio n to repair a flowline, $2.5 million [ 0 repair a tree. 52
millio n [0 repair a mani fold. and $2 million [0 repair a riser base result. The avera ge
amounts of time requited to get on site and repai r these items will be taken as 30 da ys for a
flowline. 70 days for a subsea tree. 40 days for a mani fold. and 20 days for a riser bas e. The
overall downtime if the flow from a single well is shut do wn will be taken as 0 since it may
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be possible to increase the flow from other wells 10 compensrate. When the now from a
manifold is disrupced. then downtime of that amount of Oow over the time to invoke repairs
is assumed.
Subsea eqlli pmen t can be protected by placing it in an open glory ho le or in a cased
glory hole (Lever, 1994 ). lndividuall y drilled wells can also be placed in a caisson wellhead ;
with this system the welIbead and some of the tree valves are inse tted into a s lim caisson for
protection . Ao wlines can be pro tected by using ~nching. The cost will depend on the sizes
and lengths of lines to be treoched. and the required depths to ensure theyare safe. 11 should
be noted that when flowl ines are buried.operating costs associated with maintenance and
repai rs will be increased..
Inmodclling costs for protecting subsea equi pmen t. the average cost per glory bole
will be take n as $500 ,000 and the cost of trenching will be mode lled as be 60% of the
installed cost of the flowl ine.
4.3 Reliability -b ased des ign
4.3.1 Design crit eria and approach
Inthis section. the approach used to detetmine global iceberg impal:tloads f<r design
is outlined. The objective is to de termine the load associated with a specified probability of
exceed ance . The design ers ma y be req uested. for example. to des ign the struct ure so that
the probabil ity offailure due to an iceberg imp act is less than of lO·s per year . Ratherthan
consider the complete distributions of impact loads and structural capacity, they may estima te
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lhe design load Lo based on a probability of exceedance of I~ and des ign the stru cture (0
Lo Y wbere p i is a load factor such that the extra order of safety is included in the des ign.
To determin e the design load Lo. it is necessary to co nsider both the number of
iceberg impact even ts. andthedisui buti on of loads given an impact. Figure 4.11 illustrates
Figu~ 4.11 Overview of methodology for dete rmining design ice berg impact loads
the steps that are req uired . detai ls will vary depending on the type of syste m consi de red .
In the first step. the expec ted annual number of enco unters with icebe rgs is
determi ned , An encounter is defined as an event in which an iceberg would rut the struc ture
if no mit igating actio ns are take n and the icebe rg do not deflect due 10 hydrod ynamcis
interaction effects such as pressure gradients in front of the struc ture or di ffractio n. To be
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able to determine the effectiveness of detecti on and rnanagemt:nt and to determine the impact
loads . it is also neces sary to estimate the number of eecocnters as a function of the iceberg
characteristics and the eovirollme ntal cbacacteris tics. The iceberg characteristics will be
denoted by the vector T. and the characteristics of tbc environmen t by the vecto r E. Tbe
expected annual numberof encou nter.i as a function of the ch.aracteristics of the iceberg and
environment will be denOlCdby '1£C/, E). As the Dumber of enco unte rs may be influ enced
by the drift veloc ities of the icebe rgs in the given environmental condi tions it is nece ssary
to detennine the drift velocities of the icebergs . vDcf.E). For structures at a fixed loca tion .
the proba bility of impact is proportional to the drift velocity . For mo ving vesse ls , the
infl uence of the iceberg velocity reduces as the vesse l ve locity increases. Meth ods for
determi ning the number of enco unters will be outlined in Chapter 5. In addition, the
distributi o n of impact velocities given an impact in given environmental co nditions will be
considered
The effectiveness of operational. proceduresto redu cing the num ber of impacts with
a prod ucti on system will be consi dered in Chapter 6. For gravity based platforms , this will
include detection and toWing of icebergs . For floatin g producti on systems . this will includ e
detection. towing, and disco nnecti on of the prod uction and moori ng sys tems. For shutt le
tankers and other vesse ls this incl udes de tection and avo idance manoeuvres. These are not
co nsidered.
Once the numbe r of impacts is de termin ed along with the assoc ia ted distribu tion o f
iceberg size and shape , as well as impact velocity and loca tion , the resulting distrib ution of
im pact loads is determin ed. The impac t dynamics and ice failure mec hanics are no t
lIS
consi dcred in detail. the models used for illu.stratioo purposesarc outlined in the sectio n
4.3 .2.
4.3.2 Impac1l oad mode lling
4.3.2.1 let FailureM~cho."jcs
Ice is ac omplex material which can deform and fail in a number of ways. At the high
strain rates that occ ur in impac ts . impo rtant mechanisms may inc lude spalling. micro-
fracwrin g. p~urc melting. and recrystallizarica . Rece nt pub licati ons OD.these ice failure
mechanics include Jordaan et tl . ( [99 3) and Jordaan er aI. (1996). The average pressure at
which the ice fails bas been fou nd to decrease as the contact area increases . Field
obse rvations of the global crushi ng fon:e show that the change in force over time is quite
random and it is important 10cons ider this aspect when determini ng global dcsign loads . The
maximu m local pres sures increase with contact area . These high loads are likel y the result
of the confining effec t of the surrounding ice; unde r a hydrostatic load. a larger applied force
is required rc cause shear failure. Expe riments by F~rking C( aI. (1990 ) indicate that local
pressures exceedi ng 70 MPa can occ ur over small contact areas within the high pressure
zones. Thelocal loads are an importan t co nsideratio n when cons iderin g damage 10concrete
or to a ships plating . The distributio n of local loads will be a functio n of Ihc numbe r of high
pressure areas and the amou nt of co nfinement. these is rum will depe nd on the duration and
contac t areas of the coll isions. Jordaan er al. ( 199 2) have co nside red different statistical
methods to determine these distributions.
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The re is limited data available at present on the crus hin g slrcngtbs of glac ial ice at
the CORlaCt areas and velocities expected during a full scale ice berg impact. Some ship
impacts with icebergshave occurred bu t it is difficul t to dete rmin e the ice failure pressures
based 00 the observed damageto [be vessel alooe. Given the lack of directly applicabl e data.,
it is necessary to estimate the loads based on experimental data and on meas ured data from
oth er types of ice inter3Ction scenarios. Sanderso n (1988) anal yzed measured data from a
num ber of diffe rent fun scale first year and mul ti-year inte rac tio ns in the arctic and
devel oped the equation
.i
PI' s 9.3a 1 (4.12)
describ ing the approximate relations hip between peak pressure and con tact area . Jordaan et
aI. (1992), using medium scale experime ntal data from Pond lnlet and Hobson's cho ice, have
veri fied that inte rac tio ns with glaci al ice follow the same general relationship. The se data
include internct..ionswitb contact areas up to I m1 and indentation f3ICS up to 0. 1 mfs. Jordaan
and Zou (Cammaen er aI., 1992) analysed data.from a numbe r expe rimen ts invo lving
icebreakers ramming into multi-year flows (Dome Petro leum. 1982 ; Gle n and Blount., 1984).
The events involved higher impac t velocities and so may be more representative of the
collisions that woul d occur betwee n an iceberg and a vessel or srrucmre. Using the data from
Hobson 's choice. Pond Inlet, the Moliqpak. and the Kigoriak, the y suggest a relationship of
the form
P .. 3a -1
for the average ice cru shing press ure during a collis ion.
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(4 .13)
If a single pressure area relationship such as Equati on 4.13 is used, this ignores
vari ations between impact events and also variatons duri ng events. This is illustrated in
Figure 4. 12.
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Figure 4.12 Variations in average ice crushing pressure venus nominal conta ct aR:3
If the pressu re during an impact remains higher than average (curve 2 relative to curve I ),
then the max im um penetration and the final ccmacr area will both be smalle r. Whethe r or
nor the predicted peak load is higber will depend on the particular relationship. Alternativel y
if [he press ure is alwa ys lower (curve 3). then there will be a smaller final pressure but a
higher area. If there is a difference in [be exponent of the press ure area curve. such [hat the
initial pressure is low and the fmalpressure is high (curve 4), then a si~candy ttigher peak
load may result. Includingthe variations in this expooenr can influencethe estimateddes ign
loads co nside rably. li the load varies about the mean (curve 6), then the final area will be
approximately the same as the load determined using the average pressurearea relationship.
The fmal force, however . will depend on whether there was a peak or a trough. Clearly . the
maximum force co uld occur before the end of the collis ion.
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One aspect ofa recent study by Carter et al. (1996), dealt with the largest loads that
icebreakers in the Canadian Artie would be subjected to duri ng ramming. As part of this
study, an ice failure model consisting of a press ure area cu rve
P .. Ca o
with random coefficients C and 0 was cabbrated using data from availabl e ramming trials .
Therelaven t parts of tbis study are summarized in Appendix A. It was found mar reasonab le
results cou ld be obtai ned for rams (where crushing was the primary failure mech anism as
opposed to flexural failure) by modelling thecoefficient C with a logn onnal distribu tion with
mean of 3.0 MFa and standard deviation of 1.5 MFa and modelling the coeffici ent D with
a nonnal distribution with a mean of -0.4 and a standard deviation of 0.2. Two differences
betwee n the rams modelled and impacts with icebe rgs should be noted . Firs t. the rams
involved multi year sea ice ra1herthan glacial ice . In multiyear ice the salt is has been largely
ex truded from the ice, but the grain structure may be more columnar than glacial ice . Also.
the temperature and flaw structures of the ice may differ . Seco nd, during ice ramming ,
smal ler vessel s beach. After the initial impact the vesse l acquires sufficient large vertical
co mpo nent such that the veloc ity of the ship plating is largely tangential to lhe ice contact
face . In this case the driving is limi ted 10 some extent by the we ight of the ves sel. This
factor was incorporated into the mode l and reaso nable cali bration was achieved , given the
uncertainties in the measuremen ts, for both small and large vessel s.
To test the sensitivity of results to the assumpti ons regarding the ice failure . several
models will be used. These incl ude models ofccnstan t failure s trengths of .5. I, and 4 MFa.
the use ofa pressure area curve P= 3 A .,s. the use of thispressure area relationship with acut
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off minimum. pressure of .25 MPa.and the use of a pressure area relations hip with the same
random coe fficients dev eloped in Carter er al. ( 1996 ).
4.3.2 .2 Impact Dynamics
The maximum contact area during a collision requires consideration of [he initial
velocities of the lWO bodies , the ice crushing pressure and the local response of the~,
the shapes of the ewe bodies ar the point of contact, and the global responses of the iceberg
and vessel/ struc ture .
Inmodelling impacts betweenicebergs and both gravi ty based structures and FPSO ·s.
the impact has be en modelled in terms of a spherically shaped iceberg of equivalent mass
hitti ng a rigid verti cal wall. Thi s has allow ed the de velopm ent of reaso nab ly simple
interaction models which is used to give an indi cation of the sens itivity of design loads to
such faetocs as the numbe r of icebergs , the impac t velociti es, and the ice fai lure mechan ics .
In order to assess the effect of these simp lificati ons . some recent publications on impact
dynami cs and shape: are me ntioned briefly .
Figure 4. 13 illustrates an impact between an iceberg and a GBS . The vejcciry ofthc
iceberg is indicated as V. Onl y the component VN of veloc ity nonnal to the s tructure aI the
point of con tac t is co nside red: the eff ect of the tan gen tial force due to friction has bee n
shown to be smal l (Matske vitc h, 1996). As the imp act proc eeds. the icebe rg will stan to
rctar e around the po int of COntact due to the applied moment .
The effect of impact ecce ntric ity on the maximum im pact load has been considered
rece ntly by Matsk evitch (1991) . Maukcviteh analytically determined the ratio Fm axlF maxo
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as a function of er! r; for elliptical cylinders where Fmax? is the maximum force in a direct
impact and Fmax is the maximum force given eccentncty Co and radius of gyration r, .
Marskecitch found that the the ratio would nearly always be greater than .75 and generally
would be much closer to 1.
Iceberg waterline irrcoct
a~~~ma>d.:.:;,m~entrtel1Y
GBS
~v: \
V,
Figure 4.13 Iceberg impact with GBS
The variation in the shape of the iceberg at the point of contact is significant since it
affects the maximum contact area achieved before the kinetic energy of the iceberg is
absorbed . Little published data on local shapes of icebergs is available and data in this area
would be helpful for analyses.
A factor which could have an effect in lowering the estimated collision loads is
whether icebergs may break up before the maximum force following the pressure area curve
is reached. Often when iceberg are observed rolling over, they appear to break up into pieces
due to the changes in buoyancy forces (alternatively they could appear to roll as they break
up). This phenomenon may be dependent on the shapes and temperatures of the icebergs .
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NUMBER OF ENCOUNTERS WITH ICEBER GS
5.1 Introductioo
In this Chapter, methodologies are presented fM determining both the annual
expect ed flux 'IF of icebergs across line segments and the annual expected num ber of
encounters 'It of icebergs with vario us types of structures. So tha i the probabili ties of
detection and management can be dete rmined as well as the impact veloci ties, the flux and
number of encounters are req uire d as a functi on of iceberg size and environmental
conditions. In thi s case !bey are denoted as 1],(1.E)and 1]c<1. E). The methods used are
based on geametric argume nts and thus avoid the Deedto simulate iceberg trajectories. lD
addi tion. a method for estimating the distribu tion of wave -induced impact veloc ities of
smaller icebergs is given.
In Section 5.2 , the areal dens ity of icebergs on the Grand Banks as a functio n of
location and tim e is described . In addition, distri butions of relevant icebe rg parameters
require d in late r anal yses and relatio nships betwee n them are presented. In Secti on 5.3.
distribu tions for the relevant en vironmental parameters and relationshi ps between them are
con sidered. When estimating the environmental condi tions during iceberg interactio ns. the
seasonal correlation betweenthe nwnber of icebergs and the environmental condi tions mus t
be accou nted for . MOSl icebergs reach the Grand Banks in the spring and summer . TIle WOl$I
sea sta les occur during winter, and heavy fog conditions generally occur in the spring. Whi le
there may be a weak correlation betwee n the number and sites of icebergs and the
environmental conditions in different years, this would be of secondary impo rtance and was
not co nsidered . It was assumed that the sizes and shapes oftbe icebe rgs are indepe nde nt of
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the environment, so ~/.i):: " f (/.E>:: q f (/ ) f CE) . Where year round operations are
coosXiered. asingle distribu tion representing me probabili ty of diffe ren t values o f Hsgiven
an iceberg eooocmer can be used; determined by com bining the distribution of Hs for eacb
month. weighted by the expected number of icebergs in the month. In Section 5.4. an
analytical method for obtaining a rough estimate of iceberg drift ve locity as a function of
iceberg size and environmen lal conditions is presented, The iceberg velocities are required
as the probability of impact with fixed structures in give n conditions is propo rtional to the
iceberg veloc ities.
In Sectio n 5.S. a method for estimating iceberg flux is presented. Au x is defined as
the number of icebergs crossing a unit line per unit time. Aux estimates are of interest when
determini ng ho w many icebe rgs could scour a subsea pipeline and when determining the
amount of downtime as a result of icebergs entering prod uction alert zones. In Section 5.6.
methods for determining the expected number of encou nters with different struct ures and
vessels are presen ted, An encowlter is de fined as an event in which an icebe rg impact will
occur if no avoidance: or managemen t proced ures an: used and hydrodynamic interaction
effects are igno red, Estima tes of the number encou nters are required when estimating
iceberg impact loads for fixed platforms . floating plarforms , ships. and subsea equipmen t.
In Section 5.7 a statistical method is prese nted for estimating wave-induced impact
velocities in rando m seas . In Section 5.8. a method for making rough estimates of the
expected annual number of scour events is presented.
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5.2 Areal density an d re leva nt claan ct.eristics of Icebergs
Inthis section.a brief overview ofthe n:quimi iceberg information and available data
is given, followed by a description of the rationale used for choosi ng the methods used
Following this , the distribution of iceberg waterline length L used is developed.
Relationshi ps giving other parameters in terms of L are then ou tlined.. Finally , an estimate
of the arear density of ice bergs is given .
The number of inc idents with icebergs will be proportional to the number of icebergs
in the regio n. The distribution of icebergs over time is impo rtant whe n considering strategies
10avoid the main iceberg seaso n. TIle shapeand size of the icebergs present in a region will
influe nce their motions, the probability of detection and management , and the probability of
impact . Characl:eristics suc h as mass. rotational inertia. added mass, and the local shape of
the iceberg at the pctm of co ntact infl uence the collis ion dynami cs and ultimately the
maximum impact loads . Beca use the shapes of icebergs are comp lex and ur'.i'l ue. it is
difficult to inco rporate al l of the ir characteristics in terms of a few parameters. Abo . it is
ex pensive and very difficu lt to mea.sweunderwater shapes. The approach tak en is to de fine
the iceberg shapes in terms of a few meas ured quan tities. deduce other necessaryparameters
from these using apprca imate rela tionships. and usc sensiti vi ty anal ysis to derermme if the
ass umptions and appro ximations are adequate.
Cons ider the ice be rg illustrated in Figure I. It is difficul t for an observer to define
precisely the shape of such an iceberg . Eas ily meas ured parameters include the maxim um
height, b, the maximum waterline length, L. and the maxim um waterline width. W, measured
at 90 degree s with respec t 10 L Some times rough estima tes of the above wat er volume are
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estimated from thesethree parameters . accounting for the generalshape. Inothercases,~
accura te above warer volumes arc determined from stereo photography. Belo w water
meas urements. taken using sonar. arc rare and can be subject to significant error.
..........
Figure 5.1 Seasonal distributions of number of icebergs and significant wave beight,
It was decided to characterize the size of icebergs in terms of I. single variable . the
waterline length L This variable is relatively easy to measure and is commonly quoted in the
literature . Whi le the mass of an iceberg may be a better overall indicator of size . it was felt
that availab le length measurements were more accura te. A distri bution was developed giving
the prob ability of different sizes of iceber gs in terms of L. the n other icebe rg dime nsions
were determined as needed from l. using empirical or theoretical relationshi ps .
~ must be taken when estilIWing an appropriate waterline length distribution. as
recorded iceberg lengths may be based on a biased population and may be subject to
significan t erro r. For examp le. in recent reports the UP has provided breakd own s of the
number of icebergs by size classes and also give the ranges of waterlin e lengths within each
size c lass. Prob lems with the data are that small icebergs are diffi cult to detect in many
conditi ons. the size ranges are fairly coarse, and there may be: significant error in the
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observed size and the relationship betweensize and waterline leagth. A better source: of data
is the coUection of measwed waterline lengths measwed by oiJ companies durin g
exploration. This data is based on observati ons in which measurements were made from
vessels whic h were in close proximity to the icebergs .
A dislrib ution of waterl ine lengths was devel oped using an approach suggested by
C rocker ( 1997). Crocker suggests based on observed distrib utions o f larger icebergs. that
an expo nential distribu tioo with a mean of 60 m is reasonable. Based on observations. he
sugges ts that there is a calv ing mechanis m which generates a grea ter number of smal l
icebergs than this distribution shows. Croc ker suggests that for the calved population. an
exponential distribution with a mean of 8 m is appropriate. To de termine the overall
combined disuibution. Crock er suggests that the numbe r of icebergs of waterline length
greater than 20 m should approximately eq ual the number of icebergs between 5 and 20 m.
This is based on studies using overflig hts with good reso lution photography. The waterline
distribution used here was determined as the sum of the distributions o f larger and calve d
ice bergs weigh ted to meet this stipulation. The resulting distri bution (shown in Figure 5.2
)is
(5 .1)
The associated mean iceberg length is 40 m.
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Figure S.2 Iceberg water line length disui bution
From Figure 5.1 • it can be seen that the probab ility of an iceberg impac t is
proportio nal to the effective encounter width. defined by the maximum extent of tbe iceberg
perpendicular to its direction of mo tion. The maxim um encounter width is greater than the
waterline length because of the underwater extens ion of the iceberg. The actual enco unter
width depends on the orientation of!he iccbcrg. whichis a function of the current, wind. and
waves. and will be less than or equal to the maximum encounter width. An estimate of the
maximum enco unter width coul d be obtained from complete iceberg profil es by assumi ng
a random orientation with respect to direction. For- the analyses bee, the effective encoun ter
width is app roximated as LOS L based on an analysis of a limited num ber of iceber gs
(C rocker. 1994).
When using tbe wind and current drag tcrees to dctennine the iceberg drift velocities.
the above and below water projected areas normal to the wind and the current, AAand A•• are
required . These were determined from the water line length using relation ships determined
based on a set of9 detailed iceberg measuremen ts by Smi th and Donaldson (1987). Th ough
the sample was small . it spanned a considerab le range o f iceberg sizes and was based on
1Z1
reliab le measureme nts. Using best fits, the equat ions A" = .077 L2.0&41 and A. = .445 1 LH~
were determined . The se results indicate that projec ted areas are nearly proportional to LZ• It
was the refore dec ided to use equatio ns of the form A" =a L2 and A. =b LZ• Dividing the
measured projec ted areas by L2 gives a ratio of a = 0.115 ± .OJ4 for the abo ve water porti on
and b = .6 12 ± . 119 for the below water portion. For determi ning the wave drift forc e. the
characteristic dimensio n of the iceberg was required , for this the wate r line length was used.
The icebe rg mass m is estimated from wate rline length L usi ng the relationship
(5 .2)
suggested by G. Crocker as a reas onab le fit based on an anal ysis of several data sources
(Canunaert et aI., 1992).
In the encounter models . the numbe r of icebergs is describedin terms of areal density ,
i.e., the number of icebergs per unit area at a give n time. This quantity is both simpler and
eas ier to meas ure than flux quanti ties which depend on icebe rg velocitie s as well as the
distribution of direc tions in wh ich they travel. The areal densities of icebe rgs are determi ned
from the UP' s monthly and bi-monthly maps of icebe rg counts co llected between 1960 and
1m. These maps represent the UP' s best es tima te of the positions of icebergs off the east
coast at a give n time. Thou gh the lIP ' s main mandate is to de linea te the southern most
ex tent of icebergs at any time into shipping lanes, analy sis of the data has show n that the
cou nts are reaso nably accurate over the Grand Bank s. From these maps, an est imate of the
areal density of icebergs by degree square and by year and month can be determined.
The ex pected arealdensity for a selected range of degreesquares is show n in Figure
5.3 below . The numbe rs shown repre sent the expected (average) number of icebergs in the
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each degree square at any instance, averaged over all months. During the iceberg season. the
counts would behigher, whereas during the off season the coun ts would be near zero. The
expected areal densities as shown arc appropriate for systems which will be on site aUyear.
The counts represent those ice pieces classified by the lIP as "icebergs" as opposed to
"growlers" . In terms of waterline length. the cut-offbetween growlers and icebergsis 16 m.
It should be noted that there are altem ative definitions for iceberg sizes classes.
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Figure 5.3 Average number of icebergs in a degree square based on UPcounts
excluding growlers .
T he number of averaged monthly counts for the degree square containing Terra Nova and
Hibernia for each year and month over the 35 year period is shown in Figure 5.4.
Becau se small iceberg s are not always detected, a correction was developed to the
above UP iceberg counts as follows . The UP divides the counts of icebergs into icebergs
(small, medium . and large icebe rgs which have waterline lengths greater than 16 m), and
growlers (which have waterline length less than 16 m). As we felt that the number of
growlers was significantly underestimated, we did not include these in the counts . To correct
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the areal densities, it is necessary to add in the estimated proportion of undetected icebergs
greater than 16 m plus the proportion of icebergs between 5 and 16 m. The estimated
proportion of undetected icebergs greater than 16 m was detennined in part based on a study
of lIP airborne SLAR detection (Rossiter et al. , 1985). The estimate d fraction of icebergs
detected is
This relationship is plotted in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Proportion of icebergs detected by waterline length (lIP Airborne
SLAR detection)
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Ifone applies this relationship to the disai butioa of icebergs greater rban 16 m.the resulting
arealdens ity wouJd be uoden:s timated by a fector of lI 1.04. We believe that this es timat e is
some what optimistic. Roughl y 60% of tbe iccberg:s 011 IlP mapsare detectedusing airborne
SlAR. Radar syste ms from ships are not as good at detectin g smaller icebergs (as discussed
in Ch apt er 6) and 50 the 40'11of icebergs detected from sources other than UP SUR are
likely to cons ist of larger icebergs on average. For this reason. and beca use we suspect tha I
the UP SLAR tes ts may have involved bener than average condi tions for detec ting smal l
icebergs. a correction facr.orof 1.1 is used fortbe popul ation of icebergs great er than 16 m.
From equation 5.1 !.be propo rtio n of iceber gs which an::growl ers is de termi ned as 42%.
The distribution of areal density of icebe rgs by month is required for determinin g the
distri bution of env ironmental condi tions pre sent when encountering an icebe rg. Thi s
d istri bution was det e rmined for the Hibemi alTerra Nova degree square us ing the data
presen ted in Figure 5.4; the resulti ng distri buti on is shown be low in Table 5.1.
TableS.1 Proportion of icebergs by month
S.J Environmental cha ra ct e ris tics
5.3.1 Sea state
Th e distribution for sign ificant wave height H j was deri ved from Atm osphere and
Env ironmental Serv ices (AES) Canad a data The data is based on wave-rider and NOAA
wave-buoy data for the northern Grand Banks during the period 1970 to 1989 . A distributi on
I3l
represe nting the probability of the sea SU1e given the presence of an iceberg was determin ed
by avenging me monthly sea state distributions. weighted by the number or icebergs per
month as shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. h shoul d be noted thai the highest sea states occur
in January and Febnwy when there are fewer icebe rgs. During the main iceberg season the
sea states arc less severe.
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Figure 5.7 Distribution orsignificant wave height representative of the
iceberg season .
For the iceberg drift model . the significan t wave height Hsand the peakperiod T, and
assoc iated wave length 1.,are required to determine wave drift forces . The mos t likely peale
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period T, and associated wave length L~, for each sea state were determined using the
empirical relationships
(5.4)
and
L,. .. 3O.6H~
derived by leBlond et ar. (1982) usin g Grand Banks data.
(5.5)
Where a sea spectrum was required for estimating iceber g and vessel random wave.
induced motions, the Jonswap spectrum recommended by leBlond et. el. ( 1982) was used.
They recommended the following form as most close ly resembling the sea state on the Grand
Banks in storms:
where:
S ( f) • ~ , {+(~r] y'
• r' (5,6)
r
S.(f)
fo
r= 2.2,
a " s" " 0.07
a " s. = 0.09
is frequenc y,
is the spectral density at frequ ency f,
is the peak frequency (at which S., is max imum),
is the ratio of the max imum spec tral density to that of the
Pierson Moskowitz spectrum .
is the width of the left side of the spectral peak(for f <fo),
is the width of the right side of the spectral peak( forf> fol ,
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ooidsfor 1 < r < 4 where Hs is the significant wave beigbt .
SJ.2 Wind
Th e wind assoc iated with a giv en significant wave height Hs• was calc ulated usin g
the follow ing equation (Seaeensult, 1988 . eqn . 3.2.1.1)
11;' • (aW'")' + H, '
where :
11; is the mean significant wave heigh t for the given wind speed.
W is the wind speed (kn ots) at a heigh t of 80 Ill.
H, = 2. 1 m is the average background swell height (m).
z 6.73 x 10-). and
== 1.69 are coe fficients determined em pirically.
(5. 6)
For values of Hs less than 2.1. a wind spe ed of 0 was used. In Figure 5.8 . the distributio n
of observed wind speeds from AES is co mpared to the distributio n of wind speeds genera ted
using equation 5.6 with the distribution of Hs (Fi gure 5.7) as an input.
When using the above wind es timates either 10 determine the wind drag force on an
iceberg or to determine the wind generated surf¥:C C1UROl,it may be necess ary 10 apply a
correction factor to account for different reference elevations above sea level. Where
requ ired . the equation
V,: = « Vnf ( ~r
(Det nors ke vernas. 1977 ) was used. where:
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(5 .9)
v., is the wind speed averaged over the time interval t at a height of e meters
above sea level (where t must be one of the times for which a and p are
provided).
V.v is the wind speedaveraged over I hour at 10 m abo ve sea level.
is the gust factor for t. referenced to v "", and
P is the height ex ponent for t.
For example. a wind measured as V.. at 80 m height is reduced 000.72 V...al 10 m heighL
A co mpariso n of the simulated andobscrvc:d wind velocity distributions are shown in Figwe
5.8.
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Figure S.8 Comparison of simu lated and obse rved distribu tions of wind
veloci ty.
S.J.J Current
An estimate of the most representative current associated with a given value of Hs
was requ ired for determining the drift velocities of icebergs. Only the compone nt of the
curre nt generated by local winds was conside red; this co mponent will dominate in storm
conditions. An appro xima te estimate of the locall y generated current was obtai ned as
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follows , using ElcmaD's model. Fust, the ma gnitu de of r.he surface current was dete rmin ed
from the wind speed 11a height of 10 m above the water surface using the relation
(5. 10)
where V, is the surface current speed, W is the wind speed. and t/J is the latitude (Pond and
Pic~ 1983, p. 109). At latitude 45 degreesnorth.this gives a cuee eespeed that is I.S~
of r.hewind speed. Thedirection of r.hesurface curreraand its variation in magnit ude and
~OD with depthan: influ enced by r.heCoriolis effect as outlined by Ekman. Because of
the Corio lis effect. a forced wind or curre nt will appear to tum to the right in the nonhem
hemi sphere. Whe re the wind contacts the water . there is a lar ge change In den sit y and it can
be shown theoretical ly (with certain assumptions ) thai the surface curre nt should move at an
ang le of 458 clockwise to r.he wind . Th e momen tum imparted to r.he surface laye r is
transferred do wnward due to friction and the Co riolis effec t ca uses the cu rrent direc tion at
eac h depthto be oriented slightl y clockwise to the current above iL Thi s resul ts in a spiral
panem.The velocity of the curre nt decreases exponeo tially with depth. Ekman's equation for
the variation in the current ma gni tude wir.h depth z is
(5. 11)
where V, is the magnitude of the current at the surface and DEis the Ekman depth at wh ich
the current has 0.04 times the magnitude on the surface. This equation assumes that the wa ter
is at least as dee p as Dr whic h is calculated as
(5 . 12)
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The net direction of the Elc.man curre nt can be sho wn to be 90 degrees to the right of the
wind. When applyin g the abo ve equati ons to c:fetennine the drift velocities of an ice berg. the
Ekman curren t was avenged over its depth . 11tis may resul t in a slight underestimation o f
effects of the current since most of the iceberg is oear the swface. h should be acted that the
equatio ns derived by Ekman arc:only app roximau: because they do Dot incorporate factors
such as limited water depths or de nsity changes in the wat er with depth. The resulting
distribution of current veloci ties using the distribution of Hs<Figun:5.7) as an input is shown
in Figu re 5.9 alo ng with observed dis tributions.
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of simu lated and observed dis tributions of current
velocity .
5.4 Iceberg drift velocity
Th e drift velocities of icebe rgs of wat erline length L in enviro nmen tal con ditions
assoc iated with Hs were estimated, as follows. First . the combined wind and wav e force on
[he iceberg in eac h case was determined. These forces could be directly determined because
[hey are reaso nably independen t of the velocity of the iceberg . Then. the velocity of the
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iceberg relative to the current was de termined such that the water drag force was in
equilib rium with the wind drag and wave drift forces.
The wind drag force was calculated using the eq uation
(5.l3)
where :
FA is the wind drag force (N),
CA is the wind drag coefficient for the given iceberg shape.
PA is the density of air (kglm1) .
AA is the projected area (m2) of the iceberg perpendicular to the wind direction.
and
UA is the wind velocity (mls) .
When applying this equation, the parameter AA was taken as the mean above water projected
area (.115 L2) and the wind drag coefficie nt was taken as 1.0.
When an object is large enough relative to the wave length. scattering of the waves
occurs and a net force results on the object due to the diffraction of wave energy. For a given
icebe rg shape , this wav e drift force may be estima ted using the equa tion
(5 .14)
(Isaacson. 1988) where :
FD is the wave drift force (N).
CD is the wave drift coefficie nt for the given iceberg shape ,
Pw is the density of water (kglm J) .
is the acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) .
Dr is a characteristic dimension o f the iceberg (m). and
H is the regu lar wave height (m).
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The wave drift coefficient CDis a function of tbe ratio D{ILwwhere Lw is the regu lar wave
length; CDis usually estimated analytically using models based on potential flow theory.
Wave drag coefficients for two different shapes oficebergs are plcrted in Figure 5. 10.
The first curve. which is from Isaacson (1988), gives coefficients for cylindrically shaped
icebe rgs with a draft to diameter ratio of 0.5. These drag coefficients may be indicative of
the wave drift forces on tab ular icebergs. which b.ave steep sides. Isaacson also presented
some results for square cylinders (w ith sides parall el to the wave crest). These give
substantially higher wave drift coefficients (25-75% depending on the value of D{ I L). The
second curve was dete rmi ned by Momem Wis hahy (Cammaert et al ., 1992) assuming
spherically shaped icebergs. These coefficients may be indicative of the wave drift forces for
domed icebergs. grow lers, and bergy bits which have rounded sides.
u
.,
Figure 5.10 Wave drift coefficients for spherica.l1y and cylindrically shaped
icebergs.
When applying the wave drift model, a spherical iceberg shape was assumed and the
characteristic dimension D, was set to the waterlin e length. Th e root mean square wave
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height. H = 0.706 Hsowas used to give the appropriate drag force representative of the
random sea stale. Thewave length L was set to the peak wave length l-p= 30 .6 HsoIt shoul d
be noted that this method is only approximate.especiall y for light sea swes where the swell
coul d make up a relatively large proportion of the wave energy. lbe swe ll will have a
re latively low freque ncy and cou ld have a rand om direction with respec t to the wind
gene rated waves . When using the curve of wave drift coe fficients. there was no data
availab le for large DIL; in these cases a value of Co = 0.2 was used.
TIle water dragforce was calculated using the equation
(5 .15)
where :
F." is the water drag force (N) .
C." is the water drag coe fficient for the given iceberg shape
p." is the density of water (kg/m l ) ,
A. is the below water projected area ( ro l ) of the iceberg perpe ndicular to its
directi on of movement relati ve to the water, and
U'" is the vdocity (mls) of the water re lative to the iceberg.
Note that single values for C."and A. were used since the CUJTent was approximated as the
Ekman current over the draft of the iceber g. When applying the wate r drag eq ua tion. the
parame ter AI" was taken as the mean average underwater area (0.6 12 L
'
>and the water drag
coe fficient was taken as 1.0. The residual CUJTenl was set to zero .
In applying the above equations. the wind drag force F" and wave drift force FD were
assume d to act in the same direction. POI was set to F" + Fo and 001was calc ulated from
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equation (5 . lS). The drift velocityofthc iceberg U, was the n de termined as the vector sum
of U" (th e velocity of the iceberg relative (0 the curren t) and the current velocity Uc (the
Ekman current assumed [ 0 act aI 90 degrees (0 the windand waves).
A panial rest oftbe validityoflbc drift velocity model was carried out by determining
the marginal disaibution of iceberg drift velocities for all iceberg sizesand environmental
co nditions and comparing this against an observed distribution. The marginal probability
dens ity function for any drift veloc ity vt is determined as the integral of the probability of
all iceberg sizes and environmental condi tions resul ting in that vel ocity, i.e.
(5,17)
This probab ility density functio n was determined using the dis rributions of Land Hs and the
relationshi ps for other parameters . This disrributio n used for comparison is from Seaconsuh
( 1988). and is based on iceberg trajectories recordedfrom drilling platfonns. The comparison
is shown Figure 5,11, It should be noted that tbedistn"bution ofobscrved drift velocities may
be biased if the proponion of higher drift velocities in sto rm conditions is und erest imated
beca use of poor detection capabili ties.
5.5 Estimatio n of ice~rg nux and app lica tions
In this section . a method is ou tlined for determini ng the nu x of icebergs acros s line
and curve segme nts, gi ven the areal densities of icebergs and the distributions of drift
veloci ties. Potential applicatio ns include determining the average rate at which icebergs will
enter an alert zon e and the rate at which large icebe rgs cross over a pipeline.
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Consider the line segment in Figure 5.12 of length & , swrounded by randoml y
placed icebergs. with arealdensi ty p. and moving at. speed VI with direction defined by and
• OA
I ::
.: 0.'
•t ,.
: 0-1
l
0 8-.11I'
....
,,'-- -=~ .J
1O...,, " ...... c ... rmlll
Figure 5.11 Comparison of simulated and observed distri butions of iceberg
drift velociti es .
angle 6 relative to the normal to the line segme nt. Tbe expected number o f icebergs
crossin g the line in time ..::It is the areal density of icebergs times the area of the section
outlined . i.e.
p v,Arcos(B) (5.18)
More generally. if one considers a curve s from poin t a to point b. and icebergs wilh random
motions defined by the probability density functi onj{II.. V.)then the expected ann ual number
o f cross ings from a to b is calcu lated as
(5. 19)
where v is the velocity vector. n(s ) is the normal vecto r to the curve at positio n s, and T is the
number of time uni ts per year. Equation (5.19) is the proper relatio nship to use to relate
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iceberg areal density, iceberg velocity, and flux. ff tbe areal density of icebergs and their
velocity distribution vary over the region containi ng s, then v and p must be taken as
functions of s as well. Note that the orientation of the path relative 10 the most prominent
iceberg direction will affect the result . A example application of equation (5. 19 ) is the
estimation of the number of icebergs crossing over a subsea pipelin e.
rlOCitvvectOf
of iCebergs
Figure 5. 12 Illustration for determining number of icebergs crossing a line segme nt
In the case where the iceberg directi on is random. one has the expected number of
icebergs cro ssing a path of length s in either direction is
,
. ;- P <VI> T s
The number of cross ings in one di rectio n is half this.
(5.20)
Cons ider now the expected annual number of icebergs entering an alert zone of radius
r. Assume that the areal density and distribution s of iceberg veloc ities is co nstant over the
region concerned. With reference to Figure 5.13 . it is seen that the expected number of
icebergs with speed VI in direction ewhich enter the alert zone is
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[ llfl pv, tucosa. r da.
-.,
and integrating gives the:number entering per year as
2rp v, T/ (v,. 6 ) .c16 Av,
(5.21)
(5.22)
Since 6 is not involved in the main part of the equation . one can integrat e over all angles and
all vclocities givi ng
'l E a 2 r p <v, > T (5.23 )
rt;f;~::.:
~ \e
r
Figure 5.13 Illustratio n for dete rmi nin g number o f icebergs entering an alert zo ne
In the above examples , it is of note mal the distrib utions of veloc ities and an gles for
icebergs crossing a line segment must be updated using Bayes' theorem. s ince
tal-v.a) - V""at (V,a)
Whe re the veloci ties are inde pendent of direction . this beco mes
Ic ;"V,B) - vccse 1/(21t)f(V)
(52 4)
(5.25)
Th e probability of incurs ion therefore increases linearly with velocity and as the cosi ne of
the angle relativ e [ 0 perpe ndicular. This means that the population of icebe rgs cross ing a line
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or entering an alert :woe ee more Iike:ly to be:moving quicldy and at a normal angle than the
populatio n in general .
5.6 Esti ma tion of encoun ter rates and applications
In considering impactsbetween an icebc:cgand a structure. the:method is similar. bul
thc:size and shape:of the iceberg must also be:accounted for. To illustrate the:method 10 be
used, consid er an iceberg , circular in plan and of radius R,. approaching an object of general
shape as shown in Figure :5.14.
Figure :5.14 Possible:impact loca tions for a SUUCNte of arb itrary geometry
Consider the:initial position oflhc: iceberg to be random. Contact wiUoccur when the:centre
orthe:iceberg reaches any point on the dotted line a distance r from the structure. The same:
me:thod can then be:used as for the flux one:way across a line. Fnr example , the probabi lity
of an iceberg impacting a section of width 4s in a given time 6.t (chose n small e:nough that
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the velocity VIof the iceberg does not vary) is proportional to VI6s At cos e where 6 s is the
target width. projected to include me size and shape of the iceberg . and e is the relative angle
of approach as indicated. The effect of the local curvature on the probability of impact is
illustrated in Figure 5.14 . Note that the probability of hitting a comer is enhanced
significan tly. especial ly for large smoo thly shaped icebergs. If the iceberg is small or has
a roug h exte rior. this effect is reduced .
If icebe rg velocity is indepe ndent of iceberg size . then the expected number of
encou nters per year for a cylindrical structure can be determined from equation 5.20 . using
WI + Ws instead of 2 RI • i.e.
(5.26)
To include the depend ence of iceberg size on velocit y. one requires the jo int distributio n
fw",,"w. v) of iceberg effec tive width s and velocities, in which the correct equation is
11E = Pff (wS +wl)V,fw. ~·(w, .vl) dw, dv, (5 .27)
When applyi ng the above equation s. it is important to be carefu l that p and the distributions
/( W1) and flY,) are based on number of icebergs and their sizes and velocities given
instantaneous snap shots of the region. If instead . one counts the number of icebergs entering
some region aro und the vesse l or structu re. this is a measurem ent of flux and must be
handled differently.
Determining the number of enco unters for a Ship (either at fixed location or moving)
is slightly more com plex. Impacts betwee n smal l icebergs and vessels with vert ical sides will
be considered here (i.e. collisions on the vesse l bilge. etc.• are not considered ). The iceberg s
are mode lled as spheres. this should not affect the results significantly if represen tative rad ii
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are chosen. The problem is illustrated in Figure 5.15 . The outlin e around the vesse l shows
the positions of the centre of the iceberg at which collisions with the specified size and shape
of iceberg will result. Consider now a vessel with width ""s. length Is. and speed Vs and an
(AI
""'and
,""poolIe..,...,
o
r-w,--j
IB)
ICJ <l>~V.V, Relative velocity V.V. of the two bodies
Figure 5.15 Illustration of iceberg co ntact positions around a ship
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iceberg with diameter w, and speed VI which is moving at an angle Orel ative to the heading
of the vessel. as shown in Figure 5.15 b}. The velocity and direction of the iceberg relative
to an observer on the ship are denoted as \.'. and ¢ .
The probability that the iceberg will hit a particular section of the vessel in a small
time increment .Jt is equal to the probability that the iceberg is withi n a distance v. Al in
from of that location. Note that the probability of one of the stem comers being hit decreases
as the ship speed increases relative to that of the icebe rg. In the case of a side collision. the
area of the indicated region from which a colli sion will occur is
A( v, . ¢ ) = Is vR sin¢ .J t = Is v, sinO .J I (5.28)
where Is is the length of the side . Assu ming that all directions of relative motio n of the
icebergs are equally probable (as migh t be expect ed over many trips) . the expected number
of collisions on the side of the vessel in a time period T is found to be
'IE = P fo· L% L- Is ", sinO p (w, } p(" , ) p(O ) dw , dO dv, T (5.29)
where P( 8>=1/(21:'). The areal density and iceberg velocities shou ld be averaged over the time
period T. The distributions of iceberg size and velocity are assumed to be essenti ally
independe nt. as before. Equatio n (5.29) integrates to give
'Ii." =1. p Is V; T
tt
(5.30)
Note that the expected num ber of side co llisions depends on the veloc ities of the icebergs
and not on the vesse l velocity except as vessel veloc ity influences T.
To find analogous equations for impacts on the bow. the exac t geometry of the bow
may need to be considered if the vessel is moving slowly . When the vessel is moving at a
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velocity significan tly greater than that of the icebergs. men ¢will be close to - ISOdegrees
and the:effective co llision width ofttle bow can be taken as ws' The area of the region from
which bow collisions can occur in a time .& is then
(S.3!)
II is again as.sumedthat all directi ons of relative motion of the icebergs an: eq ually probab le.
Integrating over all angles. iceberg sizes . aDdiceberg velccuies, the expected number ofbow
impac ts is found to be
(S.32)
where ds is the distance travelled. The areal density and ship veloc ity should be avera ged
over the time period T. Note that the expected num ber of colli s ions depends on the average
iceberg size and is independent o f the iceberg ve locitie s.
Fora turret -moored or dynamically-positioned ship at a fixed position. the analysis
is slightly differenL The vessel general ly is pointed into the prevailing weather co nditions.
Assuming that this is thegeneral directio n from which iceberg s come. the expected number
of collisions on the bow is approximately
(S.33)
To dete rmine the: num ber of co llis ions more accu rately, and to de termine the number of
collisions on the sides . it would be necessary to determine the di stribu tion of directions of
iceberg approach with respect to the vessel. This wou ld require info rmation on the headings
of turret-moored vessels and on the motions of icebergs in different environmental
conditions.
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For the case of a moored semi-submersible, held at a fixed orientation. the number
of collisions and their locations will depe nd on the directions from which the icebergs
approac h. 00 the Grand Banles. a reasonable approximation is to assume that all angl es of
approac h are equall y probable since the net sou tberl y drift of icebergs is much weaker than
the tidal and storm induced motions. 1bc: problem of det ermining collis ion loca tions is
complica ted because of the geometry of the structure and possible hydrod ynamic interacti on
effects . For example. to de termine the num ber of co llisions on pontoons. it is necessary to
consider the rando m motions of the icebergs in waves .
5.7 Collision yelocities. locations., and hyd rod ynamic df'ects
5.7.1 (ht rvi t w
The velocity of the icebe rg at the point of impact depends on the wave dri ft and
wav e-induced forces acting on it and the hydrod ynamic interactio n forces be twee n the
structure or vessel and the iceberg. In open water. drift speeds up to 1.5 mls hav e been
observed and for small iceberg s in severe wave conditions. wave-Induced veloc ities may
reach S mls. A GBS will be fixed, a production vesse l may have wave-induced motions. and
a shuttle or cargo vessel may move up to 8 mls . Tbe hydrodynamic effec ts will depend on
the relative sizes of the two bodies and the dominant wave length. Important hydrodynamic
effects include pressure distribu tions and diffraction effects which may cause smaller
icebergs to deflect around a struct ure. added mass effects. and drag ef fects .
The hydrodynamic interaction problem is difficult to solve and not all aspects of the
prob lem have been deal t with adeq ua tely to date. In the examples in this thes is, the
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hydrodynamic interaction effects are ncK modelled (other than the use of simple added mass
eeefficiea ts), instead me co llision velociti es are based solely 0 0 me rando m surge motions
of lhe icebergsin open seas. GeneraU y. hydrodynamie interacti on effects wil l act 10de flect
or decelerat e the icebergs 50 lhe omission of Ihcse effects will have a conservative influence
on the estimated loads.. To determine !be poss ible effects of this omission. sens itivity
anal yses are performed with respect 10!he collision veloc ity in the example appli cati ons.
Methods for esti.mar.ingthe l1lDdom surge motions of icebe rgs at colli sion have been
outlined by Lever (1989) and the general method is followed here. A modified Rayleigh
distributi on was developed in orde r 10 include iceberg drift veloc ities and shi p veloc ities
correc tly.
5.7.2 Comments on hydrodynamic effects
Even though the hydrodynamic interac tion effects are nOl modell ed . so me of the
different aspects of me problem are cons idered briefl y here. lbe collis ion veloc ities will be
de termined by the wind. curren t, and waves prese nt and by the sizes of the iceberg and
vessel/structure relative 10 each other and 10 the wave lengths . Different aspects of the
hydrodynamic interacti on problem, including wav e diffrac tion effects and collisio n added
masses, have been addressed by Isaacson and McT aggan (1989) and Wishahy (1988). These
anal yses are generall y conducted for ideal conditi ons. such as a uniform current or regular
uni-directional waves . To date, no comprehensive model has been deve loped which can be
used 10 predict accurately the number and severity of co llisio ns. One of the im portant
findings of model tests is thai the co llision probabilities are very sensitive to the initial
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conditions. In repeated experime nts with waves approaching a structure in a wave field . the
icebergs followed different trajectories. so that collision events can not be predicted
accurat ely even in ideal conditions. In actual conditions. the enviro nme ntal loads will be in
different directions and the sea state will consist of components with different wave length s
and directions; this will make predictions even more difficult.
In the ideal case ofa unifonn CUIRDtmoving past a fixed structure (or fixed vess el)
there will be a press ure gradi ent in front of the structure and a wake behind it (the problem
of a vessel moving at a constant velocity through Ute water is analogous). As an iceberg
approaches the structure. this pressure gradi ent will act to slow the iceberg or divert it to the
side. The distan ce that the iceberg is deflected will depend on its size rela tive to the structure.
If the ice berg is relativ ely small. it will move with approximately the same speed and
direction as the surface curren t; this is becau se the pressure gradient will vary nearl y linearl y
over the length of the icebe rg (unless the iceber g gets very close to the struc ture ). In mo st
cases the icebe rg will be swep t to the side of the struc ture , those tha t appr oach nearl y dead
on will decelerate signifi cantl y before colli sion .
Whe n an icebe rg is large enough that the press ure over its length varies non-lin early.
then the iceberg will affect the overall flow regime. Thi s is a difficult probl em to solve.
espec ially given [hat there is a free surface so that gra vity waves will be gene rated. If. as a
very rough rule. one mod els the iceberg as hav ing the sam e veloc ity tha t a water parti cle at
its centre point would hav e had. it can be easily seen that both the probability of co llision and
the average collision veloc ity will incre ase as a function of the icebergs size . Another
app roximate solution is to ignore the effect of the iceberg on the flow and integrate the
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pressure gradient over the iceberg's surface at each instant to determine the net force on the
iceberg and its acceleration. Even though the effect of viscosity causes a wake behind the
structure, an inviscid flow solution will give an approximate analysis for the pressure
gradient in front of it. An alternative solution which could be used to determine whether
there will be significant 'cushioning ' by the water between the structure and iceberg just
before collision would be to approximate the problem using a closed fonn analytic solutions
for the joint motions of two submersed bodies under the assumptions of an ideal fluid; for
example, Lamb (1932) considers the motions of two submersed spheres.
The interaction effects due to waves will depend on the sizes of the iceberg and
structure (or vessel) relative to each other and relative to the predominant wave length.
Where the structure is small compared to the wave length (for example, the column of a
semisubmersible in most sea states or a GBS in a high sea state), the structure will have little
effect on the overall wave regime. As the wave accelerates and moves past the structure, a
pressure gradient effect similar to that for a current will apply for an approaching piece of
ice.
In situations in which the wave lengths are smaller relative to the size of the structure
or vessel, diffraction effects become important. Wave energy diffracted from the vessel or
structure can cause the icebergs to be decelerated or deflected. The combined incoming
waves and diffracted waves result in a sea state with a different relationship between the
wave height, period, and length than in open sea conditions and a different wave drift force
and direction acting on the iceberg. Generally, the surge velocities of the waves are decreased
near the structure resulting in smaller wave-induced collision velocities. The heave motions
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may be enhaoccd; this cou ld result in large r verticalcollision velocities wbere pontoons or
overhanging decksare present. Wave di.ffraction effects can be modeUedanalyticall y or using
model~ tests, Higher order diffnlctio n effects and inleraction effects between IWObodies
can be diffkult to mode L A possib le sol utio n where the ice berg is relatively small is 10 usc
a linear diffraction mod el 10 acco unt for the waves diffracted from the structure and then
model the me rion of the icebe rg within thi s mod ified wave field .
Tbe wave induced velocities of ice bergs will depend on their size relative 10 the wave
length and on the wave height, Foricebergs thai:are smal l compared to the wave length . the
veloc ities will be simil ar 10 the velocities of the water particles . As the size of iceberg
cons idered Increases relative to thewave length. the wave-induced veloci ties will in general
decrease (there may ho wever be peak values in the heave componen t at the resonance
frequency of the iceberg). In a high seastate . the wa ve lengths may be long enough tha t a
production vesse l will ha ve apprecia ble moti ons. in this case the joint motions of the vessel
and iceberg will need to beco nsidered .
It shou ld be noted tha t the hydrostatic forces acti ng on irregularly shaped ice bergs
will be highly non-linearl y ( for example. for spherical shapes where the waer plane area
chang es wi th hea ve). Whe re ice she lves are near the wa terlin e. the non-linearity could be
exeeme. In such cases the superpos ition methodsused do not strictly appl y and the iceberg
motions may well be chaotic. Lever er at. ( 1988b) used physical modelling 10 estimate the
motions of cubical. cylin drical. trapezoidal . spherical icebergs and found that different
shaped icebergs haddiff erent motion characteristics in heave and surge. While funhe r work
10 determine the magnitude of these differences may be warrented, first a sen sitivity analysis
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based on available data should be conducted to determine if the differences will affect the
design impact loads significantly. Some concern may be given regarding the chaotic
response of icebergs. II should be recognized [hat the sea is a random forcing function [hat
may overwhelm any chaotic effects. Even if chaotic effects occur. il needs to be
demonstrated whether or not the statistical distribution of motions is significantly different
than when linear superposition is used. Lever et al. (1989) used physical modelling to
determ ine the locations and velocities of cubically shaped icebergs impacting a semi-
submersi ble. The authors found reasonably good correla tion between the observed
distribution of impact surge velocities and that estimated based on significant open water
surge velocities using superposition.
5.7.3 Random walle indu ced collision velocities
When determining the collision velocities. the random nature of [he sea state and the
resulting motions of the iceberg must be accounted for. An approach developed by Lever er
al. (1989) can be used to model random wave-induced motions. Because the sea surface
elevation in a random sea follows a Gaussian distribution. [hen as long as the motions of the
icebergs vary nearly linearly with wave height it can be shown that the surge and heave
component velocities in open water will have Gaussian distributions
(3.41)
where:
/,/...u) is the probability that the iceberg has velocity u at a given instant. and
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,; is the variance of lbc:iceberg heave or surge veloci ty in ope n water .
The variance can be determined using the relation
(5.3.5)
where:
nto is the zeroth moment oflhe iceberg open water velocity spectrum. and
Vs is the signific ant veloc ity compo nent of interest.
Using the resans and analyses of mode l tests of the moti ons of spherical icebergs in
random seas (Lever et, a l., 1988b) . and assuming Jonswap type spectra characteristic of the
Grand Banles. Lever was ab le to determine oon-di.mensioaalized curves for the significan t
surge and heave motions of the icebergs. The DOO~ional coefficients are I ) for the x-
axis : the ratio of the wave length assoc iated with the peakperi od to the waterline length o f
the iceberg and 2) for the y-axis: the ratio of the signifi cant velocity to 'It times the
significant wave heigh t divid ed by the peak period . From these c urves. stgni fl carumotion s
for any iceberg size and signi ficant wave hei ght can be found.
Given the significant ice berg motions. random instan taneOUScollisio n velocit ies can
be determi ned as follows (lever er a1.• 1988a ). For the case when an iceberg hils a vertical
wall or cylinder. and the motion o f the iceberg is suffICien tly rando m, then the probabil ity
of a co llision at any instant is proponional to the iceberg's forw ard surge velocity. i.e. the
resu hing distribu tion is proportional to
(5.36)
Integrating from ze ro to infinity gives the normal iza tion constant
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s(a) "' ....£....
.ffi
The resul ting Rayle igh dis tribu tion bas the fonn
fJ.u.a) "' ;;~ ~
and thecum ulative Rayleigh distrib utio n is
(5.31)
(5.38)
.'
F,/.u.a) '"1_ e J;i (5.39)
The Above toelbod is applica ble for tbe open water case . Lever et al . (1989).
analytically determin ed the distri butio n of collision velocities for icebergs in random seas
with a stee l semi-s ubmers ible using the above method and shewed that the resutrscorre lated
reaso nably well whh small scale model data in a wave basin. Because the semi-su bmers ible
had small members . causing minimal hydrod ynamic interaction effects , they used the open
water signifi can t surge veloc ities of the iceberg. For II.gravi ty- based structure or ship . this
is nor the case and the effect of the vesse l or structure on the wave field should be
de termined, Wishahy (Cammaert . 1992 ) used the seco nd genera tion radiat ion f diffraction
program WAMIT (Wave Anal ysis MIT) to dete rmine me significant mot ions of icebe rgs in
the vicinity of a ship. He determi ned that the surge mo tions for a small iceberg near the
vesse l were decreased by IS [02S'lt .
In order to properly model the rando m wave-iDducedmotions for collision velociti es.
a new method bas been developed. To include the constant wave drift or vessel velocities.
the foUowing modification must be made to the Rayleigh distribu tion (Le ver has suggested
w ing convolutio n integralsto do the same thing). Cons ider the case where the iceberg has
a constant forward drift velocity k in this same directi on (this can also include a constan t
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component of the ship velocity) and the nmdom wave-induced velocity of the i«berg is
Gaussian. i.e. the instantaneous velocity U follows the Gaussian distribution
(' .40 )
The distributioll for the impact velocity , assuming that the probability of impact is
proportional to the forward velocity will be calledthe ' Special Rayleigh ' distribution bere.
A solution for its cumulative distribution, Fsa(u, 0, k) is derived below. This soluti on
requites only that an algorithm. for the cumulative normal distribution be available. To
determine the mean of the distribution, an algorithm for the erffunction is also required.
The cumul ative Special Rayleigh distributio n is given as
(5.4 1)
The numerator may be rewritten as
The first term of the numerator may be rewritten as
r:-.tt/'y( t.O.O)d t
- fo-·1t/,.,<t.O.O)d t -£: t/,.,(t.O.O)d t
-sea l [F,,(u -k, o) -FIl (k.o »)
The second term in the numerator may be rewritten as
k[f: -4:/N(X,o.O)dX -r -:/N(X.O,O)dX]
• • [FN(. -k,O,a) - FN(- ·, O,a) ]
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(5.4 2)
(5 .43)
<' .44)
The numerator can thusbe rewritten as
s(a }[F. (u -k. o) - F.Ck.a)] + k[FN(u-k,O.O) - FN( - k.O.O) ] (5.45)
Substituting infinity for k.in the oumera1oc. the denominator is seen to be
Nu - s(o ) ( I -F.(k,a) ] + k(1 - FN( -k.O.O) ]
The Speci al Rayleigh distri bution is thus
F
s
. - s(oHF.Cu-k . a ) -F. (k,a )) +k [FN(u - k,O.O) - FN( - k,O.O)]
N..
(5.46)
(5.47)
1bc mcan ofthis distri bution may be found in a similar fashi on and is given by the equati on
(S.48)
Themethod developed abov e applies for the case o f forward surge. For the case of
heave motions of icebergs , Le ver has conduc ted additi onal work applicab le in the case of
collisions with pon toons on a se mi-s ubmersi ble . The collis ion velocity will the n depend on
the depth of the pon toon relativ e [ 0 the draft of the iceberg. and the problem of updating the
surge and heave motions to account for the increased distance swept ou t becomes mo re
difficulL It should be DOled that theseme thods do not account for the effect of the sea
bottom on wa ves in highe r sea states . The eff ect of a limi ted dep th is to incre ase the wave
surge motions and decrease the heave moti ons , this could res ult in more se vere co llisions.
Anothe r po int of note is whethe r repeated impacts by an iceber g in a wa ve field will be
important. If so , thi s could impact upon the anal ysi s since the largest co llision load should
be cons idered. For this analysis the assumption of one co llis ion per interaction was used; the
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possible effect of repeat impact can be seen by examining the sens iti vity of results to the
number of impac ts .
5.8 Number or scou r events
The m e of iceberg scou rin g varies over the North East Grand Banks depending on
the water depth. bath ymetric slope. and currents. The number of scour events at a give n
location can be esti mated based o n either observed scour rates or can be inferred from the
number. s izes and shapes of icebergs. observed velocity distributions, and the distribu tion
of environmental driving forces . There arc significant uncertainties at prese nt with both
methods as will be briefly discuss ed .
The most strai ghtforward method to determi ne scour risks is to use repetiti ve
mapping to determine scour rates and the properties of the scours. Thereare two mai n
pro blems with this approac h. First . the rate of scou ring is 50 low and the population of
icebe rgs eac h year so varied that it rakes a lo ng time period [0 obtain a sta tistically
representative sam ple . Ane mplS have been made to estima te scou r rates fro m historical
scours. but uncena.i.nties due to various rates of will o f scours make this difficul t. Second .
it is difficu lt to detect shal lower scows. Estimates of the num ber of scours per year per 100
km~ in the Terra Nova I Hibernia regio n range from 0.04 to 0 .35 depe nding on the method
used (Lew is et aI.• 1987). In the Terra Nova Develop ment plan (1996 ). the average scour
width ncar Terra Nova is given as 25 m and the avera ge scour length is given as 566 m.
The re is uncertainty regardi ng the proponi on of shallow scours missed and regardi ng the
measurement of scour lengths .
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Crocker (1996) suggested the following approach (based on the above number.
widths. and lengths of scours) as one alternative to determine the rate of scour events ; this
method is implemented in Chapter 7. If one assumes that these numbers are representative
of the general region. and uses a value of 0.1 for number of scours per year per 100 km2 the
resulting scour rates may be determined as follows. The expected number of scouring
icebergs per year passing over a subsea structure of width w$ may then be taken as (based
on equation 5.23)
O. I·(w +25)' 566
'1.. (w.) = 1~ ' 1 0' (5.49)
The expected number of scouring iceberg per year crossing over a segment of subsea pipeline
of length s may then be taken as (based on equation 5.19)
0. 1'2' 566'5
'1,,(5) = It' loo ' lo' (5.50)
If the structure extends above the seabed. then interactions with floating icebergs must be
considered. Where the structure or line is buried. it is necessary to consider how deep
icebergs scour and their effect on the soil at deeper depths. For equipment placed in
caissons. it is necessary to determine the distribution of iceberg scour loads. If the equipment
is placed below the sea bed in a glory hole. then it is necessary to determine how deep
icebergs scour and how far into the glory hole they can move once the soil resistance is
reduced and wave heave and pitch induced motions result.
Trying to infer the rate of scouring from the population of icebergs. observed
trajectories. and distribution of environmental conditions would be relatively difficult . It
would be necessary to consider the shape distribut ion of icebergs and the distribution of
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driv ing forces to determinehow oftee envirenmeatal driving fo rces would be su fficien t to
push an iceberg to a given water depth. The required driving force will depend on the soil
type , the keel shape of the iceberg. and the hydrostatic restoring forces of the iceberg in
heave and pilCh(i.e. how easily it will lift and pilCh). In co nside ring the driving forces, the
persistence and directio n of the forces will be important (i.e. how often are icebergs driven
onto the banks from decper water). Finally. when icebergs do sco ur. their veloc ities will be
different from those of freely floating icebergsin the same conditions.
An simpler approach bas been suggested by Iordaan ( 1997). Observa tions of iceberg
trajectories in the Terra -Nova region indicate lhat on average about 20% of the icebergs are
grou nded at any time (1ordaan . 1997). Based on the areal de nsi ty of icebergs and the
distribu tion of iceberg sizes . one can then estimated the average areaJ density of grounded
icebergs. Iordaan estimated scour rates based on a rough esti mate of the ratio of time that
icebe rgs are scouring to ground ed and based on average scour veloc ities from Crocker
(1997). Theresulting scour rate estimates are larger than those de termi ned using the melhod
abo ve, even when a rate of 0.35 rather than 0.10 scour events per 100 Ian: is used .
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OPERA.nONAL ASPECTS
6.1 Introduction
In r.bis chapter. the use of detection. man age ment. and avoidance techniques to
reducensks related [() icebergs is considered In Section6.2.me methodsused for different
systems an: introduced along with possi ble oven:ll~. In Section 63 .lhe modelling
of radar detecti on is addressed A relati vel y simp le IIlOdeI is proposed for Ihe ove rall
detection cap ability. In addi tion. a more detai led model for det ection from supply and
standby vessels is sugges ted which co uld beused in tryin g to optimi ze the overall det ection
system. In Section 6.4. a review is given of available dat a on lowing succes s rates is given.
A s imple model whi ch is used for sensitivity analyses in Chapter 7 is outlined . Finally , in
Sectio n 6.5 a simple model for de termining the sensitivity of des ign loads to the moorin g
disco nnect system is outlined
6.2 O verview
The opera tio nal procedures that are used to red uce iceberg impact risks depend on
the Iype of system cons idered . Figure 6.1 shows the step s invol ved in determining if an
impact can be avo ided in the case o f a floating production system . The iceberg must be
detected and then eithe r towed or the production vesse l successful ly moved of f site .
In the case of a G8S. impact is avoided if the icebe rg is both de tected and succes sfully
lowed . In the case of a shuttle tanker . rather than towing the iceberg. the course of the vessel
must be altered by man oeuvring.
Thefirst problem is to determine the probability of successfully detecting iceber gs.
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For floating and fixed production systems... methods o( detecting icebergs include visual and
radar surveillance from the production vessel or platfonn. from the support vessels. and from
aircraft as illustrated in Figures6.2 and 6.3.
Figure 6.1 Event tree (or iceberg detection. managem ent. avoidance.
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Figure 6.2 Model for search path by aircraft.
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Figure 6.3 Other methods for detecting icebergs
By providi ng these different systems. redundancy in the detection capability is given . In
addi tion. both the probabi lity of detection and the range at which icebergs are detected is
improved. Aircraft can cover a lot of ground quickly and are high up (giving extended radar
coverage). and therefore can provide good advance detection capabi lities for the general
region . On the other hand. aircraft are subject to restrictions regarding the environmental
conditions during which they can fly . Unlike aircraft. support vessels can operate in most
environmental conditions. The detection range for radar systems mounted on support vessels
is generally less than that for systems mounted on production vessels or aircraft since the
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antenna is not as high above the water surface. Support vessels extend the overall detection
rang e by conducting search pattern s beyond the radar detection range of the production
ves sel. Al so. if there have been previou s sightings by aircraft or ships. the support vesse ls
can concentrate their effort s to areas from which icebergs are expected to approach. A
support vessel sweeping back and forth will only be able to detect those icebergs which come
within its detect ion range ; if it takes a long time betwe en sweeps an iceber g may pass by
before it returns to a given position . Figure 6.4 illustr ates the general characteristics of the
different detection methods . Actual curves will vary significantly depending on the iceberg
and environmental conditi ons ; for example. in conditions whic h prohibit flying. the
probability of detection from aircraft will be zero.
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Figure 6.4 U1ustration of detection capabilities from different sources
Though the different detection systems provide redundancy and should result in an
improved overall detection . they are all limited when it come s to detecting smaller icebergs
in stor m conditions. The probability and range of visual detection decre ases for smaller
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icebergs and also decreases with the amount of white capp ing. which reduces contrast. The
visual detection range is sttongly condau:d to visibili ty , whi ch measures how far awa y one
can sec an object given the effects o f atmospheric conditions such as fog and precipitati on .
Also, the efficiency of the eye decreases significantly in reduced ligh t co nditions. At thc
same time, the probability and range of detecti on using radar decrease s for smalle r iceber gs
and also decreases with the amo unt of sea chitter return. Sea clutter results mainly from wind
genera ted surface cap illary waves and is stro ngly corre lated with win d velocity. Radar
detecti on capability is some what diminishcd by heavy fog and preci pitation. thou gh not
nearly to the same exte nt as visual detection. The result of these similari ties in the de tection
limitations for the diffen:nt systems is that the sizes of icebergs reaching the production site
undetected will increase signifICantly with the severity of the wind and wav e conditions and
to a lesser degree with fog and pra::ipitati on. Theexact relations hips depen d on the types and
setups of radar systems used and on the availabili ty of airc raft and suppo rt vesse ls. Human
factors such as attentiveness and the amou nt of time dedica ted will also aff ect detection.
A gravity based struc ture will have a similar overall detectio n ca pabi lity to that on
a floati ng sys tem, it ma y be poss ible to improve detection from the platfonn itself bccause
of its greate r height. In the case of shu ttle tankers, detection of icebergs consists of visual
and radar obse rvatio n from the vessel itse lf.
For determini ng the expect ed risk in the case of floatin g and fixed prod uction
systems, it is (!flitnecessary to clear ly describe the iceberg management procedures that will
be used. In the case of floatin g sys tems . these may be described in terms of alert zones (as
illustrate d in Figure 6.5 . If an iceberg is det ecte d in zon e 3. it will be monitored and if it
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appears lObe beading lO zone 2. an artellIp( made lO deflect the iceberg away by towing. If
a detected iceberg readies zone 2.or a previously undetected iceberg is flIStdetec ted there .
the opemors will attempt to deflect the iceberg by towing and will shut down productiODand
prepare to move the vessel. If the iceberg reaches ZODe 1 ()(" is detected in zo ne I. the
operators will move off site as quickly as possi ble. The zone sizes will be chose n based on
the time required 10 both suspe nd whatever ope ration s are being cond ucted and disconnect
the mooring system. Thesizes of Ihe zones coul d be specified in terms of r.w:l.ii. but are more
likely to be specified in terms oftbe required time (sometimes referred to as the "T'-Tjme")
to shut down operations. In this case the range in distance depends on the speed and
direction of the particular iceberg being cons idered and on tbe environmenl forecasts.
Figure 6.S Iceberg ale n zones
For a shuttle tank er. once an iceber g is detec ted. the opera tor mu st decide wh ether
or not to manoe uvre the vesse l to avoid impact . Avoidan ce of impact will be a fun ctio n of
detection distance, ship speed. ship cbaracteristics, environmental conditions, operator ski ll.
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and icebe rg size . If thereis not enoogh time to clearly avo id the iceberg. the ope rator-may
deci de to bold courseso as to take the impact on the bow rather than 00. the sides.
In the case of a floatin g platform. the amoun t o f prod uction downtime that the
operat ors incur when sbutting down because o f approacbiDgicebergs wil l also depend on the
iceberg mana gement plan. To estima te this downtime . one must determi ne how often
icebergs enter alert zone 2 and what the dura tion of dow nti me is afte rwards . If the iceberg
is detected in time thai: properprocedurescan be used to stop production and disco nnect the
mooring syste m (approximately 8 hours). production can generall y be resumed in 3 to 4 days
(Lever. (995) . In emergencies. for example if the iceberg is first det ected within zone I or
2. an emerge ncy disconnect can be made in abou t I bour. bu t the time 10res tore production
may be as high as six to seven months.
To dete rmine the probab ility of an icebe rg reaching a floatin g production vessel. the
following approach could be used . If for a given icebe rg and enviro nment. Ihe dif ferent
detection methods are independent. then the probab ility Prl r) of firs t detection at range r is
(6. 1)
where the factors nu( r) are the probabilities of fU'Sl detection for each o f the i = I. 2. ... n
methods available. lbe overall probab ility PMof success fully detecting the iceberg and
avoiding coUisio n can then be calcu lated as
(6.2)
where
(6 .3)
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is the probab ility of avo iding impact by either lowing an iceberg or moving off site given
detection.i.l range r , PI- r ) is the probability of successfully lowing the ice berg. and P4 (r ) is
the probability of successfully disconnecting the production vessel and moving off site. Here
the probab ilities P,{r) and P4(r ) are assumed to be independe nt. The pro babilities P",J.r).
P ,{r). and P4(r) are required as a function of r for the particular sets of iceberg param ete rs
and environmental co ndi tions of inte rest. It should be noted that the iceberg will not
generally approach the platfonn in a straigh t line and the environmen tal co nditions may be
varying. On the other hand. icebergs paths are suaighter in harsh. co nditions (when the
detection is poor) so the ap proUmation that the iceberg approaches the production site in a
straight line may be reasonable (and slightly conservative).
Forthe case of a gravity basedstructure . !beterm for moving the vessel off site would
be removed . For the case of a shuttle tanke r, the probability of impact PA. would be
determined as
(6 .4,
where PtJ.r) is the probab ility that the iceberg is first detected at distance r. and P..,d..r) is the
probability of avoiding the iceberg by manoe uvring. Tbe particular values of Po and PA.IO are
required as a function of r and the particular sets of iceberg parame ters and enviro nmental
cond itions of interest. The method co uld be enhanced to give the probabili ty of impact on
different pans of the vesse l and the impact veloc ity, though the present capability to mod el
manoeuvrin g in sufficient de tail limits the accuracy which can be achiev ed .
For a comp lete solution. the above integrals would be required for each combin ation
of iceberg size and enviro nmental condi tions cons idered. For the analyse s in Chapter 1. a
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simp ler approach(see Section 6.3.2) will be used in which the overall detection probability
is estimated without consideration of the detection range .
6.3 Detection of Icebe rgs
6.3.1 Rtuklr Dt!uction
To model the detection of icebe rgs using radar , it is necessary 10 consider the
characteristi cs of the parti cular radar sys tem, the proportion of received electromagnetic
radiation me ice berg returns, lhe strength of competing signals such as sea chrrrer, and the
proportion of signal lost due to absorption by fog and rain. Detec:tioo dependson whether the
returned soun::e signal can be distinguisbcd from the competing signals and noise generated
within the radar system.
Th e type and set up of the radar system has a large effect on detection. Important
parameters inclu de wa ve frequency, types of antenn as for transmitting and receiving. power
and noise characteristics , and the signal processin g sys tem. The wave frequen cy de termine s
how muc h of the prop agated wave energy will be los t if water droplets and other particl es
are present in the air and affects the amounts of energy returned from boeh the ice be rg and
waves. Marine and searchradars are rypically chose n in the X-Band or S-Band regimes. X-
Band radar generall y provides.a longer detection range than S-Band whe n good aunosphcric
co nditi on s arc presen t but is not as rel iab le in fog or rain. "Thetype of antenna system used
co ntrols the search patte rn and the target reso lution . For searc h and marine radar systems , a
rotating ant enna which can scan 360 degrees is used . Sys tems such as synthetic aperture
radar (SAR ) and side looking airborne radar (SLAR), which are fixed 10 aircraft.re ly on the
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motion of the airaaft 00 increasethe effective s ize of the transmitter, SAR and SLAR require
a great deal of data processing and are not generally used for real time systems. The
reso lution of nxating systems depends on the radar pulselength and beamwidth. The heigh t
of the antenna has a large effect on the optimal ce reeuce range , mai nly throug h its affect on
the amo unt of sea cl utter which is returned. Generally, the ran ge of mini mum sea clutier
return . which is a function of incidence angl e . increases with the height of the antenna .
Increased power outpu t from thesystem can he lp to overcome en ergy losses d ue to fog and
rai n and also ex tend the raDge of de tection since the power returned from the icebe rg
decreases with the ran ge squacM. "Theinternal noise produced by a radar system can mask.
out weak signal s.
Th e choice of sign al processi ng syste m is very important. If a Plan Position Indicator
(PPO conven tional radardisplay is used. then de tecti on is dependent on the experience ofthc
opera tor in choosing an appropriate gain setting and in reco gniz ing targe ts. The gain se tting
determin es the amo unt of returned power req uired to give a signal in one of the resolution
grids on the display. It is generally set to reduce the numbcrof false s ignals from sea clutte r
and noise while still showing desired tMgelS. If the gain is set reo high the desired target will
be hidden amo ngst all the false:targets in adjacent radar cells, lf the gain is set tOOlow , then
the iceberg will DOlgive a signal . When the gain is correctly set and the target return is large
enough relati ve to the sea clutter. then on consecutive radar swee ps the observer will see a
persistent signal at the locatio n of the iceber g whi le occasional s ign als from se a clutier will
com e and go. For PPI syste ms. the attentiveness of the operator is important. if they are
pr eoccupied they co uld miss sighting an icebe rg whil e it is within the optimal detection
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range:. Some new computer signal processing systems an: available which do automatic
statistical analysis of the returns from different cells to determine if there is a target.
lbe rerum from an iceberg is generally specified in terms of its radar c:ross-section .
This parame ter is a measure oflhe proportion of the energy received in a given area that:will
be reflected beck from the iceberg; it is usually spec ified in decibels. lbe radar cross sectio n
is determined by the electrical properties of the ice and by the size and shape of the icebe rg.
It increases roughly in proportion with the projected abo ve water area of the icebe rg and
depends 10 a lesser degree on how far above the sea surface the iceberg extends and on the
angles the ice presents relati ve 10 the direction of the radar signal. The drift and wave
induced motioos of the iceberg may cause the radaraoss-section to vary with time affecting
the duration of detection,
The main factor limiting detection is the amoun t of 'sea clutter' returned from smal l
wind induced capillary waves on the ocean surface. The sea clu tter radar cross-section is
strong ly corre lated with the wind speed and is also affecte d by the wind directio n, generally
be ing strongest when loo king upwind . Sea cl utter also cbanges dramatical ly with the
iocidencc angle of the radar. which in tum is dependent on the height of the antenna and the
range. At larger ranges the curvature of the earth must be accounted for . The optimal
detection range with respect 10 sea clutter can be increased by increasing the height of the
antenna. An impo nan t differe nce between the source and sea clutter signals is that the area
of ocean surface cove red, and therefore the sea clutte r, is the same as the reso lution ce ll,
whi ch increases as the If. whereas the iceberg radar cross-section remains co nstan t. As a
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consequence of this. the power returned from the iceberg is proporti onal K 2 whereas the
clutter signal decreases as K I • thereby limiting the range of detec tion .
An analysis of the detection capability at a floatin g production facility carried out for
Petro Canada (Camm aert et aI.• 1992 ) is of direct relevance to this study . Stand ard radars
(see Ta ble 6. 1 and Table 6.2 for parameters) were mode lled for the production vessel.
support vessels, and aircraft; the detec tion capabili ty for each was estimated by Sigma
Engineering using their in-house model (Johnson and Ryan, 1991). For the production vessel
a 50 kW X-band (10 GHz ) radar and a 30 kW 5-band (3 GHz) radar. both mounted at a
height of 75 metres. were modelled . For the support vessels , an S band radar mounted at a
height of 15 metres was mode lled. For the aircraft. an APS- 504(V )5 radar (8 .9 - 9.4 GHz )
used at an altitude of 152 metres was mode lled. Other radar parameters were chosen as
believed appropriate for actual operation s. The radar cross-sections in the Sigma Engineering
model were determined based on observations for 39 icebergs which ranged in size from
growlers to large icebergs . The sea clutter cross -sections were based on field data which
included wind speeds ranging from 2 to 43 knots and significant wave height s rangin g from
0.3 to 8 metres .
The general characterist ics of radar detection systems and the sens itivity of detection
to different parameters are illustrated in Figures 6.6- 6.9. Clear atmospheric condition s were
assumed unless otherwi se indicated. Detection curves for a 50 m iceberg in 5 m seas . based
on an S-Band platform mounted system. is shown in Figure 6.6. The probability indicated
represents the proportion of time that a signal from the iceberg will appear on the radar
screen, given that the gain is chosen so that the time betwee n false alarms caused by noise
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or sea clutter is 6 boors . A probability of about 0.5 corresponds roughly to the detection limit
for a bumaDobserver. This value could change depending on the experience of the operator.
Al so , as mentioned. improved methods in which the signals arc:statistically analysed by
computer are now available. A num ber of features of this cu rve
are fairly typical . In this case there is an optimal detection range at about 27kilometres, then
the detection is good again near the vessel. 1bis pattern is largely due to the variati ons in sea
clutter with incidence angle. In c1earaunosp heric eonditieus, the pro bability of detec tio n near
the vesse l and at the optimum detection range fwtber out are approximately the same . An
approaching iceberg will be within the optimal detectable range for a durati on which depends
on the depthof the zone and on the velocity of the icdJcrg. When: a PPI displa y is used, the
actual probability of detectio n will be influencedby the freq uency with whi ch the display is
checked.
Figure 6.6 also shows how the probabili ty of detection chang es with iceberg s ize . For
given radar system, sea state, and atmos phe ric condi tions there is usual ly a limi tin g site
be low which it becomes veryhard to detect icebergs at any range . Icebe rgs large r than this
limit are detectable within the optimal detection range. As the size of the icebe rg inc rease s,
the re is an increase in the probability of detection, a slight increase in the initial range at
which the icebergcan first be detected. Thereis also an increase in the range over which the
iceber g can be detected. Figun:s 6.7 and 6.8 show the effect of rain and [og o n radar
de tecti on. Tbesc: factors both act to decrease the pro bability of detection at greater ran ges.
Th e prob abil ity of det ecting icebergs at the optimal detecti on rang es and the range over
which they can be detected both decrease. In some cases , small e r ice berg s may not be seen
m
Tab le 6.1 Marine Radar Specifications
XbMd 5 band
Frequl:nq(G Hz)
TBIl$Jl1i=r Po-..er{t.W')
Receiver Noise FtpR(dB)
Receiver Band widlh(MHZ)
PulseLcn gdJ( M )
!UngeRC'Olutioll(m)
PulscRcpclirionmq.(Hz:)
An~Ga.in(dB)
HorizonLll Beamwidth(de&
AntennaSpeed(rpm)
AnaennaHeighl(m)
Sipal Ptocessing
Pulsc 10 Pulse Integration
Scan to Scan Inte gration
Typical clunaoonlrOls
such as STC'
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s
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2SO
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12
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,.
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s
•2SO
3U
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27
2.0
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75. and 15'
I . Antenna heighl is 7~ m (or plalformmounlc:dradar and l ~ m for support vessel radar .
2. STC (Sensitivity lime Control) uusedby Uteopera tor to ~movc background cluner thaI is ranl e
dependent
Table 6.2 APS-504M5 Radar Specifications.
X bond
~OHz)
Transmincr Peale. Po-afkW)
Receiver Noise Firure<aB)
Receiver Bandwld th<MHZ)
PulscLength(ns)U""""'"'""
""""""'"Ran~Re.solu tioa(m)
Pulse Repeti tion Fn=q.(HzI
Antenn.Gain<dB)
Horizmnal Bc:mnwiclIhCdeg)
Anlenn . Speed(rpm)
Antenn. Hcight(m)
Sipal Processi n&
Pu lse 10 Pulse Inleplion
Scan 10 Scan Integnation
Clutter controls
8.9-9 .4
8,
SO
10Xl0
30
'J
1330
12
2J
30
III
y~
y~
Cell A veraging CF AR STC'
STC (Sens itivity Time Control) is usedby the operator to rerecve
backiJOUndc1utter lhal Is range depc ndent
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Detection of Icebergs using S band
Platform mounted; 5 meter sea s
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Figure 6.6 Effect or iceberg size on platfo rm mounted S band radar
performance (Cammae n et al., 1992)
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Figurc6.7 Effect of rain o n platform mounted S band radar performan ce
(Cammaen et al ., 1992)
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Figure 6.8 Effec t of fog on platform mounted X band radar performance
(Cammaen et al., 1992)
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Figure 6.9 Effect of look direction with respect to win d on S band radar
performance (Cammaen er al ., 1992 )
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until they reach the relati vel y unaffected detection area ncar me vessel. 1be effect of the
loo k direction is shown in Figure 6.9; the upwind direction is significantly wane than the
cross wind direction.
In the Petro Canadastud y, detection ranges where es timated for iii. selection o f
iceberg sizes and environme ntal co nditions charact e rized by signi ficant wav e height. The
detec tion ran ges were chose n ass uming detection when the radar probabili ty firs t excee ds
0.5. The runs alI assumed clear environmental conditions. The sizes of icebergs that can be
detected appe ar to vary approx.imal:e1y linearly with signi fican t wave heigh t.. with slopes
give n in Table 6.3 aod Figure 6.10 . Approximate values for the initi al cerecu cn range are
also given in Table 6.3 , in fact lhey vary sli ghtly with environmental conditions and iceberg
size . Note IhaI flying conditions permi lting, aircraft pro vide !he best de tection both in terms
of the s izes of ice bergs detectable and the ran ge at whi ch the y can be detected. The size of
iceberg detec table from the suppon vessel is slightly bene r than for the production vessel bu t
the range is reduced .
Tab le 6.3 Approximate Derecuoe Ranges of Ice bergs and Limi ting Detectable
Iceberg Sizes as a Function of Sea State
Radar Syst em Appro ximate Ratio of App rox.ima te First
limiting De tec tab le Iceberg Detection Rang e
Length (m) 10 Significant (Ian )
Wave Heigh t (01)
Prod uctio n Vessel X band 6 36
Produ cti on Vessel S band 6 28
Suppl y Vesse l S band 5
Aircraft 3 56
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Figure 6.10 Approximat e detecuoe limits in terms of iceberg water line length
as a function of significant wave height.
The above relationships must be considered as prdiminary. as further refmement and
verification of [he model are required for so me ice berg size! environmental conditions, and
more simulations are required. An estimate of the variatio ns in radar cross sections for
iceber gs o f a given size would be useful. Simi larly. the range of sea clutt er for given Hs
wo uld be usef ul. It should be noted that there is relatively little sea cl utte r data for storm
co nditions. It should be note d tha t the relationships in Figure 6.10 do nor account for
possible fog or precipitation. In the presence of precip itation or fog. one would expect the
ratio of the limiti ng derectable iceberg length to significant wave height to increase slightl y.
Because detection near the vesse ls wou ld not decrease as much. in some cases there would
still be detectio n but at a m uch diminished range. Because the use of S· Band radar is much
less sensitive to fog and prec ipitation. an estimate of relative effec t of fog and precip itation
can be obtained by runni ng the different detection systems with S-Band radar only. The
linear rela tionships usedin effec t results in a de tection mode l which is deterministic. The
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actu al method for determining detecti on coul d be modeUedin more detail . A statistical
mode l coul d be de veloped which accounlS fur the randomness of lhc icebe rg signal and sea
clutter as well as the frequency and dur.WOD of observations. Uncertainty due to differences
in experience of lhe operat ors and in the particu lar setu p up of the radar system would be
more difficult-
6.3.1 Overall detectio n model with UIIU rtainly
The model as set up for the Petro-CaDad a study esse ntially gives a yes/no answe r to
the que stio n of whether or nOIa given sized iceberg can bedetected in given condi tions . To
compensate for this, a number of sensitivity analysis were ron to see the effect of changes in
the mod el assumpti ons on the desi gn loads . For this study , it was decided 10set up a simp ler
de tectio n mode l, but to include uncertainty regardi ng the sizes of icebergs which co uld be
detected in given conditions. Fusl, the range at whic h icebergs are detected is nOI accoumed
for. Generally the radar sYSlems are optimized fordeleCtion at ranges o f about 25 to 40 km,
Thi s shoul d give a reasonable amount of time to attempt towi ng cpe ranons and if neces sary
. disconnect. second, it is assumed that the mean detectable iceberg size for a given sea Slate
follo ws the linear relation 6 Hs. Finally , it is assumed that the probability of de tecti ng an
iceberg of wate rline length L in a sea stale with signific ant wa ve heiglu Hs has a prob ability
density function equ al to the cum ulati ve norm al distri butio n with mean 6 Hs and stan dard
devi at ion 6 a , where a has be chose n with a noti onal value of 0.3. Thu s the prob abi lity of
detecting a very small icebe rg is 0, the probability of de tectin g an icebe rg of length L--6 Hs
is 0.5, and the probability of de tectin g a very large iceberg is I.
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6JJ Ikmihd modlls which co uld be W:ldfor optimivzlion
[f a decision maker is required 10 optimize the positions of the standby and support
vessels for detecting and towing icebergs" it is necessary to consider the detection ranges for
given sizes of icebergs and environmental conditions. and the vessel speeds . A geomelric
model which could be used is suggcsted here , lbe optimization problem has not been
attempted,
To model detection from support vessels or aitaaft..the searc h patterns carried OUt
must be modelled. To illustrate how one cou ld model detec tion where a search pauem is
used. a simple back and forth searc h pattern from a support vesse l is considered . It is
assumed that the iceberg moves in a straight line at constant velocit y v, towards the
productio n vessel and the suppo rt vessel sweeps back and forth at right angles to the
direction ofthc iceberg at a distance rs from lhe production vessel. The velocity of thevessel
is denoted as Vs and the width of the sweep pattern is denoted as W. The above ccndiuons
could apply in the case of storm condi tions with the sUPPJn vessel positioned upwind from
the production site. It is also assumed that there is a 100% probab ility of detection if rbe
iceberg comes within the detecti on range of the vesse l.
The analysis is made easier by considering the search pattern from the reference
frame of the iceberg as shown in Figure 6. I I. lbe detectio n sweep width D l • is two times
the detection range. Doring one swee p back and forth, the vesse l will appear to a person
moving with the iceberg to move forward a distanc e:
V. (2 W )
D ' -'- -
V,
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FiguR: 6.11 Method Cor calculating probability of detection from ii suppon vessel
The probability of the iceberg not being detected is equal 10 pro portio n of area not covered :
where:
Thi s is simplified to
p ::.!!!....
c WD
d .. D -D2
°2 • i 1 +(Vj/V~) 2 D,
h :: Wd
D
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(6,6)
16.7)
(6.8)
Mode ls such as thi s can be used to evaluate the effective ness of alternative search
patterns (the use ofaltemalive radar systems and settingscould be used as well ) for detecting
icebergs approaching at di fferen t velocities). Different swee p widths mig ht be chosen for
different ranges upwind from the production platform. or if the position o f an approac hing
iceberg is appro ximately known . It is required by law to have a stand by vesse l remaining
close to the production site in case of emerg encies ; the radar system an d searc h pauem on
this vessel could be set to optimize detection within the optimal range of the radar system on
the producti oa vessel.
6.4 Iceberg To wing
Once an iceberg is de tected and the decision 10 de flect it awa y fro m the floati ng
production vesse l is mad e. the probabili ty of success will depend on the amou nt of time
available and the charac teristic s of the icebergs and en vironment. Several hours ma y be
requ ired for a support vessel 10 reac h me iceberg and set up, so adequate warning tim e is
req uired . W ith the detectio n mode l used. it is assumed tha i the iceberg is first detected at
su fficient range to allow seve ral tow ing artempts. If detection at closer ranges was added.
for example by including visual delectio n from the producti on site. it wou ld be necessaryto
explic itly con s ider the effect of available time .
Even when thereis adequate time to set up. towing may be difficult and in some cases
im possible. If the iceber g is dome shaped it may be diffic ult to get the lOW line to hold
without slipping off. If the iceberg is unstab le, it may roUwhen a force is applied 10 it. W ith
larger icebergs . a greater force is required 10accelerate and move them beca use oflhcir large
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mass and drag resistance.Tberefore both the distance that an icebctg can be moved in a given
time and tbe associated margin of safety may be limited. Thee nvironmental conditions will
also affect the operators ability to deflect an iceberg success fully. In storm conditions
management can be diffICUlt for a number of reasons. First, the iceberg will move fasrer,
reducing the available reaction time. Second. the icebergs will generally have larger wave
induced motions. making it harder to keep a tow lim: on. Third, the vessel and towing
equi pment will be more difficult to operate.
If the iceberg cannot be successfully deflected. then an anempewill be made:to move
me production vessel out of its pam. The operators will rust try to shut down the well in an
orderly fashion; me amount of time required for this will depend on the production
opera tions being conducted at the time. As a last resort. emergency shut down procedures
will usually be available. If a mooring system is used to keep the vessel on location. the
reliabiliry of the ffiOOring disconnect system will be cri tical . In a worst case scenario. it might
not be possible to disconnect the mooring system even if a large iceberg, initially detected
some distance away.~. Where a dynamic positioning system is used . this problem
can be avoided.
One of the more comprehensive reports available on towing success rates is the Mobil
report ~Assessment ofIcebcrg Management for the Grand Banks Area: Analysis of Detection
and Deflection Techniques" (Bishop. 1989). A towing operation is defined to be successful
if I) the iceberg was obviously deflected from its course and the rig did not have [0
disconnect. 2) tension was applied to theiceberg for a whole hour. or 3) the tow eliminated
or reduced downtime caused by well securing operations . Bishop analysed 354 towing
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operations and categorized the Dumber of successes in terms of a number of parameters
including iceberg size and sea state effects. The towin g data was taken from the
Environmental weu-sne History Reportson file at the Can ada-N ewfou ndland Offshore
Petro leum library . Overall. it was found that 86% o f icebergs were sUCCC$$fuUy towed,
64.9% easily towed and 21. 1% towed with some diffic ulty.
The breakdown of probability of towing success by size of iceberg is shown in Table
6.4 . The da ta snows DOdistinguishable difference in succes s with iceberg size. One might
have expected thallarger icebergs would be harder to tow because of the increased drag and
inertial forces . A possible explanation is thai:the small er icebergs are less stab le and tend to
be more rounded making it more diffICUlt to tow them . Another explanation is that the
defini tion of a success ful tow is 5J:1Ch thai:the mass of the iceberg is not important. i.e. it did
not matter how far the iceberg co uld be towed as long as it co uld be moved noticeably.
Bishop also cond ucted an analysis to determin e the success at towing as a function
of sea Slate. It is interesting that little chan ge was show n in the success of towing with the
environmental co nditions. An analys is of success in towing icebergs as a function of iceberg
shape indicated that spherical ly shaped icebergs were slightly more difficult to tOWthan other
shapes . A similar analysis with respect to wind speed showedthal if anything, towin g success
increased very slig htly with wind speed. Given the unexpect edness o f the above results. a
more in dep th analysis of towing success would be useful. Thi s would require a more
rigorous defin ition of the definitio n of the success of towing. cons ideration of fac tors such
as the criteria for ane mpting tows. and a compari son with towin g success rates predicted
based on estimated inertial and drag forces.
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Rate by S· ClassTabl 64 Te OWlng uccess ue
SizcClass Number of Perce ntage
Records Towmll'Success
I RIoIVVBits 12 83 .3
Small lceberes 166 88.8
Medium lceberes III 84.7
' ,.....e Iceberes 56 .:U
Foethe model in the Petro-Canada study. Berty (1993) suggested lhal the probab ility
of successfully towing icebergs be modelled as a function of time available and the sea state.
He also suggested that the probability of success fully lowing an iceberg when Hs is greater
than 4 m be taken as O.
The model for towing devel oped for used in Chapter 7 was set up to give a
probability of success ful tow ing an icebe rg equal to 0 when Hs is grea ter than S m and was
set up 10 give a probability of success which reduces with size . Tbe form of the equation used
is
(6 .9)
The equation is some what arbiuary but the distnbution o f lowing successes. as shown in
Chap ler 7. seems 10 be a reaso nable first guess for purposes of sens itivity analyses.
Comments o n the need for a more precise model are given there .
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6.5 Reliability or Disconnect Procedures
The probability dw: the opc:rators can avoid acollision by moving off site will depend
0 0 the reliabilities of the release mechanisms for the riser and the mooring system (if
moored) as a function of the time available. Problems in shutting in the production well may
also reduce the amowu of time left to disconnect. In critical situations. the time required to
accel erate the vessel migh t also be importanL To determine the sensitivity of the de sign
loads to the discoonect reliabili ty, in Chap ter 7 analyses are co nducted for two reliab ility
values. 100% and 98% .
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1.1 Overview
In this chapter, example global design load calculations and economic analyses are
presented, In Section 7.2.design load calcul ations are give n for a gravity based plad'onn and
forthe bow of an FPSO. Theresults of sensitivity analyses regarding the number oficcbergs.
the success of the iceberg dctc:ction manage ment syste m. the impact veloci ties . and lhc global
icc failure mec hanics mod el are also presented. In Sectio n 7.3. an example calc ulation of
downtime due to iceberg incursi ons into alert zones is presented. In Secti on 7.4. economic
analyses arc presented for the case of FPSO type systems used to produ ce a num ber of fie ld
sizes. Con sideration is given to the foUowing three cases. First , the eco nomics are
dete rmined for the situatio n where no icebe rgs are presen t. Sec ond . the eco nomics are
determi ned assuming ice berg s are prese nt and a stra tegy of protecting subsea equipment is
used Third.the economics are dete rmin ed assuming icebergs are present and a strategy of
replacing dama ged subsea equ ipment whe never an inc ident occurs is imp lemented .
1.2 Estimation or glob al d esign loads
7.1.1 Overview
In this section. the necessary inputs [0 determine global design forces are set up, then
des ign values are estima ted for 3 GBS and an FPSO. For calc ula tions requiring integration
over the paramet ers L, Hs• and V, the parameters are di vided into intervals of 5 m. I m, and
0.2 m1s respectively and discre te integration using midpoin ts values of the interval s is used .
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InSection 1.2 2, the eoviroomental conditioos in the H1Demia1Terra Nova region an::
quantified in terms of the joint probab ility that, given an iceberg is present. the iceberg has
waterline length L and mesea stale has an associated significant wave height Hs- A matrix
of iceberg dri ft veloci ties a.r the discrete values of L and Hs is also developed. us ing the
melhod in Ch apter 5.
In Sectio n 7.2.3, the probabilities of successfully detecting and towin g an iceberg an::
esti mated as a function of H1 and L
In Section 1.2.4. des ign loads for a loo m diameter cylindrical GB S an::determined
using the models developed in Cbapter 5 for impact velocity and Chapter 4 for global impact
loads. Sens itivity analyses an::conducted to determine the effect of differenl assumptions for
the ice failure cri teria.
In Section 7.2.5. designs loads are estimated and sensitivity anal ysis are carri ed out
for iceber g imp acts on th e bo w of a FPSO vessel. Because the FPSO re lies on movin g off
site when tow ing operations are not success ful. consideration is also given to me probability
of being ab le 10 succes sfully disconnect the vesse l.
7.2.2 G~neral conditions
lbe jo int probability dens ity functionj{L, Hslgiven the presence o f an iceberg. is
shown in Figure 1.1. The numbers show n represent the negative logari thm (base 10) of f
For example. the value 3 represen ts a pro bab ly of 10·). Th e dis tributio n is determined fro m
me probabili ty density fun ctions for L and H1 described in Chapter 5.
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Icebergdrift velocities were determiced as a function of L and Hs and are shown in
Figwe 1.2
10 15
Hs
Figure 7.1 -Ioglo/(Hs. L ) given an iceberg is present
2 0 0
10 0
10 15
Hs
Figure 7.2 Iceberg drift velocity VD (m1s)as a function of Hsand L
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The detection and towing model described in Cl1apter 6 is applied for both the
cylindrical GBS and the FPS O. The probability or successfuUy deteeting an iceberg is shown
in Figure 7.3 a). The probability varies from one for icebergs which are large com pared 10
Hs.10 zero fer icebergs which are small relative to lis.lbc probability of successfully towing
a detected iceberg is shown in Figure 7.3 b). The probability is high for small (a medium
sized icebergs in low sea sta tes. The probabili ty dec reases for large icebergs . The
probability goes [0 zero for all iceberg sizes in sea stares greater than S m. 1bc co mbined
probability or detecting and towing an icebe rg is sbown in 7.4 ..
15
Towing
CoMou~ ·
0.1 1D0.'
10
Hs
15' 0
Hs
lDe fe c tion20 CO"ID"",. /0.1 too.' ,J1/
101~/
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Figure 7.3 Probability a) or detec ting an iceberg and b) towing it given detection.
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Figure 7.4 Probability of successfully detecting and towing and iceberg
7.2.4 Design loadsf or a 100 m diameter cylindrical GBS
To determine the design loads for a 100 m diameter cylindrical GBS. first the number
of encounters are determined using the method developed in Chapter 5. The expected
number of encounters per year. Th(l, E) , is shown in Figure 7.5 a). The expected number
of encounters are determined for each I m Hs and 5 m L intervals and the numbers shown
represent the negative logarithm (base 10) of TIE:. For example . if the number associated with
a particular combination of L and Hs is 4. this indicates that the expected number of
encounters per year by icebergs with waterline length in the interval L - 2.5 m to L + 2.5 m.
in sea states with significant height in the interval Hs - 0.5 m to Hs + 0.5 m is 104 ,
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Figure 7.5 a) -10&1017£ for 1 m Hs by 5 m L interval
b) increase in probability of Land Hsconditional on impact
Figure 7.5 b) shows the ratio of the prcbabill ty cf Hsand L given an imp act (0 the
probabi lity of Hs and L given an iceberg in the vicinity. The variatio n arises beca use the
probabililf of an eOCOUnlerinc reases with the size and speed of the iceberg. Th e speed of
the ice berg increases with Hs.
For the GB S, it is assumed that if the iceberg is nor: de tected and avo ided throu gh
lowin g. an impact results. The resulting expected annual number of impacts 11/ ci, E) is
shown in Figure 7.6. The number of encoun ters is determined direc tly from Figures 7.5a)
and 7.4. The figure gives me negative logarithm (base 10) of 'I, for 1 m H s by 5 m L
intervals .
The significant surge veloc ities of the icebergs (in open water) are show n as a
function of Bsand L in Figure 7.7 a). Thedisttibutionsofimpact velocities were determined
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based on the drift velocities aDdlbe open water random motions using [be modiflCd Rayleigh
distribution developed in Chapter S. 1be average impact velocities determined from these
distributions~ shown as a function of Hs and L in 7.7 b).
10 15
H.
Figure 7.6 · !og ,oIJ, for 1 mHsby S mL intervals
'~ ,'Wi1 1 1
•
.
6 10 15 15 10 16
H. HI
Figure 7.7 a) Significant surge velocity (mls), and
b) Average impact: velocity (mls)
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The resulting distribu tion o( encoun ters by impact velocity Vand iceberg waterline
length is mownin Figure 7.8 (or the eases a) with no ice manag ement (detecti on and
towing). and b) with ice manageme nL Figure 7.9 sbows the di fference 6.q between the 'll
for the cases without and with deteetion and managemen L The veloc ities shown an: total.
iceberg velocities.
'~ '=E)
2 • • 2 • •
v v
~ ~
Figure 7.8 . logIO'l1for Imfs Vby 5 m L inte rvals
V
Figure 7.9 -loglo(.:i'l r) for Imls V by 5 mL interval s
1%
Intbe impact model . only the velocity component normal to the structure is considered. It
is asswned that the icebergs hit with a uniform random offset and the nonnal veloct ry
component is determined based on this offset.
Figure7.10 shows the simulatedmaximum impact penetrationand force as a function
of V and L The iceberg is modelled as a spherical with radius chosen so that the spherical
iceberg has the same mass as an iceberg of length L with mass determined using equation
5.2. The GBS is treated as a rigid vertical wall. For me case in Figure 7.10. the nominal ice
crushing pressure was taken as a constant 1 MPa..
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Figure 7.10 a) maximum impact peneuation (m) as a function ofVandL. and
b) maximu m impact force (MN)as a function of V and L.
As expected the force increases with both iceberg size and impact velocity. It should be
noted that the extremely high forces in the upper right have negligible associated
probabilities of occurrence as the velocities of large icebergs are limited.
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In Figun:7. I l, me iceberg sizes and (nonna! ) impact velocities which are most likely
to contribu te to the des ign loads associated with probabili ties of exceedance of ID": and 10"'"
arc:shown . These plots were:de termined by tracki ng the:combinatio ns of input parame ters
that result in load values wuhin a specified Interval around the design load.
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Figu re 7.1 1 a) combinations of L and V contrib uting 10 10"1design load .
b) combinatio ns of L and Vco ntrib uting 10 io- desig n load .
The ourpuu from a numbe:r of sensitivity analyses are shown in Tab le 7. 1. The use
of exceed ance of 10"1and 10"'" are indicated. II is seen that the 10" design loads tend to be:
dictated by the size of the: larges t icebergs considered This indicates that the tai l of tbe
iceberg size distribution is very important and should be:examined funbc:r. The depth of the
sea bottom limits the iceberg sizes and should be:conside red. of a higher constant crushi ng
pressure:results in cons iderably higher loads. The use of the pressure area curv e P = 3 A.4,.
deceases the loads significantly. The:effect o r the pressure:area curv e in reduci ng the load
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is diminished for the more extreme impacts when a pressure area cut -o ff of 0.25 MPa is
imp lemented and tend to the same load resulting whe n a constant pressure of 0.25 MPa is
modelled. Using the base case model with the 1 MP a ice failure model. removing the ice
man agement model resu lted in a signifi cant increase in des ign loads onl y at the higher
probab ilities of exceedance. Red ucing the impac t veloc ities by one quart er results in the Io-J-
load being halved; for the 10"' proba bilities of exceedance . the load is red uced by one quarter .
Table 7.1 Des ign impact loads (MN) associated with specifi ed probabiliti es of
exceedaace
Design pr mability of exceedarce
Model Ia' I I]' ,,]"' II]
I IMP. 111 630 1218 174'
~MP. 344 1265 2455 351
r·25 MP• 85 312 604 85IJA.(l~MPa 86 229 373 48
5 3 A.o ~MPa with cu t off at 0.25 MP a 86 306 599 85
6 I MPa and no mana gement 248 633 1218 1744
1 MPa and reduce veloci ties bv 1/4 128 474 '20 1312
To determine the effect of usi ng rand om coefficients in the pres su re area curve for
ice failure. an importan ce sampling scheme was used to reduce the number of rand om
samples required. Analyses were only conducted for the design load assoc iated with a
probability of exceecance o f 10"". Tbe disuibutions usedfor the coe fficie nts C and 0 are
described in Chapte r 5. The samp ling distri butio ns use d for choosing V. L, C. and D in the
importance sampling scheme are given in Table 7.2.
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Table 72 Parame ters used for imponancc samp ling distri butions
Parameter Sampiing Man Slandanl lower Upper
Distribution deviation cutoff cutoff
V G"""", 0 .8 0.'
L Gamm a 200 100
C G"""" 3.' L.65 0 9
D Gamma ... 0.5 1.5 .Q.8 0
determined by Intervals set for overall numeri c integra tion
distribution genera ted for 1DI
The importance samp ling scbemcwas seeup to run 10 simulations of 1000 runs each
in order to indicate the rate of convergence regardin g the des ign value . The model was run
a second time with coeffi cients C and D kept const ant at the mean value s of 3 and -0.4.
respecti vely . Thc purpose of thc second run was to compare thc results using importan ce
sam pling wit h earl ier results based on direc t integration. For this res t run. the exact same
sequence o f random numbers was used for V and L as in the simulation with C and D
random. Tbe results of the si mulations are given in Table 7.3.
TIle value of 384 MPa when using the constant coefficie nts is higber than the value
of313 MPa in Tablc 7.1 and is slightly more than one standarddeviation different. Thi s may
be in pan because the distribution is not Gaussian .
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Tabl e 7.3 Design loads (MN) ror 10 consecutive simulations using both co nstant and
random pressure area coeffi cien ts
Simul ation Simulation using Simulatio n using
constan t coefficienlS random coeffi cients
I 385 1112
2 424 1263
3 403 1261
4 396 1408
5 392 1230
6 271 1153
7 344 431
8 404 796
• 408 1240
10 414 7SO
ean 384 1064
tandard Deviation 7 17
or Mean
To improve the analysi s. the number or simulations could be:increas ed or [he choic e
or importance sampling distributions could be:reasses sed . The sampling distri butio ns and
distributions or values contributing to an interval around the design load an:shown in F igure
7.12 for co mparison. It is see n that: the samp ling dislrib utions fer L and 0 co uld be
impro ved . Tbe main result is that using the rando m dis tributions for C and D from the study
by Carter et aI. ( 1995) in place or the pressure-areacurve P(A ) =3A -0.( results in s ignifi cantly
higher design values.
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Figure:7.12 GBS · Sampling Distributions Used and Contribution to Interv al Around
the Design Load
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7.25 Design lotulsjor Q.n FPSO
In cons iderin g the design loads on an FPSO. the following mode ls ~garding the
detection and management sys tem were considered :
I) no management.
2) the linear detection model (the smallest detectab le iceberg in any sea state set
at L = 6 HJ and the model for towing success described in Section 7.3.
3) the: detection modelincluding uncertainty and the model for lowing success
describedin Section 7.3. and
4) Model 3, plus a 2% probability thai the moorin g disconnect system will not
functio n give n an approaching iceberg which cannot be towed.
11Ie models wen: run for the case of impacts on the bow of an FPSO with a 35 m beam. The
resuhsofthe differem models on the 10"" design value are shown in Table 7.4. It is seen lhar
detection and management has a significan t impact on the design loads . Thi s difference
would be eve n more pronounced if any of the other ice fail ure models was used. The
add ition of uncert ainty in the detection model increased the design load by 13%. From the
Model 4 results . it is seen that unreliability in the moo ring disconn ect system can
slgniflcamly Increase design loads . Also the use o f random. coefficients in the pressure area
curve can significanlly increase design loads . Ir is importan t to note tha t small cbanges in
the pressure area coefficient can make a significan t difference. For example . when for Model
2 the pressure area curve was change d to 3 A-4.s. the design load dropped to 34 MN.
2D3
Tab le 7.4 Results of analysesof io-des ign loads (in MN) for the bow o f an FPSO
Operatiooal model Ice failure model
I MP. 3 A'u Random
coefficients
1 No detectio n and mana gem ent 362
2 linear detection model 47
3 Linear detection model with 90 53 66"'-
uncertain ty
4 Model 3 with 2% probab ili ty 126
cannocdisco nnect moo ring system
see belo w
In Fig ure 7.13, the sizes of icebergs and veloc ities which are mos t like ly 10 co ntrib ute to
design loads with associated probabilities of exceedance of l~ and 10""are indica ted . These
are based on the Model 3 runs wilh P=3 A... and may change considerab ly for othe r models
,0 ,0
2 • e 2 • e
v v
Figure 7.13 Areas of contribution to l o-J and 10""desi gn loads
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The sensitivity of the design load to impact velocity was tested by reducing the
impact velocities by 1/4 while running Model 3 in combination with the pressure area curve.
The result ing design load dropped from 53 MN to 43 MN. Whil e these differences are
significant, the loads are mos t sensi tive to the ass umptio ns regardin g the ice failure model.
For the FPSO . the sampling distributions used for choosing V. L. C. and D in the
importance sampling scheme are given in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5 Param eters used for impo rtance sampling distributi ons
Parameter Sampling Mean Standard Lower Upper
Distribu tion deviation cutoff cutoff
V Gamma 2 3 . .
L Gamma 50 100 . .
C Gamm a 3.6 1.65 0 9
D Gamma ** 0.5 1.5 -0.8 0
determi ned by intervals set for overall numeric integratio n
distribution generated for 101
As for the GBS. the importance sampli ng scheme was set up to run 10 simulations of 1000
runs each in order to indicate the rate of conve rgence regarding the design value. The results
of the simulations are given in Table 7.6.
The increase in des ign load with random coeffi cients for the pressure-area
relationship of 53 MN to 66 MN is less severe than the increase from 384 MN to 1064 MN
for the fixed system . This results beca use the final contact areas are larger for the large
icebergs impacting the GBS. and the influen ce of the expon ent D in the pressure-area
relationship is more significant at large areas . It should be noted that as D increases to zero .
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the final contactareareduces . While this reduces theincrease in load as 0 Incre ases . the
effect is less important thanthe magnitudeof the fin~ contact area,
The sampling distributions and distributions of values contributing to an nne rval
aroundthe design load areshown in Figure7.14 for comparison.
Table 7.6 Design loads(MN) for 10consecutive simulations using bothconstant and
random pressureareacoefficients
Simulation Simulationusing Simulation using
constant coefficients randomcoefficients
I 58 53
2 53 66
J 59 69
4 48 67
5 49 72
6 49 65
7 55 62
8 46 65
9 57 76
10 52 70
<an 53 66
tandanI 2 3
Deviation for
ean
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7.3 Downtime due to iceberg incursion
A rough estimate of theamount of downtime due to iceberg incursions at a floating
production site was obtained using the method below. lee alertzones aretypicallydefined
intermsof the amount aftime (sometimes denotedas "T etime" ) to shutdown operations and
disconnectthevessel mooring system. For each iceberg present, the amount of time thatit
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would take to reach the production vessel given its position. speed. and direction. as well as
the prevailing and forecast weather conditions is estimated . [f this time is less than the T-
time. the operators will begin shutting down and disconnecting. Greg Lever (1995)
suggested that normal disconnect procedures would require 8 hours and that 3 to 4 days
would be required to reconnect. In addition. an emergency disconnect procedure could be
implemented in a time of I hour but could require 6 to 7 months of work to reconnect.
To model the amount of downtime explicitly would require weather and current time
series and a reasonably accurate iceberg trajectory forecast model. An alternative model is
a Markov trajectory model of the type developed by Petro-Canada in the 1980's (Fuglem et
al.. 1984) . In this model. iceberg hourly speeds and directions are simulated based on the
previous speed and direction and observed probabilities of changing states. The type of
model implicitly includes the distributions and frequency of changes in the environmental
conditions and hence the driving forces. In the Markov model developed. speed and direction
were treated independe ntly. In fact. there likely is some correlation between speed and
direction as icebergs moving in a storm may be less likely to abruptly change direction. In
calmer conditions tides and eddy currents will be more important. The assumption of
independence of speed and direction could affect the estimated downtime.
An alternative approach for obtaining a quick estimate of potential downtime is
applied here. Given a specified T time. the minimum distance an iceberg travelling at
velocity v would have to travel to reach the production site is vT. Using the distribution of
iceberg dri ft velocities by Hs and L developed previously. one can directly determine the
minimum distance at which one would disconnect assuming that the conditions remained
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constant and the iceberg beadedstraight towards the platform. Thisdistributio Dis shown in
Figure 7.15 .
HI
Figure 7. lS Minimum travel distances (Ian) given drift veloci ty
Note that excep t for the higher sea states with the 8 hour zone, most of these distances are
withing the optimum detectio n range (around 30 kIn) from the production vessel. The
number of times peryear that icebergs enter a zone of equivalent radius is plotted in Figure
7.16 . The valueson the contours are the negative logarithm base 10of the expected number
of entries per year. For example 3 represents to·) entries on average per year.
To estimate the amount of downtime dueto normal disconnectevents. it is assumed
thai: a disconnect is invoked and downtime results whenever a detected iceberg entering the
8 hour zone cannot be towed. In the detection model. the range of detection is not explicitly
conside red as the optimal detection range is adequate in most cases. The proportion of
events where towing is not possible is determin ed using the towing model. The resulting
expecte d annual number of downtime events by L and Hs is shown in Figure 7.17 . The
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Figure 7. 16 Number of icebe rgs (l ()"~) per year enterin g zones of radii R"" .-
expected amoun t of downtime in each case was asswned to be 4 days, including the amount
of time thai:the iceberg is within the zone.
The number of emergency disconnects is es timated as follows . Even if an ice berg
is initial ly undetected at 8 kin. there is still a chance that it would be detected before
reaching the 1 hour alen zone . for exam ple by the standby vessel. For illustrat ion purposes.
it wiU be assume d that this occ urs for 10% of the icebe rgs which cannot be lowed ( in fact,
given the reduced detection time . there ma y be more icebe rgs whic h cannot be lowe d. this
is not accounted for). An eme rgency disconnect is assumed to occu r in each case that an
iceberg ruches the 1 bour aim zone . Inaddition. if an iceberg is de tected at 8 km but cannot
be towed, there is a chance lhat there will be prob lems with the moo ring disconnect system .
A value in the range of 2% has been suggested (Berry, 1992 ). In such a case, an eme rge ncy
disconnect migh t be invoked once the iceberg reac hes the 1 bout ale rt zone . Finall y, as the
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operators may not disconnect for smaller icebergs, different limiting iceberg sizes may need
to be considered. To illustrate, the amount of downtime for all icebergs and for icebergs of
waterl ine length greater than 35 m will be considered .
Not detected Detected · no t to wed
10 15 10 15
Hs Hs
Figure 7.17 Number of icebergs (10-') per year entering 8 hour alert zone.
The expected annual numbers of downtime events for each case is shown in Table
7.7 and the resulting downtimes are shown in Table 7.8. These downtimes are rather high
and the actual criteria used for determinin g when to disconnect should be reviewed with
regard to downtime. In particular, the sizes of the alert zones may be too large as icebergs
are unlikely to travel directly toward the platform. Also, the mooring may not actually be
disconnected until the iceberg is much closer, the previous time used to prepare for
disconnect. The operators may also decide not to disconnect for small icebergs. The cut-off
size would be related to the ice strengthening chosen for the vessel. In this case there might
be an economic trade-off between downtime and ice strengthening over and above the
requirements for safety.
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Table 7.7 Expected number of iDcursionevents peryear
Expected num ber of 8 hour alert 2 hour alert
encc unrers per year All bergs >3S m All be rgs >35 m
reor 39 .9 11.6 9.8 r.s
Nor detected 18.9 0 .27 4.1 0 .03
Detected, nOl towed 6 4.1 1.5 0 .59
Detected and towed 14 6.6 3.5 0 .85
Table 7.8 Do wntime due [ 0 ice berg incurs ions (days)
All icebergs Icebergs > 35 m
Regulardisconnect 24 18
Emergency discoaneet(iceberg 43 0.6
detected late)
Emergenc y di sconnect (reg ular 22 11
disconn ect rails)
Total 88 36
A model that accounts for different degrees of shutdown depending on how clo se the
iceberg approac hes can be set down asfollo ws (it has not been implement ed here) . Because
[he number of entries rc an alert zon e is proporti on 10 the radiusof the zone . for a given L
and HI the number of iccbergincursi ons fora given T.ume will be proponi onal to T. Ifone
determines the expected annual number of entries to the Lhourzone Th. the expected annual
number of entries to a T hour zon e is T times 'fll . The mOOeller then needs to assign a
functi on Omgivi ng do wntime as a function of T and integrate
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to get [he expected amount of downtime due to ice berg inc urs ions.
7.4 Economic analysis of FPSO type systems for small fields
To illustrate how to incocpor.uecosts and downtime re la ted to icebergs, exam ple runs
were made for FPS O type systems (or field sizes of SO. tOO. and 200 million barrels . The
analyses are conducted using theeconomic and downtime models described in Chapters 4.
5, and 6. Theeconomics model was cali bralcd in large pan against availab le data on the
larger Terra Nova fie ld; even though the subsea system differs. For the an alyses here . the
overal l system used is a scaled down version aCme system modelled in Chapter 4. The wate r
depth is 9S metre s and the subsea system consists of single we lls tied to 6 well manifolds.
The produced fluids from these mani folds are lhen routed to riser bases near the prod uction
vessel. To account for the differences in field size. the number of oil wells. the peak
processing rate, and tbe areal extent of the reservoirs are reduced preponioe arely to the
reduction in field size relative to the TerraNova field.
Three analyses are conducted for each field as follows . In the first analysis. the
systems are designed for the bypothetical case that no icebergs are present, This run is
conducted to get a feel foc the effect of icebergs on the overall economics. In the second
analysis, denoted as "Option A", it is assumed tbat ice detectio n and management, ..esset
ice strengthening, a mooring quick release system, and protecti on of subsea equipment an:
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implemented.. lbe associated capital and operating costs are incl uded as well as the effect
of additional downtime. 1be lhird analysis, denoted as "Option B- . co nside rs a system
ide ntical 10 that in Option A exce pt that rather than protecting the subsea eq uipmen t.
occasional damage with the consequent repaircosts and downtime is accepted .
In the analyses . a base oi l price of $20 US has been used . A se nsitivity analyses of
tbe eco nomics with respect (0 oil pric e is included . A base d iscount ra te of 0 . 12 is used in
calc ulating the NPV for overall co mparisons. In cons idering the effect of downtime wi th and
without icebergs prese nt, the average downtime llIlIelated to icebergs is taken as 37 days and
the downtime due 10 sbutting down due to iceberg incursions is taken as an additional 37
days. For opti on B. the additional downtime for repairs of subsea equip ment when damaged
by ice berg scours is incl uded.
The important inputs and intermediate values in:be analyses are presented in Tables
7.7 thro ugh 7.9. So me poi nts to note are as foll ow s. Th e sizes of the FPSO and shut tle
rankers may be 100 smal l re lative to those typical ly implemen ted and should be considered
further. Also , the num ber of shut tle tankers is kept the same throughou t the develop ment .
In actual cases. the number woul d be reduced ODCe the peak processing rat e drop ped
significanUy . 'Thiswould reduce operatin g costs and effec tively rerum capi tal if the tank ers
were sold or used for anotherproject. lbe cost foe ice stren gthening the fPSO was taken to
be the same proportion as for a tanker. It would be more appropriate 10 rela te the
strengthening cost factor 10 the COSI of the bas ic s hip structure as the basic FPSO COSt is
d ifferent than that of s huttle tanke rs .
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Fi~ 7. 15 through 7.20 show the remaining reserves, daily production rates, and
netcashflows as a fuoction oftime, and net present values as a function of discount ra te for
the three field sizes. Cash flows and Del present value: curves are given for the case of na
icebe rgs and for Options A and B. Summaries of ne t present values and total cas h flows are
given in Ta ble 7.10 . It is of DOlethai with the ass um ptio ns given. the case of using subsea
pro tection appears considerably more ex pensive than accepting scou r incidents and repairs.
The probability of environmental damage due to an oil spill has not been account ed fo r and
mus t be considem:1 if Option A is chosen. Also. additiooaJ. costs may be incurredfoe-Opti on
B to ins ure that the syst ems arc fai l safe regarding o il spills or blow outs. II is of not e that
dev elopment of the SO million barrel fiel d is DOteconomical in all case s. The 100 mill ion
barrel fiel d would be margi nally economical if there were no ice bergs . The200 million
barrel case is economical in all case s including Option A with downtime.
In Figure 7.21 . the: result s o f a se nsi tivity analysis for the price of oil arc presented.
It is see n that the economics are very sensitive to the price of o il. Even the 100 million barrel
fiel d . as modelled, wou ld be economical with price s over 2SS US per barre l. The smaller
fie lds wou ld not be economic unless there was a conside rable inc rease in the price of oiL
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Table 7.9 EconomicAnalysesof FPSO Type Systems ( I of3 pages)
IlCm Unit Reservo ir size (MBbl)
50 \00 200
Gono~1
Initial reserves MBbI SO.OO 100.00 200 .00
Peak processing capa city bopd 1449 2.75 28985.51 5797 1.0 1
W idth or reservoir km 3.05 4.3 1 6.09
Len- h of reservo ir km 2.2 . 3.23 4.57
W ell s
No. prod. wells 3.00 6.00 12.00
Peak prod . rate pe r well bopd 10000.00 10000.00 10000. 00
Mean drilled erst.per wel l km 5.83 5.83 5.83
Mean cost per well . drilled and MCdn 35 .47 35 .47 35 .47
completed
Total cost of de v. drifting MCdn l OE1 .41 2 12. 82 425.63
No,_lIsdrilled .....r -,.-r 4 .00 4 .00 4.00
... tem - u ..
~ pet subsea tree MCdn 3.50 3 .50 3.50
Total cost subsea trees MCdn 10.80 21 .80 43.20
N o. manifolds 1.00 1.00 2.00
Cost 01manif old per_n MCdo 1.50 1.80 1.50
Tola l COSI of man ifolds. installecl MCdo 5.40 10 .80 21.60
Co sl of flowlines (pe r km per 0 .09 0 .09 0.09
bo pd)
Dis!. from wells to manifold km 0.50 0 .50 0.50
Totar distance of fines from wells km 1.50 3.00 6.00
tomanifokls
T ota l cost of lines from wells to MCdo 1.35 2 .70 5.40
ma nifolds
Mean distance from manifolds to km 0 .93 1.32 1.70
riser bases
TOIAI distance from manif olds 10 en 0 .93 1.32 3.40
riser bases
Total cost 01 lines from manifolds MCdn 5.03 7 .11 18.36
10 nser ba ses
~ per rise r base MCdo 1.50 1.50 1.80
TotaJcost of riser ba se MCdo 1.50 1.80 3.50
Cost 01 rise rs per km per bopd MCdo 0 .18 0 .18 0.18
'r ete! ....·s of risers MCdo 0 .54 1.08 2.16
2 \6
Table 7.10 Economic Analyses orFPSO Type Systems (213)
'em Unit R8S8fVOitsiZe(MBbl)~ 100 200
TOlal cost of unprolecteel subsea "Cdn 24 .92 45 .09 94.32
system assoc. with prod. _lis
Cost lactor for control system 020 020 020
Cos llaetor lor injection wens 0.50 0 .50 0.50
Cost of unorotected subsea svs. "'Cdn 44.86 81 .17 169.n
Proc ess FPSO and Tank e
Cost of process equipment "'Cdn 80 .10 134 .7 1 226 .55
Ma ss of 6 days peak production tonne 11594. 20 23168.4 1 46376 .8 1
Coslol FPSQ "'Cdn 50 .19 84 .42 141. 97
Cos1ofturrel "'Cdn 44.35 48 .70 57 .39
No . of shuttle tankers ~oo 3.00 3.00
Ratiotanker deadweigh1 10 cargo 1.06 1.06 1.06
cleadWeighl
Shuttletaniterdeadweigl'lt
""""
12336 23 24672.46 49344.93
Cost per shuttle tanker MCdn <2.22 5021 85.85
Total Capell of shutdetankers "Cdn 125 .66 180. 62 257 .56
Othe rC8pe1l "'Cdn " .n 162..75 273 .7 1
Total C8pe 1l "Cdn 549.33 905 .16 IS52.S8
No. years initial Cape ll spread 2 2 2
ove r
0 Illlssumin no lcebe r s
Annu al Opex! Initial cap." 0.09 0.09 0.09
(ellclUding shuttle tanke lS)
Annua l Ope x other than shuttle "'Cdn 35.93 61 .59 110.08
tankers
Annua l Opell per shuttle tanker MCdn 0.78 1.55 3.11
Total annual Opex for shuttle "'Cdn 2.33 ' .66 9.33
tankers
Total annual nn<>ratin<-! costs
"' Cdn 3826 6625 119 .4
,"'ee II related cost.
Cost lactor for ice strengthening 0.05 0 .05 0.05
FPSO
FPSO <0" I" ",.. addition 0.00 0.00 0.00iceberg rela ted costs
Total Ice related Capex for FPSO "'Cdn 2.5 1 ' .22 7.10
Cost Iactor lor ice strengthening a 0.05 0.05 0.0 5
shuntetanker
Shuttle tanke r cost tactor > add . 0.10 0.10 0.10
Icebern r rerecccete
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Table 7.1 1 Economic Analyses of FPSO TypeSystems (313)
ttern lJnil Reservoirsize (M8tll}
SO 100 200
Total ice related Capex forshuttle MCdn 19.00 27.09 38 .63
Ianke<s
Ann ual costs lot Icesurveillance
""""
3.00 3.00 3.00
AMuaJcost torice !OWing MCdn 3.00 3.00 3.00
To,," ~"UaJ operating ecses MCdn • • •related 10 ieebe
A-edcllt\oNll cos
Cost per glory hole "' Cd<> 0 .47 0.4 7 0.47
Cost of all glol'y holes
"'Cd" 234 3.74 7.48
Cost lactoI' 10 bury pipelines 0.60 0.60 0 .60
Cost to bury lines from wells 10 MCdn 2.16 4.32 ' .54
man ifolds
Costs to bury Jines from manifolds
"'Cd" ' .05 11.38 29 .37to riser base
capex for protection of subsea
"'Cd" 12.55 19.45 45.49
equip . (Prod . wells)
cacex for prolection of subsea
"'Cd" 22 .59 35 81. 89
e ui . Com lele s""'.
o tlo n 8 . additional coats
Expected no. of hils per year per MCdn 0 .00 0.00 0.00
subsea ite m
Cost to repai r a suosea tree "' Cd<> 9.00 9.00 9.00
Cost to repa ir a manifold MCdn 3.60 3.60 3.60
Cost to repair a riser base "' Cd<> 3.60 3.60 3.60
Total cost to repai r tr_s
""""
0.00 0.00 0.00
Total cost to repa ir manif~ MCdn 0 .00 0.00 0 .00
Total cost to repa ir riser bases "'Cd<> 0 .00 0.00 0.00
Exp. avg . no. incidence s with 0.00 0.00 0 .00
lines from wel ls 10manifolds
Exp. ann. cost of repairs lOt above MCdn 0.00 0.00 0.00
Exp. no. inddences with lines 0.00 0.00 0.00
from manifolds 10 riser bases
Exp . ann. cost of repairs for above "'Cd<> 0 .00 0.00 0.00
Total expected annua l cost of
"'Cd" 0 .00 0.00 0.0 1
repairs. (prod.W1!lJs)
Total expected annua l cost of
"'Cd" 0 .00 0.01 0 .01
repairs, (complete sys.)
Expected annua l downlime for days 0.02 0.03 0.03
repairs {procl. W1!lls)
;X:a:~co~n~e~1 s:7ntime lor da", 0.03 0.06 0.06
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Figure 7.18 Remaining reserves and daily production rate for SOmillion band field
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Figtlfe7.19 Cash flows andNPVs CorSOmillion barrel field
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Figure 720 Remaining reserves and daily productio n l31Cfor 100 mil lion barrel field
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Figure 1.21 Cash flows and NPVs for 100 million barrel field
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Figure 7.22 Remaining reserves and daily production rate for 200 million barrel field
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Figure 7.23 Cash flows and NPVs for 200 million barrel field
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Table 7.12 Economic Analyses of FPSO Typc Systems
rnllllonb8m1lf1eld • ""'be A B
et present values (no down time) MCdn -76 -168 -14
et prese nt values (with downtime) :: - 116 ·254 -""otaI production (no iXI'wntime) 45 43 ~otal production (withdowntime)
""'"
45 ..
ears prodL.dion (no downtime) 11 10 1C
ears production (wiltl downtime) 11 12 1
~o. of days down time per year ~n 36 .5 73 73 .03 1~um Capex (no downtime) 549 513 591
~um Opex (no downtime) ~ 421 443 443
fsum Revenue (no downtime) ~Cdn 1225 1154 1154~urn Capex (wfth downtime )
" Cdn 549 513 59 1~urn Opex (with downtime ) MCdn 421 531 53 1
urn Revenue with doWntime Cdn 1179 1153 115
100 million barrelfleld
Net prese nt values (no down time) MCdn 55 · 15 15
Net present values (with downtim e) MCdn 19 · 183 -150
otal produ dfon (no downtime) MBbl 59 69 69
cterproduct ion (with down time) MBbI 92 93 9
ea rs prod uction (no down time) 11 11 11
ea rs productio n (with downtirne) 12 13 1
No . of days downtime per year days 36 5 73 73.06
Sum C ape x (no downtime) MCdn 905 99 1 95<
Sum Opex (no downtime) ~ 729 795 79Sum Revenue (no downtime) 2451 245 1 2451
Sum Ca pe x (with downtime) MCdn 905 99 1 ::!sum Opex (with downtime) MCdn 795 939
lsum Reven ue with down tnne """n 2435 2402 2"'"
m illion barrel fle
~et prese nt values (no downti me ) ~ 546 375 452~et present va lues (with downtime) 397 55 132
otal production (no down time )
"Bbl 163 163 163otal production (withdown lime ) r-Bbl 167 167 19
ears production (no downtime) 12 12 1
ears production(withdow ntime) 13 13 1
~o. of days down time per ye ar ~~n 36.5 73 73.06S um ceeee(no down time) 1553 1700 16 18
S um O pex (no down time) MCdn 1433 150S 150S
Su m Revenue (no downtime ) MCdn 503 0 5030 503
um Cape x (with downtime ) MOOn 1553 1700 1618
um Ope x (with downlil'!'!e ) MCdn 1552 1530 16'"
Sum Rev enue with downtime Cdn 4'" 4604 ..~
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Figure 7.24 Sensitivity ofNPVs to the price of oil
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C ONCLUSIONS
lbm is significant interest al pre:senr: in ex ploration and develop me nt on me Grand
Banks ; it is expected tba.lthis will increase as infrastructure forme Hiberni a and Tem. Nova
fields is deve loped . 1bc presence of ice bergs and high sea stares on the Grand Banks
prese nts a uniquechallenge to the oi l indus try and has not previously bee n deal t with. At
presen t. this challenge is be ing addresse d by usi ng a massive GBS at Hibe rnia that will
withstand impactsfromon the Grand Banks icebe rgs and by using a floating sys tem al Terra
Nova that will move out of me pathof icebergs which cannot be lowed .
The~oficebcrg:s results in increased risks and development costs. In order
to be able to improve future production syst em designs and cperaticnal procedures , it is
important to continueto improveour understanding of how icebergs affect productioo system
designs and operations. 10 red uce uncertainties in critical areas , and 10 make improveme nts .
At present, it is fclt by many that the cos t of fixed struc tures co uld be reduced significan tly.
This is possi ble if wave loads can be redu ced and the validity of the press urc*arca
re la tionship fO( ice failure can be demons trat ed . In orde r to red uce design ice loads for
floa ting sys tems, it is necessary to val ida te detection capabilities in storm conditions .
The problem of estimating design iceberg impact loads for reliabil iry-based des igns
has been considered for two suue:tures. a GBS and a FPS O. Only global impacts on the side
of the GBS and the bow of the FPS O ha ve been cons idered. In a full design analysis . the
models would needto be extend ed. For the FPSO. the des ign impacts loads fo r the sides of
the vesse l would be required. For the GBS. im pact loads on the column and deck would be
required, Inaddition. local ice loads on critical pane l sizes woul d be needed . Design icebe rg
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imp act loads were determined based on a probability of exc eedance of 10-' per year. This
corresponds to a risk levels of 10-5 per year, assuming an addi tional order of magn itude of
safety is built into the structural design .
In determining the design loads, the models and input distributions should always be
chose n using the best infonnation availab le. Conservative assumptions should not be buill
in at each stage, but should be considered after sensitivity analysis have been run in order to
determine the effect of differe nt assumptions on the calculated design loads. The steps
involved in de termining the iceberg impact loads were as follows .
The areal density of icebergs in the vicinity of interes t was determined for each
month over a 30 year period from UPcharts .
2. The monthly distributions of sea state were combined . weighted by the average
proportion of icebergs in each month .
3. A mode l for the drift veloci ty of icebe rgs in different sea states wasdeveloped to
determi ne the number of icebergs passing near the structure and the drift veloc ities
at impac t.
4. An encounter model was developed to de tennine the expected numbe r of impac ts per
year in the absence of detection and management.
5. Detection and management was modelle d and the effec tiveness in reducing impa cts
incorporated.
6. A probabilistic model for the combined drift and wave-induced veloc ities of icebergs
was developed and applied incorporating previous analytical and experimental work.
by IimLever(Lever etal.• 1988b).
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7. In modellin g the impact dynamics. me iceberg was treated as a sph ere of equivalent
mass and the struc ture was treated as a verti cal rigid walL
8. Th e failure strength of ice was modelled using a pressu re-area relat ionship of the
fonn P =C aO with random coefficient C and D. The distributions for the parameters
we re based on results of a calibration for icebreakers ramming into larg e multiyear
flow (Appe ndi x A).
9. 1be models were run within a probabilistic framework to det ermine the distributions
of impact loads. Bas ed on the es tima ted number of impacts per year , desi gn loa ds
co rrespo nding to specified annual probabilities of exc eedance were determi ned,
For the cylindrical GBS, it was shown that design loads are mos t likely to result in
mode rate sea conditions when icebergs whic h are too larg e to tow succe ssfull y run into the
platform. When random coe ffic ients were used for the pre ssu re-are a relation ship, a 10-'
des ign load of 1064 MN was calc ulated. Thi s is cons iderab ly high er than the value of 384
rviNobtai ned when mean values were used for the pressure-area coeffic ients, but is less than
the value 121g MN based on a cons tant ice crushing strength of I MPa. II was found that
the des ign loads were reasonably sensitive to the impact velocity and the num be r of impacts
(see Table 7.1. the sensitivity to the number of impacts can be determined from the
probabili ties cf'exceed ance, i.e . a 10 fold change in the number of impac ts is equ ivalent to
a 10 fold change in the probability of exceedance). The design load of 1064 MN is
considered conservative because the use of a spherical shape for the iceberg resu lts in rus t,
direct impacts (no eccentricity) and second. the rapi d development of larg e contact areas .
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It should be noted that a fixed relationship between waterline length and iceberg mass was
used; adding the uncertainry in this relationship wo uld increase the design load.
For the FPSO. it is shown that the design loads are most likely (0 result from smaller
icebergs in sto rm conditions when icebergs are difficu lt to de tect and tow. When random
coefficients were used for the pressure-area relationship. the resulting 10--desig n load was
66 MN. The result when mean values was used for the press ure-area coefficients was 53
MN. There is less of a difference than for the fixed structure because the final contac t area
is smaller. The effect of adding uncertainty in the detection probability was to increase the
design load approximately 10%. The effect of adding a 2% probabil iry that the vessel cannot
disconnect was to more than double the design load to 126 MN. In conclusion . the design
loads for the floating system are most sens itive to the assumptio ns on the effici ency of the
detect ion and management system and the reliability of the mooring disconnect system. It
should be noted that the range of uncertainty in the detection and management relationship
was notional and was included to show the sensitivity of the design load to this parameter.
The effect of impact velocity was found to be smal ler for the FPSO than for the GBS .
An economic model was developed to determin e revenues and cost as a function of
time. and from those calculate the net present value . Therevenues are determined based on
the price of oil. the nominal amo unt of oil produced. and the amo unt of downtime . While
the amount of downtime due to icebergs entering alen zones appears significant . scouring
of subsea equipme nt appears to be so infrequent that the expected downtime is negligible .
The model of capital costs has been set up to allow a user to specify costs in terms of either
fixed values or parametric curves in which case variations in cost with size or number of
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items can specified. Examp le calc ulations are presen ted for the eco nomics of floating
production systems in developing smalle r fields . While many of the values used in the
model are notional. the framework could be used with enhanced values to analyse a number
of production options . including the use of minimal systems where the production system is
only used for prod uction during part of the year. In an overal l comparison of systems.
consideratio n is required of the costs of loss of life and environmen tal damage . These factors
will be related to the total risk rather than the target risks for design loads.
In a probabil istic study . the mann er in which model uncertainty and subjective
assessme nts are incorporated is impo rtan t. Different degrees of j udgement are assessment
of various data inputs and choice of mode ls; this is an inhere nt part of modelling.
Assessments based on outputs of mode ls must be con sidered as conditional on the sets of
assumptions used in the models (even when the models are used within a probabili stic
framework ). Sensitivity analyses should be conducted to determine which parameters and
assumptions have the greatest effect on the results and whether significant variation is likely.
If significant variat ion is possible and there is risk of loss of life and equipment and
environmental damage . it is necessary to use more conservative designs or else ob tain better
information.
Based on the analyses carried ou t, it is seen that further research on ice failu re
mec hanics and on detectio n. manageme nt. and disconnect reliabil ity are impo rtant. To
determi ne an appropriate rate of change in detection probabilities for the detection model .
the variation in radar cross-sections of icebergs and the variation in sea clutte r for a given Hs
need to be examined along with other factors . It should be noted that better detecti on
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method s have been developed than those used in the srudy; for example scan- to-scan
integration techniques have been deve loped. While analytic studies can help to understand
ice failure and iceberg detection proble ms. and identify what further information is required.
ultimately field studies will be required . Other areas for inclusio n or improvement include
the following:
modell ing of actual iceber g shapes to determine contact penetration-area
relationships and impact ecce ntricities. espec ially for large structures ;
2. better evaluation of tow ing success rate as a function of iceberg size (especial ly for
large icebergs) ;
3. improved estimation of impact velocities ; and
4. evaluation of effect of shape on wave-indu ced velocities .
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ApPENDlXA
SmntARY or RESULTSFRO)t mE STUDY
"l\IAXI)IUM Bow FORCE"
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A.I Introduction
In this appendix. relevant information from the study "Maxi mum Bow Force Stud y
for Arctic Shipp ing Pollution Prevention Regulati ons" (Caner et al.• 1995) is presented. The
information deals with the calibration of random coefficients for a pressure- area relationship
for global ice-crushing failure . The relationship requ ired for use in conjunction with an
analytic ice ramming model to estimate maximum bow force s for vesse ls of di fferent ice
class and size. The calibration was based on global forces recorded during rammin g trials by
iceb reakers. By using an ice failure model with random coefficients. it was possib le to
reasonably mode l the distri butions of maximu m loads observed in act ual ramming trai ls.
The results are relevant to the problem of impacts with icebergs becau se the recorded
ramming loads consist of the only available field data where the impact velociti es and contact
areas are close to those that would occur in a significant iceber g impact. In the FM,u study.
only rams with multiyear ridges were considered; this is important because multiyear ice is
relatively free of brine and is therefore more like glacial ice. Furthermore. only rams where
the ice failure mode was predominately crushing. as opposed to flexural failure. were
considered .
In the remainder of Section A.I. a short background to the Maximum Bow Force
study is given and the requirement for a random ice failure mode l is identified . In Section
A.2 . the development of a deterministic ramming model to simulate rams with specified
vessel . floe . and ice strength parameters is presented. In particular. the requirement for
special modifications to existing models to match observed ram load time traces is
highligh ted. Without these modification s. the following calibration proces s would have been
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very diffi cult. In Section A.3, the procedure for calibrating the random ice failure mode l
using observed data from nmrning trials is presented, Parameters for spec ific vesse ls
mentio ned are listed in Table A.1.
Th e Arctic Shi pping Pollu tion Pre venti on Regulations (AS PPR) were enacte d in
1972 to ensure that vessels in !be Arcti c Ocean are designed and operate d in a man ner so as
[0 m inimize risks to the environment. As. a resul t of additional experience gained in the
des ign and opcI3lioo of vessels for the region. a number of areas where the regulati ons could
be improved became apparent and wo rk on a revised set of regu lations resulted in a set of
proposals in 1989. These were the Pro posed Revis ions to the Arctic Shipping Pollution
Prevention Re gulation s (ASPPR Proposals) . The pro posed rev isio ns were reviewed and
verified by Caner e t al . (1992 ). In that stud y, the calculation of the maximum bow force
experienced in rams with mul tiyear ice, referred to as RF-...", was raised. It was considered
that funhe r work shou ld be carried out to refine the calculati on method .
In the fus l phase of the Maximum Bow Force study, the general rationale and
methods for determi ning F..... were deci ded upon by consensus of the study group. A
decision was made 10 use a probabilistic approach which acc ounts for the number of
collisions and the variations in the sizes and thic kness of the ice feamres impacted, the initial
impact velocities. and the stre ngth of the ice . As. well , attenti on would also be given to the
different po ssible failure modesof the ice which occ ur de pendi ng on the thickncssofthe ice
and the disp lacement. shape, and velocity of the vessel. The goal of Phase Il of the study was
to determine values of F..... suc h that any vessel designed for a given operatio nal mandate and
in accordance with the appropriate conesponding class would have a sufficiently low risk
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of hull girder failure . The connection between Fmuand the design of scantlings was also
examined .
In all large scale ice-structure interactions which occur at rates high enough that there
is crushing of ice. it is found that there is a scale effec t such that the average pressu re
decreases with contact area. In addition. it is found that the ice failure forces vary significant
through an interaction and vary significan tly between interactions involving the same
geometries and very similar ice. Typical load-time traces are shown in Figure A.3 based on
Masterson et al. (1992) . These traces were observed in medium scale ice tests in which a
hydraulic ram was pushed into vertical ice faces cut into a tunnel in an iceberg. The curves
shown the first part of the interaction when the ice was prone to spall. Even with similar
geometries and reasonably consistent ice. it is seen that the curves vary significantly. In the
case of ship rams it is observed that for apparently "identical" rams prod uce forces that vary
considerably. It was also found during the course of the study that the distribution of rams
could not be modelled a fixed pressure-area relationship for ice failure . h is to be expected
Ihat one would find event more variations in rammin g events than in the Pond Inlet tests,
These would include larger flaw struct ures as well as larger temperature variations .
The reason for the variation can be found in the nature of ice failure as pointed out
by Jordaan in the FMAX study.
The actual contact is characterized by a number of high pressure zones.
Figure A.4 illustrates tbe formation ofone ofthese zcees. whil~ Figure A.5
shows the plane of contact with a number ofsuch la nes. At various times
during the interaction. pieces ofice will spall off, as illustrated in Figure A.4.
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SpalJing is related to random flaws in t~ ice and will lead to a drop in load.
The behaviour of an individual high pressure zone would contain some
fl uctuation g in load, often with a relatively constant average load. The
behaviour is related to complex crushing and extrusion processes in the ice.
and the approximate constancy of the load is not to be interpreted as
classical Plastic behavio ur. although the effect is the much the same. i.e.
dissipation at constant load.
The basic idea of using a pressure-area curve is to follow the development of nominal
co ntact area with tim e. The nominal contact area is the proje cti on of the structural shape
onto the original shape of the ice feature . as the penetration increases. The nominal area is
used as it is very difficult to measure the ac tual co ntac t area left after spalling events. The
pressure used in th~ relation ship is the average pressure over the nomin al area as opposed to
the actual co ntact area.
To captu re the decrease in average pressure wit h nomi nal contact areas . a pressure -
area curve of the fo rm p = cad was imp lement. wher e a is the nominal area and c and d are
co nstants. By varying c and d. a variety of shapes can be obtained. For example. the values
can be changed to approximately fit such pressure-area relations as shown in Figure A.I . To
model the random variation s in the ice failure proce ss in addition to the area effect, it is
appropriate to intrl.J(luce randomness into the pressure-area relationship. This was been done
by treating c and d asrando m (denoted thus as C and D). and by cal ibrating against measured
data obtained in ramming trials.
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A.2 Ice vessel intera ction model
In this section. some of the more relevant aspects of the development of a
deterministic ramming model for the study are reviewed. The basic interaction between an
icebreaker and a large multiyear flow is illustrated in Figure A.4. To break up a large ice
floe . the captain of an icebreaker may run the icebreaker at the floe. In a direct ram. the
major displacements of the vessel and floe will be in the three degrees of freedom surge .
heave . and pitch . In addition. flexure of the vessel and ice may playa roll in the impact
dynamics . For thinner ice sheets. flexural failure of the ice may be important. For the
calibration of the ice crushing failure model , only impacts with thick features where flexura l
failure was unlikely to occur were considered.
As the icebreaker impacts the floe. the front face of the icebreaker initially has a high
normal velocity to the ice and the ice fails in crushing. This portion of the ram is known as
the initial crushing phase. The reactive force on the bow of the icebreaker slows the vessel
down and accelerates the bow upward. At some point. the velocity of the vessel at the bow
will be approximately tangential to the bow plating . At this point the force on the ice is
generated mainly by the weight of the vessel. This portion of the ram is known as the
beachi ng phase. The maximum load during the beaching phase is determined in part by the
distance the vessel rides up the ice.
The transition from initial crushing to beaching is generally not smooth because of
the random failure processes in the ice and because the vessel may have enough pitch and
heave momentum to lose contact with the ice. The transition also varie s in nature
considerably depending on the size of the vessel. This is illustrated in the reco rded time
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traces of vertical bow force for lbeCanmarKigoriak andM V. Arctic shown in Figures A.6
and A.7 respectively. Wir.b the smaller vesse l (Kigoriak). tbere is a large initial crus hing
load. Because of the vessel is relatively shon and has a small radius of gyration. the vessel
lends 10 loose co ntact with the ice during hard rams . It is of note that on hard rams. the
initial crus hing load can be larger than the final beachin g load . For the larger vesse l
(M.V.Arctic) . there are fewe r lossesofc on taet and the beaching load is general ly larger than
the initial crushing load.. This transiuoa from dominance of initial cru shing load to
dominance of beaching load with vessel size is importan t in undemanding the random nature
of the ice fail ure and its effect on me maximum bow force .
In ttying to mode l the rams numerically, it was found that when a pressure-areacurve
was used during the beaching phase. rapid fluctuations in force could occur as the vessel lost
and regained co ntact, ntis prob lem could DOt be so lved using an elasti c layer: it was
necessaryto use a mechanismthai:absorbed impact energy during beaching. Th is aspect is
discussed furthe r.
The main object ive in de veloping a determini stic. time-domain, im pact model was
to be able [0 generat e time trace s of loads tha t had the same characteristics as observed in
real ramming events and to be able to match obse rved distributions of max imum im pact
loads by using a random ice failure mod el. The deterministic ramming mode l was based
on a peevtccs work by Daley and Riska.(l990). In the course of the StUdy, several additional
mod elling requirements for the study were identified and implemented.
In the initial model by Daley and Riska( I990). the motion of the icebreaker is
mode lled using three degreesof freedom. surge , heave , and pitch. The geometry of the
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vessel bow and ice floe are simplified such that the contact interaction is as shown in Figure
A.S. The interaction is modelled in the time domain approach using a Runge-Kutta numerical
integration algorithm. At each time step . the new displacement and resulting ice force is
determined. From this. the accelerations and displacements of the vessel are determined .
The model is run until the forward motion of the vessel reached zero .
In the model . the vessel heave and pitch stiffness are converted to an equivalent
vertical spring stiffness at the bow . The vessel mass and added mass are converted to
equivalent vertical and horizontal masses at the bow . Both mas s and stiffness are function s
of seve ral vessel parameters such as length. beam. draft . form coefficients and bow geometry.
The ice is modelled as a rigid sheet o f constant thickness. The ice force is modelled using
a pres sure -area relationship.
A number of mod ifica tions to the initial model were made as follow s. Man y
icebreakers have an ice skeg (also known as an ice knife ) on the lower bow which sto ps the
vessel from riding too far up on the ice and losing roll stability. To accu rately model the
observed time traces and maximum loads it was nece ssary to model the se skeg s or the
beaching loads became too large . The effect of the skeg was incorporated by maki ng
corrections to the forward projected area of the vessel . Additional areas are pro vided for
each vessel in the fonn of a digitized curve giving the additional forward projected area. The
addit ional horizontal force due to the ice skeg is determined from the pressure-area curve
based on the area of the ice skeg only . i.e. it is assumed that the ice skeg will impa ct
relatively intact ice below the vesse l and will not be sign ifica ntly affected by the overall
confinement.
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lbe volume of ice removed and the contael areas can be limi ted by the thickness of
the ice. tbe draft of the vessel . or the width of the vessel. A chec k: implement ed for these
conditions as the vessel rode up the ice and, if necessary. the equation s for contact area were
modified .
To be able to accurately mode l the sudden variatioos in load as the vesse t tose and
regained contact. it was found necessary to use an adaptive time stepping method. For uus.
the Runge-Kuna procedure wRKQS~ specified in Press er al. (1992) was used. Th e time step
is adjus ted so that the total error is approximate ly within bounds speci fied by the user. The
erro r assoc iated with any given step is estimated from the diffe rence betwee n the output
calculated using a single time step and the output calculated using two time steps of half the
du ration. The time step is reduced until the des ired accuracy is achieved . The successful
time increment is then used as the starting point for the subsequent step. If the in itial time
locrement for any step results in an estimated accumcy significantly greater than the desired
accura cy, the initial time increment to be used for the subseq uent step is increased
according ly.
The firstmode of flexural response oCthe vessel was added 10 determine its effect on
the impact . For this. the routine ~STIFF' (Press et al.• 1992) was required instead of
~RKQS~. This procedure is appropria te when there an: two or more rUSt order differential
equations involved with significan tly different time scales (in this case the natural periods
in pitch/heave and flexure arc significantly di ffere nt). An implicit di ffen:ncing algo rithm is
used SOthat the solution does not become unstable if relatively long time steps are used for
parameters which do DOC significantly affect the results . When runnin g thisprogram for large
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numbers of simulations, it was found that very infrequently numeri cal instabiliti es would
occur in the matrix inversion routine causing the simulation program to abort .
The most important change in the model relates to the problem of the appropriate ice
failure model to use for loss of contact and beaching. In the original model. an linear elastic
spring was used during the impact; for the cases previously considered. this spring resulted
in a smoother curve and removed some numerical problems. When applied for the smaller
vessels, it was found that the spring resulted in oscillatin g beaching forces with very high
maximum loads. A significant problem was that with the spring , energ y was not being
dissipated .
On remo val of the spring , it was found that the vessel repeatedly lost and regained
contact. In addition. the loads increased with the increased nominal contact area as the vessel
beached. Because the rate of penetration at the bow during beach ing is close to zero and
contact is at times lost and regained . a strict application of the pressure·area is not
appropriate. When the vessel is crushing at a high penetration rate. it is damaging the ice
through spalling and other mechanisms such as micro-fracturing. On rem oval of contact or
change to much lower penetration rates. there effecti vely remains a soften ed layer of ice.
The following method was used to rectify the model. On recontact. the force is
increased linearly from 90% of the beaching load (if it is less than the pressure-area load) up
to the pressure-area load through a layer of damaged ice 0.2 m in thickne ss. Often contact
would be lost again during this process , but the small "softening" effect was enough to
remo ve the worst anomalie s caused by instantaneou s development up to the pressure-area
curve .
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The model was set up to run and plot the outputs of simulated rams for verification
and sensitivity analyses. Figures A.S through A.13 show simulated time traces of forces for
the Canmar Klgoriak . M.V. Arctic. and NLD vessel for impact velocities of 2.5. 5.0, and 7.5
mls and pressure-area relationships of p=3a.o~ [MPa] and p=6a.o ~ (MPa]. It shou ld be noted
that. though loss of contact is predicted , the associated change in trajectory of the vesse l is
very small. As a result of the model for the dama ged layer on reco ntact, the vessel rides up
the ice face without the interaction pressure necessari ly reachin g the pressure-area curve
before con tact is lost once more.
For the Canmar Kigoriak rams, the model predicts a distinct initial impact a.s actually
observed. This is especially notable for the higher ice strength case, where the initial impact
force is greater than the maximum beaching force . For both the M.V. Arctic and the NLD
vessel, there is a distinct initial impact phase for higher impact veloci ties and ice strengths.
The addition of a damaged layer has a significant effect in lowerin g the beaching force. as
expec ted. As the damage layer thickness is increased. the frequency of loss of contact is
reduced and the final beachi ng load is reduced slightly.
A.3 Probabilistic ca libra tion of p ressure-area relationship
The selection of an appropriate set of random ice strength parameters was carried out
by means of a calibrati on process in which actual trials were simulated. Rather than the
determin istic formulation p =ca", c and d are treated as being random and denoted with
capital letters. Consequently P is also random and is denoted by a capitalleuer :
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(10 .1)
The parameters C and D are modelled using lognormal and normal distributions,
respecti vely . The purpose of the calibration is to select an appropriate mean and standard
deviation for C and D so that the ramming model can simulate accuratel y the distribution of
bo w forces from the observed data .
The main calibration used data from three vessels, namely the Canmar Kigoriuk.
M.V. Arctic and Manhattan. For these three vessels. ramming data was taken from four
voyages: the Spring and October 1983 Canmer Kigoriak trials. the 1984 M.V. Arctic trial s
and the 1969 Manhattan Northwe st Passage voyage. Typically. the ranuning data co ns isted
of a record of impact velocity and bow force. Other data. such as impact duration. vessel
surge and vessel rise, were included in certain data sets. A complete listing of items
observe d in each data set is given in Table A.2. During the 1969 Manhattan voyage . a surge
value of 27.4 m was observed for the ram corresponding to the highest veloc ity. The result s
of the simulations were 32.7 m. 38.9 m and 38.9 m for case s l , 4 and 10. respectivel y. The
rams forthe 1981 Canmar Kigoriak trials (Dome. 1981; VIT. 1981; and Offshore Research .
1981) were also used in the calibration bUInOIincluded because it was fou nd to be difficult
10 reconcile the different version s of the data record s. The results were judged to be
generally similar to the ones that have been included in this report .
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Canadian Marine Drilling Ltd. (CANMAR) conducted tests in 1983 using the
Canmar Kigoriak and her sister ship. the Robert Lemeur. The objectives of these tests were
as follows (CANMAR. 1985):
evaluating the global ice forces as a function of time.
determining the effect of dynamic magnification due to natural frequencies of vessel.
determini ng the effect of unsymmetric rams.
measuring the hull rigid body and vibrational accelerations. and
determining the global failure criteria of ice.
On June 14. the Canmar Kigcriak conducted 18 rams on first year ridges in landfast ice. On
July 3-5. the Canmar Kigoriak conducted 182 rams on grounded first year ridges in open
water. Between October 5-13. the Canmar Kigoriak performed 202 rams on multiyear
features. Ramming velocities ranged from 3 to 15 knots. Six rams into multiyear features
grounded in 28 m of water were conducted . the rest of the rams were with floes. The masses
of the floes rammed ranged between 45 and 700 kil oronnes.
Full-scale trials using the M.V. Arctic were carried out in 1984. sponsored by
Transport Canada. The stated object ive in conducting the tests was to obtain the total bow
force acting on the vessel as a function of indentat ion into a large multiyear ice feature
(German and Milne Ltd. and VIT. 1985). When the tests were conducted. previous warm
weather made it difficult 10 find thick floes that would fail in crus hing and could withstand
large numbers of repeated coll isions at different velocitie s. In all. 142 rams involving nine
floes were eventually conducted. In conduc ting the rams. floes were first rammed at a low
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velocity, which was subsequently increased for repeat rams. Throu ghout the trial s, the
ramm ing velocities were limited to below 4 knots.
In October 1969, the Manhattan conducted a number of rams into an ice island in
Barrow Strait. The displacement of the ice island was estimated at two to three times that
of Manhattan . The thickne ss was given as approximately 45 m. The maximum ramming
velocity was about 5 knots (MARAD, 1969).
A simulation model that can accurately predict the above observation s would require
a set of values for the mean and standard deviation of both C and D to cover a wide range
of ice conditions . Table A.3 shows the different cases modelled. The distribution s of C and
D were sampled using Monte Carlo methods to model the Canmar Kigoriak and M.V. Arctic
results, while a run. using the mean values of these distributions. was condu cted to allow a
comparison with the Manhattan results. This method was used as there are only five results
from the Manhattan . all ramming the same ice island .
The results of the calibration are given by two plots for each run: a probabilit y density
function of vertical bow force and a log plot of bow force against probabilit y of excee dance.
Figures A.I to A.ll contain both plot s for the three best cases. To determin e which case
produced the best fit to the observed data , a criterion was es tablished such that the highest
20% of the results were compared with measurements, so as to give a least squares
assessment of the agreement. The observed and simulated data were salted by bow force and
the highest 20% of the forces were then selected. The goodne ss of fit , G, was evaluate d as
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It (yn -Y,,/
G· ~ ••, (10 .2)
where Y. is the ith observed vertical bow fon:e, Y. is me ith simulated vemcal bow force and
n is the number of rams simulated. The results of this evaluation process can be found in
Tables A.4 and A.S. Tbe best tit was obtained from case 4 with a pressure-area relationship
of
c: J.I • 3MPa a " ±l.SMPa
D : p . - 0.4 a "' ±O.2
where JJ is the mean and 0' is the:standard deviatio n.
The mean values of C and D are qui re close to me coefficients C = 3.33 and D =-0.43
achieved indepe ndently from a linear bes t fit to average pressure-area co mbined from a larger
num be r of sources. The results are descri bed in Appen dix B of Can er et aI. ( 1995). and the
analysis included ice failure data from Hans Island. Molikpaq, CanmarKigoriak.M.v .Arcuc.
and Pond Inlet. It is important to note that the curve consists of pressures and areas from
different ice interaction events rather than the change in area and pressure during interaction
A number of comparisons were madefor Other parameters, such as impact duration.
vesse l surge and vesse l rise. The rise of the vessels was estimated well in most cases
whereas the surge was not estimated as well . The impact duratio ns were often
overestimated. However. a preset "window" of time was used so that if the durations actually
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exceeded this value, only me "windo w" was recorded. This o bservatio n wasrelayed to the
project team based OD field expeeeece, 1be simuiatioD"clock" starts at the smallest load and
includes a small period when no force wou ld be perce ived. In any even t. the vessel slows
dow n towards the end of the ram. with the force reachin g a leve l plateau called the
"beaching" force. Theresults are insensitive to the location of the end point. The reco rded
surge values were selected rams in which mainly crushing took place. On the other hand. the
simulations were carried out for a full range of ice failure mec hanisms .
Table A.J summarizes the selection (cases 4. 10 and I) that were used subsequently
for the Maximum Bow Force final runs. Case number 4 had the highest eval uation and bas
been used as the basecase in chapter 5. Case 10 had the second highest evaluation and
therefore was included. 1l:lis case also contained a higher standard deviation on the
parameter C. Thi s would test the effect OD extreme loads of a larger standard deviation of
ice stre ngth. Case I has been included because it has a high standard deviation and also a
large mean ice strength. This is expected to provide a more demandin g simulation of initial
impact force for all vesse ls. Thi s is of parti cular importance for smaller vessels.
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Table A.l Vessel Para:meters
Symb Description C""""" M .V. Manha ttan Nl.D
01 K.i oriak Arctic
....
Length betwee n 79.3 196.6 286 260
I perpendiculars m
B Breadth m 17.25 22.86 44 .81 44
T Draft m 8.5 10 .93 15.85 16
D Displaceme nt kiloto nnes 6.6 15 38.94 ISO 140
P Shaft nnwe r rMWl 12.2 10.86 20.5
8 Bowmassfaetor 0 .35 0.354 0.395
C Block:coefficient 0.537 0.74 0 .73 0.72
c, Watemlane coefficient 0.937 0 .856 0 .85 0.825
v Stem am!le deereest 24 30 17 22
a Bow opening angle 6 1 33.5 30 53I rd~ l
a, 2- bow opening angle 36
<1<=1
X. ~=s~IO:::1 15
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Table A.2 Items Rero rded DuriDg Ilamming Trials
VOYAGE ITEM S RECORDED IN OBSERVED DATA
Canmar IGgoriak lmpact veloc ity. maxim um bow force . vesse l rise time
Snrinll'l983
Canmar IGgoriak Impact velocity. maximum bow force . vesse l rise time
October 1983
M.V. Arctic Impact velocity. maxim um bow force. vesse l surge.
1984 vessel rise
M.m"man lmpacl veloci ty, beachio g force, ves sel surge . vesse l
1969 rise. imoacI duration
Ta ble A.J 1« Stren gth Pa ramelers
CASE C MP. D
u 0 u 0
1 • d -0 .4 ~O.2
2 05 ~ O.25
3 \.5 ~ O.75
4 3 ~l.5 -OA :!:O.2
5 8 . 4 -0 .7 ~ O.35
• 2.5 ~ 2.5
7 • •• -0.4 ~O.2
8 6 d -0 .4 ~ O.4
9 4 .2 -OA ~ O.2
10 3 .3 -0 .4 ~O.2
11 3 :t; 1.5 -0 .4 ± O.4
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Table AA EYaluation of the Four Best Sets of Ice Stre ngth Parameters
C . D
CASE
"
0 0
EV ALUA TION. G
4 3 ± lo5 .().4 ±0.2 0.Q71
10 3 d .().4 ±0.2 0.075
I 6 <3 .().4 <0.2 0.113
T. ble A-S En lua Lion of Ice Strength Parameters for
Canma r Kigoriak. M.V. Arctic ud Manhattan
CASE CANMAR M.V .ARcnC MANHATIAN OVERALL
KlGORlAK EVALUATI ON
4 0.072 0.020 0.171 0.07 1
10 0.087 0.014 0.171 0.075
I 0.094 0 .044 0.292 0.113
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Flgun: A.5 Defmition of Penetration Geometry for a Wedge-Shaped Bow .
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Figu re A.6 Example Time Traces of Verti cal Bow Force from the Canmar
Kigoriak Octobe r 1981 Trials.
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